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Introduction

Composting is a biological process in which
microorganisms convert organic materials
such as manure, sludge, leaves, paper, and
food wastes into a soil-like material called
compost. It is the same process that decays
leaves and other organic debris in nature.
Composting merely controls the conditions so that materials decompose faster.
Compostiug and the use of compost offer
several potential benefits including improved manure handling, enhanced soil
tilth and fertility, and reduced environmental risk. The composting process
produces heat, which drives off moisture
and destroys pathogens and weed seeds.
Withgoodmanagement, itproduces aminimum of odors.
Compost is quite different from the original materials that it was derived from. It is
free of unpleasant odors, is easy to handle,
and stores for long periods of time. Compost has a variety of uses which make it a
valuable and saleable product. For all of
these reasons, composting is attracting the
attention of farmers, waste-generators,public officials, and environmentalists.

On-Farm Composting Handbook

Agriculture is well-suited to composting.
The amount and nature of farm wastes, the
availability of land, and the benefits which
compost brings to soil make farms an ideal
place to practice composting. Anyone familiar with basic agricultural principles
should have little difficulty grasping the
technology ofcomposting. Often theequipment needed already exists on the farm.
Compostingisnotanew technology, nor is
it new to agriculture. Written references of
deliberate composting can be found in the
Bible. Farmers in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century America practiced composting. A century ago, composting methods and speed differed little from the
decomposition of organic materials which
occursnatnrally. It wasn’t until the twentieth century, beginning with the Indore
method in India, that scientific principles
were applied to composting, speeding the
process with selected materials, mechanical devices, and specific methods of constructing composting piles. However, by
this time, farming had also become more
scientific. Mechanization, chemical fertilizers, and specialization changed farming.
Compost was perceived to he unnecessary,

and waste disposal was not yet a major
problem. As a result, composting largely
disappeared from farms.
Later inthis century, interest in composting
shifted tomunicipalities, whereitoffereda
means to treat solid waste and sewage
sludge. Now, with shrinking landfill space
and increasing concem about the environment, composting is becoming popular.
Both the number and variety of applications have increased. Composting is now
seen as a way to tum problem materials
such as sewage sludge, municipal solid
wastes, and agricultural wastes into a valuable product which can be recycled back to
the land.
This handbook presents a thorough overview ofcompostingasitispracticedonthe
farm. It explains how to produce, use, and
market compost. The information is intended to help farmers decide whether
composting or the use of compost is appropriate for their farm. For waste producers,
environmental regulators,and public health
officials, the handbook provides insight
about agricultural composting and what it
can reasonably accomplish.
1
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It is important to emphasize that the information presented here reflects current
composting technology at the timethe hook
was written. However, composting practices, equipment, and environmental
regulations continue to develop at a fast
pace. Popular journals such as BioCycle
magerine offer a good way to stay current
with composting technology. These journals report on composting applications and
research findings and update the availability of commercial equipment. USDA
agencies, including the Cooperative Extension System and the Soil Conservation
Service, are showing increasing interest in
composting. These agencies, as well as
state environmental agencies and organi-

2

zations promoting agriculture, recycling,
and environmental conservation, can be
valuable sources of current information,
advice, and technical assistance.

Using the Glossary and
References Sections
A glossary is included beginning on page
169. It contains terms used throughout the
bulletin. Glossary words are indicated in
itulics the first time they appear in a chapter. The glossary defines terms as used in
this publication (that is, in the context of
composting). General usage may at times
conflict with definitions given.

For the convenience of readers, two sections of reference materials are given at the
end of this handbook. They are meant to
complement one another. The references
section is arranged alphabetically by authors’ last names and contains complete
information on all materials used in compiling this guide. The suggested readings
section is arranged in categories based on
specific chapters and sections andincludes
addresses fororderingcertain publications.
Readers who want further information on
specific topics (beyond the discussions in
this handbook) should first consult the
suggested readings section for a particular
book or publication and then check the
references section for a complete listing.

Introduction
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Benefits and
Drawbacks
The first question that you should ask is
“Why bother composting on the farm?”
Composting performs two functions. It
tums nuisance-causing waste products into
an easily handled material, and it creates a
valuablecommodity. Either function could
provide the primary reason for composting
on a farm, but both provide potential benefits. On the negative side, composting is a
majorundertaking. Youcannot simply pile
manure behind the barn and expect to have
compost several weeks later. A successful
composting operation deserves the same
commitment given to other farm tasks like
milking, egg handling, orpestcontrol. Like
any enterprise, drawbacks come with the
benefits (table 1.1).

The Benefits
Benefits of on-farm composting include
soil conditioning, having a saleable product, improved manure handling, improved
land application, lower risk of pollution
andnuisancecomplaints,pathogendestruction, using compost as a bedding substitute, disease suppression, and processing
or tipping fees.

Soil Conditioning
Compost is an excellent soil conditioner.
On-Farm Composting Handbook

When applied to cropland, compost adds
organic matter, improves soil structure,
reduces fertilizerrequirements, and reduces
the potential for soil erosion.

Saleable Product
One of the most attractive features of composting is that there is a market for the
product. Potential buyers include home
gardeners, landscapers, vegetable farmers,
turfgrowers, operators of golf courses, and
ornamental crop growers. The price of
compost varies considerably because it is
often viewed as a waste product. Bulk
compost prices start at about $5 per cubic
yardandaverageabout $10 per cubic yard.
Farm-produced compost has sold for as
high as $50 per cubic yard. The price
dependsonthelocalmarket,compostquality, and the raw materials used.

Improved Manure Handling
Composting reduces the weight, moisture
content, and activity of manure. Compost
is easier to handle than manure and stores
well without odors or fly problems. Because of its storage qualities, compost can
be applied at convenient times of the year.
This minimizes runoff and nitrogen loss in
the field. Although composting also re-

duces the volume of the manure, the addition of amendments to the composting mix
makes up for this loss in volume.

Improved Land Application
Both compost and manure are good soil
conditioners with some fertilizer value.
Usually manure is put on the land directly,
providing soil improving qualities comparable to those of compost. Therefore, soil
conditioning by itself does not usuallyjustify making compost from manure.
However, thereare benefits tobegainedby
composting manure.

1. Compostingconvens thenitrogencontaiued in manure into a more stable
organic form. Although this results in
some loss of nitrogen, what remains is
less susceptible to leaching and further
ammonia losses.
2. Highly bedded manures have a high
carbon-to-nitrogen ratio. When applied
to the land directly, the excess carbon
in the manure causes nitrogen in the
soil to he temporarily unavailable to
the crop. Composting high-carbon
manurebedding mixtures lowers the
carbodnitrogen ratio to acceptable levels for land application.
3
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Table 1.1
Benefits and drawbacks of on-farm composting
Benefits of composting

Drawbacks 01 composting

Excellent soil conditioner
Saleable product
Improves manure handling
Improves land application
Lowers risk of pollution and
nuisance complaints
Pathogen destruction
Bedding substitute
May reduce soilborne plant diseases
Possible revenue from processing
or tipping fees

Time and money involved
Land required for operations
Possibility of odors
Weather interferes with composting
Marketing is necessary
Diversion of manure and crop
residues from cropland
Potential loss of nitrogen in manure
Slow release of nutrients in compost
Risk of being considered a commercial enterprise

3. The heat generated by the composting
process reduces the number of weed
seeds contained in the manure.

Lower Risk of Pollution and
Nuisance Complaints
On a growing number of farms, manure is
more of a liability than an asset. Disposal
of manure is a problem where feed is not
grownon the farm, whenpreviouslyrented
1andislost.orwhenherdsizehasincreased
beyond the farm’s capacity to support it.
Odor complaints are common in populated
areas. Other concerns include runoff from
manure spread on frozen ground and nitrate contamination of wells.
Cornposting has the potential to alleviate
these problems. Disposal is less of a problem because there is usually a demand for
compost. Storage and handlingqualitiesof
compost allow it to be transported farther
than manure and other raw materials, possibly out of an over-burdened watershed.
A well-run manure composting operation
generates fewer odors and flies. Compostingalsoconverts nutrientsinto forms which
are less likely to leach into ground water or
be carried away by surface runoff.

Pathogen Destruction
While human pathogens are rarely a concern in farm-generated wastes, outbreaks
4

of Giardia species and Cryptosporidium
parvum have been reported in livestock.
Both are protozoans that can cause recurrent diarrhea in humans and animals, particularly those with a weakened immune
system. The protozoans are transmitted
from infected animals as dormant cysts in
fecal material. The cysts persist in the
environment even under adverse conditions.
Livestock can be infected with these parasites by ingesting feed or water contaminated by fecal matter from infected animals,
eitherdomesticorwild. Young animals are
more likely to become infected because of
current management practices that group
young animals in pens. They are also more
likely to show clinical signs of infection.
When an animal has diarrhea because of
theseprotozoans,themanurehas highnumbers of the protozoan cysts. Animals that
do not show signs of infection may carry
the protozoans and shed the cysts in their
feces.
The protozoans are killed by exposure to a
temperature of 140°F for thirty minutes.
While temperatures within the compost
pile can reach 140”F,material near the pile
surfacemay not.Turning the pileimproves
the potential for all material to reach the
required temperature.

Literature suggests that exposing the protozoans to temperatures lower than 140’F
for several days may kill the organisms.
More research is needed to develop specific guidelines for reducing the protozoan
populations during the compost cycle.

Bedding Substitute
Compost has been used for poultry litter
and bedding in livestock barns. Research
andexperience haveshown that compost is
generally a safe and effective bedding
material.

-

Disease Suppression
Properly prepared compost has been found
to reduce soilborne plant diseases without
the use of chemical controls. The diseasesuppressing qualities of compost are just
beginning to be widely recognized and
appreciated.

Processing or Tipping Fees
Thecurrent wastedisposalcrisis has towns
and waste generators searching for alternative disposal methods. This has created an
opportunity for farmers to collect processing fees by composting certain off-farm
waste materials. The fee collected for accepting waste materials is commonly
referred to as a tipping fee.
Some municipal and industrial wastes may
actually improve afarm’s composting mix.
Most manures need to be mixed with relatively dry materials that are good sources
of carbon. Leaves, newspaper, cardboard,
sawdust, bark, and shavings are all good
for this purpose. Moist materials, like produce and food processing wastes, can be
composted with dry farm residues such as
straw. Some off-farm materials like leaves
and yard wastes can be composted alone,
taking advantage of the farm’s land and
equipment.

__
~

Composting off-farm wastes must he considered cautiously. First, tipping fees can
be difficult to capture. Alternative uses for
off-farm wastes often exist, and the competition for the waste producers’ dollar can
be strong. Second, waste materials may be
Chapter 1: Benefits and Drawbacks
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difficult to handle or have the potential to
create nuisances. A high tipping fee usually means that the material is more likely
to he troublesome.
Composting off-farm wastes might lead to
extra processing at the composting site,
odor problems and odor control measures,
resistance from neighbors, and more restrictive environmental regulations. The
impact on the quality and value of the
compost prciduct must also be considered
since the raw materials can determine the
compost’s market valueand theconcentration ofcontaminants(suchas heavymetals)
may affect its use.

The Drawbacks
Drawbacks to on-farm composting include
time and money, odor, weather, marketing, diversion of manure and crop residues
from cropland, potential loss of nitrogen,
slow release ofnutrients, and risk of losing
farm classification.

Time and Money
Like any other operation, composting requires equipment, labor, and management.
The initial investment for a composting
operation can he very low, if existing farm
equipment and facilities are used. This
approach is fine where the volume of material is relatively small, hut most mediumto large-scale farms have found that using
only existing equipment requires too much
labor. Many farm composters have found
it necessary to purchase special composting equipment. With special equipment, it
could cost as little as $10,000 or well over
$100,000to start afarm composting operation, depending on the equipment purchased.

Land
Thecomposting site, storage for raw material, and storage for finished compost can
occupy a considerable area of land and
sometimes building space.

Odor
To say that composting is free of odors is
On-Farm Composting Handbook

misleading. Although the end products of
the process itself are not odorous, the materials that are being composted sometimes
do create offensive odors. Until they begin
to compost, active materials like manure,
sewage sludge, and food wastes can produce odors, especially if they have been in
storage for a while. Odors can also be
generated if the process is mismanaged.

A sensitivity to odors is essential. Some
sites, because of their location, may require odor control measures. This information does not contradict earlier statements
that composting can resolve odor problems. With most raw materials, the odors
from a well-managed composting operation are periodic and short lived. In most
cases composting still represents an improvement over conventional methods of
handling manures.

Weather
Cold weather slows the composting process by lowering the temperature of the
composting material. It can alsocause other
problems like freezing materialsand equipment. The effects of rain and snow are
potentially more serious. Heavy precipitation adds water to the composting mix;
snow and mud limit access to windrows. It
is possible that a heavy snow fall could
interrupt the operation until spring. If this
occurs, an alternative method to store or
dispose of the wastes is necessary.

Marketing
Selling compost involves marketing. This
means searching out potential buyers, advertising, packaging, managing inventory,
matching the product to the customers’
desires, and maintaining consistent product quality.

Diversion of Manure and Crop
Residues from Cropland
Composting manure and then selling it as
compost diverts the nutrients,organic matter, and soil-building qualities of that
manure from cropland. This also holds true
for crop residues that arecomposted rather
than returned to the land. Buying commer-

cial fertilizers to make up forthe lost nutricnts may not make good economic or
agronomic sense.

Potential Loss of Nitrogen
Composted manureoften contains less than
half the nitrogen of fresh manure. A good
manure handling system conserves most
of the nitrogen, so composting represents a
potential nitrogen loss. However, without
soil incorporation and proper storage, manure quickly loses nitrogen to the
atmosphere andeventually may retain even
less nitrogen than compost.

-

-

Slow Release of Nutrients
The nutrients in compost are mostly in a
complex organic form and must be mineralized in the soil before they become
available to plants. For example, less than
15% of the total nitrogen in compost is
typically available in the first cropping
season. Compared to raw manure, initial
applications of compost must be greater to
achievethesame nitrogen fertilization level.
However, adding enough compos1 to satisfy 100%ofthe crop’s nitrogen needs in a
given year may not be desirable because of
the large number of trips the spreader must
make. In thefollowingyears,nitrogenfrom
previous applications will gradually become available.

Risk of Losing Farm
Classification
It is possible to he too successful. If a farm
sells a large amount of compost or handles
off-farm wastes for a fee, neighbors and
local regulators may contend that the operation is a commercial enterprise, rather
than an agricultural activity. A farm could
conceivably lose its status as a farm in
regard to zoning or environmental regulations. Consider this carefully before
establishing orexpanding yourcomposting
operation. Try to determine at what point
and under what conditions a farm composting operation becomes a commercial
enterprise in your state or community.
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The Composting
Process
Comnostina is the aerobic. or oxvzen-

requ'iring,"decomposition of
materials by microorganisms
trolled conditions. During
microorganisms
while feeding on organic matter (figure
2 I ) Active composting generates considerable heat, and large quantities of arbo on
dioxide (CO,)and water vapor are released
into the dtr CO, and water losses L d n
amount to half the weight of the initial
while transforming them into a valuable
soil conditioner.

I
Water

I hilin~n,s

I

Heat

I

I

CO2

I
Organic matter
(including carbon,
chemical energy,
nitrogen, protein,
humus); minerals;
water: microorganisms

R~~

t

Finishedcompost

02

Composting is most rapid when conditions
the growth of the microor.
ganisms are established and maintained
(teble 2. I). The most important conditions
include:

t Organic materials appropriately mixed
to provide the nutrients needed for microbial activity andgrowth, includinga
balanced suaalv of carbon and nitrogen (C:N ratio)
t Oxygen at levels that support aerobic
organisms
t Enough moisture to permit biological
activity without hindering aerutiun

..
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The carbon, chemical energy, protein, and water in the finished compost less than that in
the raw materials. The finished compost has more humus. The volume of the finished
compost is 50% or less of the volume of raw material.

Figure 2.1
The cowsting process.

I

b Temperatures that encourage vigorous
microbial activity from thermophilic

microorganisms
Many aspects of composting are inexact.
The process occurs over a wide range of

conditions and with many materials. The
speed of composting and the qualities of
the finished compost are largely determined by selection and mixing of raw
materials.
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What Happens during
Composting
Coinposting begins as soon as appropriale
materials are piled together. Initial mixing
of raw materials introduccs cnough air to
start the process. Almost immediately, the
microqgtanisms consume oxygen and the
settling ofthe materials expels air from the
pore space. As the supply of oxygen decreases, aerobic decomposition slows and
may eventually stop if the oxygen is not
replenished. Aeration is continually required to recharge the oxygen supply.
Aeration is provided either by passive air
cxchange (natural convection and diffusion) or byJ?jrced aeration (blowerslfans).
Mechanical agitation of the composting
materials, or turniny, supplies a limited
amount of oxygen; but this is quickly consumed and must be replenished by passive
or forccd air movement. Turning is required for good aeration. It restores the
porespacewithinthepilesothatairmoves
through materials more easily (figure 2.2).

Table 2.1
Recommended conditions for rapid composting

Condition

Reasonable range a

Preferred range

Carbon to nitrogen (C:N) ratio
Moisture content
Oxygen concentrations
Particle size (diameter in inches)
PH

2O:l-4O:l
4045%

25:1-3O:l

Temperature ("F)
a

Greater than 5%
118-112
5.5-9.0
110-150

-

50-60%

Much greater than 5%
Varies

-

6.5-8.0
130-1 40

These recommendations are for rapid composting. Conditions outside these ranges can also yield
successful results.
Depends on the specific materials, pile size, andlor weather conditions.

Warm air

Since the release of heat is directly rclated
to the microbial activity, temperature is a
good process indicator. Temperature increases resulting from microbial activity
are noticeable within afew hours of fhrining a pile or windrow as easily degi-adable
compounds, such as sugars, areconsumed.
The temperaturesofthe composting matc- Figure 2.2
rials typically follow a pattern of rapid Natural (passive)air movement in a composting windrow or pile.
increaseto 120-140"Fwhichismaintained Source: Richard and Dickson, Municipal Yard Waste Composting: An Operator's Guide.
for several weeks. As active composting
slows, temperatures gradually drop to
100°F and finally to rimhient uir temperature. This characteristic pattern of turning or forced aeration helpsto keep the and until nearly all of the carbon is contemperature over time reflects changes in temperature from reaching these damag- verted to carbon dioxide. However, the
compost becomes relatively stable and usethe rate and type of decomposition taking ing levels.
ful long before this point. Compost isjudgcd
place as composting procceds (figure 2.3).
A curinx period usually follows the active tobe"done"bycharacteristicsre1atedtoits
During the active composting period, the composting stage. While curing, the mate- use and handling such as C:N ratio, oxygen
temperature fallsifoxygen becomes scarce rials continue to compost hut at a much demand, temperaturc, and odor.
because microbial activity decreases. The slower pace. The rate of oxygcn
. - consumptemperature rises again after turning or tion decreases to the point whcre the Factors Affecting the
fbrced aeration. If oxygen is available and compost can he piled without turning or
Composting Process
the microbial activity is intense, the tem- forced aeration.
Factors affecting the composting process
perature can rise well above 140'F. At this
puint many microorganisms begin to dieor The composting process does not stop at a includeoxygcnandaeration; nutrients(C:N
becomc dormant. With the decreased mi- particular point. Malerial continuesto break ratio); moisture; porosity, ,structure, tcxcrobial activity, the temperature may then down until the last remaining nutrients are ture, and particle size; p H ; temperature;
stabilize or even fall. Cooling the pile by consumed by the last remainingorganisms and lime.
On-Farm Composting Handbook
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removal can be ten times greater than that
for supplying oxygen. Therefore, temperalure often determines how much and how
frequently aeration is required. The aera-
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organisms a competitive advantage over
the anaerobes. Maintaining aerobic condi-
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the heat removal rate.
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Nutrients (C:N Ratio)
Carbon (Cj, nitrogen ( N j , phosphorus ( P j .
and potassium (Kj are the primary nutrients required by the microorganisms
involved in composting. Nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium are also the primary
nutrients forplants; so their concentrations
also influence the value of the compost.
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Figure 2.3

Time-temperaturepatterns for composting: general (top) and typical (bottom).

Oxygen and Aeration
Aerobic composting consumes large
amounts of oxygen. During the initial days
of composting, readily degradable components of the raw materials are rapidly
metabolized. Therefore, the need for oxygen and the production of beat are greatest
at early stages and then decrease as the
process ages. If the supply of oxygen is
limited, the composting process slows. A
minimum oxygen concentration of 5%
within the pore spaces of the composting
pile is necessary (air contains about 21%
oxygen).
Without sufficient oxygen, the materials
become anaerobic. Anaerobic decompo8

sition involves a different set of microorganisms and different biochemical reactions. Anaerobic processes are generally
considered slower and less efficient than
aerobic processes. Little heat is generated
to evaporate water from the materials.
Anaerobic processes develop intermediate
compounds including methane, organic
acids, hydrogen sulfide, and other substances. Many of these compounds have
strong odors, and some present safety concerns. Although intermediate compounds
(such as organic acids) form under aerobic
decomposition, they continue to decompose when oxygen is available. Under
anaerobic conditions, the intermediatecompounds accumulate. An adequate supply of

Many organic materials, including manures, plant residues and food wastes,
contain ample quantities of nutrients. Excessive or insufficient carbon or nitrogen is
most likely to affect the composting process. Microorganisms use carbon for both
energy and growth while nitrogen is essentialforprotein andreproduction. In general,
biological organisms, including humans,
need about twenty-five times more carbon
than nitrogen. It is, therefore, important to
provide carbon and nitrogen in appropriate
proportions. The ratio of carbon to nitrogen is referred to as the C:N ratio. A
balanced C N ratio usually ensures that the
other required nutrients are present in adequate amounts.
Raw materials blended to provide a C:N
ratio of 25:1 to 30: 1 are ideal for active
composting, although initial C:N ratios
from 2O:l up to 401 consistently give
good composting results. For many applications, C:N ratios of even 50: 1 and higher
are acceptable. WithC:Nratios below20 1,
Chapter 2: The Composting Process
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the available carbon is fully utilized without stabilizing all of the nitrogen. The
excess nitrogen may then be lost to the
atmosphere as ummonia or nitrous oxide
and odor can become a problem. Mixes of
materials with C:N ratios higher than 4 0 I
require longer composting times for the
microorganisms to use the excess carbon.
Although the C:N ratio is a useful guide
when formulating composting blends, the
rate at which carbon compounds decomposemust also beconsidered. Forexample,
straw decomposes and releases its carbon
to the microorganisms more easily than
woody materials. This occurs because the
carbon compounds in woody materials are
largely bound by lignins, organic compounds which are highly resistant to
biological break down. Similarly, the carbon in the simple sugars of fruit wastes is
more quickly consumed than the cellulosecarbon in straw.
If the carbon is in a form that is difficult to
decompose, the composting rate may be
slow. Since decomposition occurs on particle surfaces, degradability can be
improved by reducing the particle size
(which increases the surface area) as long
as porosity is not a problem (see following
sections). If desired, the C:N ratio can be
adjusted higher to compensate for poorly
degradable sources of carbon, though a
longer composting period may be necessary.

Moisture
Moisture is necessary to support the metabolic processes of the microbes. Water
provides the medium for chemical reactions, transports nutrients, and allows the
microorganisms to move about. In theory,
biological activity is optimal when the
materials are saturated. It ceases entirely
below a 15% moisturecontent. In practice,
however, composting materials should be
maintained within a much narrower moisturecontent range, generally between 40%
and 65%.
Experience has shown that the composting
process becomes inhibited as the moisture
content nears 40%. Below 40%,microbial
On-Farm Composting Handbook

activity continues slowly. At moisture levels above 65%, wdter displaces much of
the air in the pore spaces of the composting
materials. This limits air movement and
leads to anaerobic conditions.
Since the moisture content generally decreases as composting proceeds, the starting
moisture content should be well above
40%. For many compost mixtures, materials that are too dry are blended with
materials that are too wet to achieve a 5060% moisture content. With some dry
materials, such as leaves, water is sometimes added directly.
During composting, moisture levels change
as water evaporates from the pile and is
added by rain and snow. Generally more
water evaporates than is added, so the
moisturecontent tends todecrease as composting proceeds. Moisture levels should
be maintained such that materials are thoroughly wetted without being waterlogged
or dripping excessive water. As a rule of
thumb, the materials are too wet if water
can be squeezed out of a handful and too
dry if the handful does not feel moist to the
touch.
The 40-65% moisture content range is a
general recommendation that works well
for most materials. The acceptable upper
moisture limit actually depends on the porosity and absorbency ofthe raw materials.
Highly porous materials can be wetterthan
densely packed materials with small particles. A mixture with highly absorbent
materials may need to be maintained well
above 40% moisture to support rapid
composting.

Porosity, Structure, Texture,
and Particle Size
Porosity, structure, and texture relate to the
physical properties of the materials such as
particle size, shape, and consistency. They
affect the composting process by their influence on aeration. They can be adjusted
by the selection of the raw materials and by
grinding or mixing. Materials added to
adjust these properties are referred to as
amendments or bulking agents.

Porosity is a measure of the air space
within the composting mass and determines the resistance to airflow. It is
determined by the particle size, the size
gradation of the materials, and the continuity of the air spaces. Larger particles and
more uniform particles increase porosity.
Structure refers to the rigidity of the particles-that is, their ability to resist settling
and compaction. Good structure prevents
the loss of porosity in the moist environment of the compost pile.

-

Texture is the characteristic that describes
the available surface area for aerobic microbial activity. Most of the aerobic
decomposition of composting occurs on
the surface of particles, because oxygen
moves readily as a gas through pore spaces
but much slower through tbe liquid and
solid portions of the particles. A population of aerobic microorganisms builds up
in the liquid layer surrounding the surface
of particles. The microorganisms use the
available oxygen at the particle surface,
leaving the interior essentially unchanged
in an anaerobic state (figure 2.4).The particle shrinks and decomposes as the
composting microorganisms work their
way inward.
Since the amount of surface area increases
with smaller particle size, the rate of aerobic decomposition also increases with
smaller particle size-that is, within limits. Smaller particles also reduce the
effective porosity, so a compromise is
needed. Good results are usually obtained
when the particle sizes range from 118 to 2
inches average diameter.
For most raw materials and composting
applications, an acceptable porosity and
structure can be achieved if the moisture
content is less than 65%. However, some
situations benefit from special attention to
porosity, structure, or texture. Composting
methods that donot include turning require
more structure to resist settling, so larger
particles are necessary. Materials with a
strong odor might be mixed with rigid
materials to achieve greater than normal
porosity inorderto promotegoodairmovement.
9
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Liquid lilm surrounding particle
Anaerobic core
(originalmaterial,
linle or no decomposition)

'

Partially aerobic layer
below the particle sudace

Figure 2.4
Decomposition of solid particles

pH of the Materials

pH as decomposition occurs. For example,
the release ol organic acids may temporarily lower the pH during early stages of
composting, whereas the production of
ammonia from nitrogenous compounds
may raise the pH. Regardless of the pH of
the starting materials, composting yields
anend product witha Stable pH that isclose
to neutral.

The composting process is relatively insensitivetopH, within therangecommonly
found in mixtures of organic materials,
largely because of the broad spectrum of
microorganisms involved. The preferred
pHisinthcrangeof6.5-8.0, bulthcnatural
buffering capacity of the process makes it
possible to work over a much wider range.
Composting may proceed effectively at Temperature
pHlevelsbetween5.5and9.However.itis
likely to he less effective at 5.5 or 9 than it As a matter of convenience, science has
is at a pH near neutral (pH of 7).
subdivided and given names to the ranges
of temperatures within which certain m pH does become important with raw mate- croorganisms thrive. Composring essenrials that have a high percentage of nitrogen. tially takes place within the two ranges
A high pH, above 8.5, encourages the con- knownasmesophilir (50-105°F) and therversion of nitrogen compounds to ammonia, mophilic (over 105°F). Although mesowhich further adds to the alkalinity. Ad- philic temperatures allow effective
justing the pHdownward below 8.0reduces composting, most experts suggest mainthe ammonia loss (see chapter 6). Adjust- raining temperatures between I 10" and
ing the pH upward by adding linics, ashes, 150'F. The thermophilic temperatures are
or othcr additives is not usually necessary desirable because they destroy morepathoand often is not advisable because of the gens, weed seeds and fly larvae in the
potential effect on ammonia losses. If such composting materials. Regulations set the
additives are used, they should be used in critical temperature for killing human
small quantities and should be thoroughly pathogens a t ' I3 I "F. This temperature
should destroy most plant pathogens as
mixed with other materials.
well. The critical temperature for destroyCompostingchanges thematcrials and their ing most weed seeds is 145°F.
10

Microbial decomposition during composting inherently releases large amounts
ofenergy as heat. The self-insulatingqualities of the composting materials lead to an
accumulation ofheat, which raisesthetemperature. At the same time, the materials
continuously lose heat as watere\'aporates
and as air movement carries away the water vapor and other warm gases. Turning
and aeration accelerate the heat loss and,
therefore, are used to maintain temperatures in the desired range. Cold weather
and small piles increase heat loss.

-

-

Heat accumulation can push temperatures
well above 140°F. When this occurs, microorganisms begin to suffer the effects of
high temperature, and the composting process slows. The temperature can continue
to rise above 160°Fbecause of heat generated by ongoing microbial activity and the
insulating qualities of the composting materials. At this point, many microorganisms
die or becomedormant. The process effectively stops and does not recover until the
population of microorganisms recovers.
To prevent this situation, temperatures
should he monitored. When the temperature approaches 140"F,heat loss should be
accelerated by forcedaeration orturning of
thematerials. lfthermal killdoesoccur, the
recovery may be quickened by rcinixing
thepile,preferably with material fromother
more active batches.
Since most of the heat loss in composting
occurs by the evaporation of water, the
materials should not be allowed to dry
below a40% moisture content. Low moisture increases thechanceof damaging high
temperatures as well as s p o n t a n ~ " ~coms
hu.stion (see chapter 6).

Time
The length of rime required to transform
raw inalerials into compost depends upon
many factors including the materials used,
temperature, moisture, frequency of aeration, and user requirements. Proper
moisture content and C:N ratio plus frequent aeration ensure the shortest possible
composting period. Conditions which slow
the processinclude lackofmoisture, ahigh
C:N ratio, low temperatures, insufficient
Chapter 2: The Composting Process
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aeration, large particlesand a high percentage of resistant materials (such as woody
materials).
The required composting period also depends o n the intended use of the compost.
It can be shortened if the compost does not
need to be completely stable. For instance,
if the compost is to be applied to cropland
well before the growing season, it can be
cured and finished in the field (see following section). The composting period is
often extended for compost which must be
particularly dry or stable.
In general, the entire decomposition and
stabilization of materials may be accomplished within afew weeks under favorable
conditions; but a period greater than two
months is more common. Although some

highlycontrolled mechanical systems claim
less than one week to produce compost, a
four- to eight-week curing period is usually recommended before the compost can
be used. Typical composting timesforseveralcommon applicationsaregiven in table
2.2.
A given process may achieve stabilization
quickly by drying the materials to a low
moisture content, which inhibits biological activity. This is fine if the end use for
the compost does not dictate more thorough stabilization. However, partially
stabilized composts are not suitable for
most horticultural uses. It is also important
to recognize that as the dried material regains moisture, biological activity resumes.
Odor and other problems can then develop
if adequate aeration is not provided.

Changes in Materials
during Composting
During composting, the microorganisms
transform organic raw materials into compost by breaking down the raw materials
into simplecompounds and reforming them
into new complex compounds. This transformation changes the nature of the
materials. The raw materials begin as a
diverse mixture of particles and compounds, many of which are easily degraded
and potentially odorous. By the time
composting is complete, the mix of compounds becomes more uniform and less
active biologically. Little or no trace of the
original raw materials is discernible. The
material becomes dark brown to black in
color. The particles reduce in size and
become consistent and soil-like in texture.

-

-

Table 2.2

Typical composting times for selected combinations of methods and materials

Active composting time
Curing

Materials

Range

Typical

time

Leaves

2-3 years
6 months to 2 years

2 years

-

Well-bedded manure

1 year

-

Windrow-infrequent turning a

Leaves
Manure t amendments

6 months to 1 year
4-8 months

9 months
6 months

4 months
1-2 months

Windrow-frequent turning

Manure t amendments

1 4 months

2 months

1-2 months

Passively aerated windrow

Manure + bedding
Fish wastes + peat moss

10-1 2 weeks
8-1 0 weeks

-

1-2 months
1-2 months

Aerated static pile

Sludge + wood chips

3-5 weeks

4 weeks

1-2 months

Rectangular agitated bed

Sludge t yard waste or
Manure t sawdust

2-4 weeks

3 weeks

1-2 months

Rotating drums

Sludge and/or solid wastes

3-8 days

-

2 months

Vertical silos

Sludge and/or solid wastes

1-2 weeks

-

2 months

Method
Passive composting

a

For examole. with bucket loader
For example, with special windrow turner

Ohen involves a second composting stage (lor example, windrows or aerated piles)
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In the process, the amount of humus increases, the C:N ratio decreases, pH
neutralizes, and the exchange capacity of
the material increases.
Composting leads toa volume reductionof
one-quarter to more than one-half of the
initial volume, depending upon the raw
materials. Typical agricultural materials
exhibitalargeshrinkageinvolume.Partof
this volume reduction represents the loss
ofCO,and watertotheatmosphere. Partof
it occurs as loose, bulky raw materials are
changed into crumbly, fine-textured compost. The composting materials also
experience alarge weight reduction, on the
order of40-80%. mostly because of water
loss.
Some loss of nitrogen occurs as ammonia
escapes from the composting pile. Nevertheless, composting retains most nutrients
supplied by the raw materials and stores
them within stable organic compounds.
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This reduces the immediate availubiliry of
nutrients to the plants but it also allows
them to he released at a more gradual rate.
The C:N ratio gradually falls during
composting, because of the loss of CO,
from the starting materials. The amount of
carbon lost during composting usually exceeds the nitrogen loss. However, if the
startingC:Nratioislow,lessthan 15:l.the
nitrogen losses may be large enough to
cause little change in the C:N ratio.
The transformations that occur during
composting require energy. Organic materials used in composting contain a
significant amount of stored energy. The
stored energy results from the transformation of solar energy to chemical energy
during photosynthesis. By breaking the
chemical bonds, microorganisms obtain
energy for growth from the organic materials. During the proceis, some of the
chemical energy is transformedto heat that

increases the pile temperature and escapes
to the surroundings.
Microorganisms decompose organic materials progressively, breaking them down
from complex to intermediate to simple
compounds. The nutrients that become
available during decomposition remain in
the compost within the bodies of new microorganisms and as humus. The final
product has a low rate ofmicrobial activity
but it is rich in microorganisms and the
remains of microorganisms.
Some organic compounds present initially
in the raw materials pass through the
composting process with little or nochange.
Lignins, found in woody materials, are
difficult to break down in the typical time
span of a composting pile. Lignins and
other biologically resistant substances are
concentrated in the compost. They are partially responsible for conipost’s characteristic qualities.
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Curing
Cui-ing is a ci-itical and often neglected
stageofcompostingduringwhich thecompost matures. Curing occurs at low,
mesophilic temperatures. The oxygenconsumption, heat generation, and iiioisture
evaporation are much lower than i n the
iictivc composting stage.
The importance of curing incrciiscs i i the
active compostiiig stage is either shortened
or pooi-ly managed. A long curing period
provides a safety net that helps t o overcome the shortcomings of the composting
method and also reduces the chance that a11
iminatiirecornpost will he uscd. An immature compost continues to consume oxygen
and thcrchy rcducesthe availability ofoxygen to the plant roots. Immature compost
can also contain high levels of orginic
acids, a high C:N ratio, and other characteristics which can he damaging when the

On-Farm Composting Handbook

compost is used foI certain horticultural
applications.

composition process, adequate natural aeration is a necessity. This limits the size and
moisture content of the cui-ing piles (see
chapter 5 ) .Compost that becomes anaerobic within the curing piles develops some
of the same detrimental qualities round i n
immature compost.

Curing furthers the aerobic decomposition
mt compounds, organic acids, large
particles, and clumps of material that remain after active coinposting. A s a result,
the pH shifts toward neutral, the C:N ratio
deci-eases,the exchange capacity increases, There is no specific point at which curing
arid the ci)ncentration ofliurnus increases. should begin or end. When the windrow
Soiiiechanges that take placeoccuronly at temperature no longer reheats after turnlow temperatures or with well-decomposed ing, the curing stage begins. With forced
organic inattcr(whichisnot present during aeration, curing begins after the pile t e n active composting). One example is the perature shows a steady decrease and
mesophilic levels ( I W F , for
fiirmation of n ~ t r ~ i t ~ ~ - ~ rwhich
~tri~
be~ ~ t approaches
r,
comes nuticeable during the curing stagc. example). Curing may he considcred coinAnother is the recoloni~atioiiofthepileby plete when the pile temperature falls to
soil microorganisms, which can give the near ambient temperatures (without the
compostdiscase~suppressingqualities.The pile being anaerobic or overly dry). The
development of humus is also believed to I-ule of thumb recoininends a minimum
curing time of cine month. Again, a longer
occur more readily at these conditions.
period is necessary if active composting
Because curing continues the aei-obic de- was not completed.
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Raw

The ingredients for composting are organic by-products or waste materials. On
farms such materials include animal manures, bedding, crop residues and some
processing wastes. In most cases, there is a
primary raw material to be composted,
such as manure, and other materials are
added. Often the primary material is a
troublesome waste needing treatment and/
or disposal.
It is rare that a given waste material, in its
available condition, has all of the characteristics required for efficient composting.
Therefore, it is usually necessary to blend
together several materials, in suitable proportions, to achieve a mix with the desired
overall characteristics (figure 3.1). This
mix of materials is sometimes referred to
as a recipe. For farms, a composting recipe
is often a blend of manure and crop residues. Sometimes waste products from
nearby lumber operations, such as sawdust
or bark, are used. Sometimes leaves and
yard wastes are obtained from local towns.
The materials added to provide the desired
characteristics are referred to as amendments, bulking agents, or carbon sources.
Amendments are added to adjust any characteristic of the mix, such as moisture
content, texture, or C:N ratio. A bulking
14

Wet, high-nitrogen
primary ingredient

Bulking agent with
large, stiffpanicles

Dry, high-carbon
amendment

Figure 3.1
Combining raw materials to achieve the desired Characteristicsfor composting.

agent provides structure so that the mate- improve the qualities of the primary materials stand in a pile without collapsing and rial.
maintain pore spaces for air movement.
Carbon sources are added to raise the C:N Since amendments must often be obtained
ratio. Although the three terms are often from outside sources, cost and availability
used interchangeably, amendment is the are important factors. For composting to
more general term and is used in this hand- remain economical, the raw materials obbook to describe any ingredient added to tained from outside sources must be
Chapter 3:Raw Materials
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inexpensive. Fortunately, many free or inexpensive materials are suitable and
available for composting. In the best situation, a possible amendment is a nuisance
to someone who is willing to pay to have it
taken away. There may be an opportunity
tosupply awasterecycling service tonearby
food processors oramunicipality. This can
generate additional farm income in the
form of tippingfees. However, accepting
off-farm wastes may also bring more restrictive regulations and neighborhood
objections.

Raw Material
Characteristics
The previous chapter discussed the important raw material characteristics for
composting. These are summarized intable
3.1. Ideally, the raw materials should be
cbosenandmixedin the rightproportion to
produce characteristics within the ranges
listedintable3.1. However, it isnotalways
necessary orevenpossibletoachieve these
values. Composting is aflexible process. It
occurs over a broad range of conditions
which might be quite different from the
ideal. The allowable deviation from the
ideal depends on the time available to
complete composting, the potential for
odors, and the finaluseofthe compost. For
rapid composting or for materials with a
high risk of odors, it is important to stay
close to the ranges in table 3.1.

MoisturecontentandC:Nratioaretheraw
material characteristics ofgreatest concem
and, together, will probably determine the
recipe of the mix. In most cases, the primary ingredient is wetandhigh innitrogen.
Therefore, dry carbon-containing amendments are in great demand. Porosity and
bulkdensity cannotbe predicted withaccuracy from individual ingredients. For the
mixture, hulk densities less than 3 5 4 0
pounds per cubic foot are usually adequate.
Although material recipes are determined
by moisture and C N ratio, raw materials
have other qualities that can be just as
important to the composting operation.
These include degradability, odor potential. and cleanness.

On-Farm Composting Handbook

Table 3.1

Desired characteristics of raw material mixes

Characteristic

Reasonable range

Preferred range

Carbon to nitrogen (C:N) ratio
Moisture content

20: 1-4O:l
40-65%
5.5-9

25:1-30:1

PH
Bulk density (pounds per cubic yard)
a

less than 1100 a

50-60?'0
6.5-8.5

-

40 pounds per cubic foot,

Not all organic materials degrade equally
well. For instance, woody materials decompose slowly because of a high
proportion of lignin. Large particles degrade slower than small particles of the
same material.
The potential for odor should be a prime
consideration in determining raw material
recipes. Materials that have a strong odor
or tum rancid quickly require special handling. In locations that are vulnerable to
odor complaints, strong-smelling materials such as fish processing waste or swine
manure are best avoided. (Odor control
strategies are discussed in chapter 6.)
Cleanness refers to the degree of contamination from unwantedmaterials, chemicals,
and organisms. Some examples include
staplesoncardboardboxes,glass andother
trash carried in with leaves, pesticide residues from crops, heavy metals or human
pathogens in sludge, or sludge itself. Materials that present environmental or health
risks bring more restrictive regulations. In
many cases, the acceptable level of cleanness depends on the final use ofthe compost.
The market value of a compost may depend on the ingredients used to make it.

Common Raw Materials
for Farm Composting
The list of materials appropriate for
composting is almost endless. Only those
commonly available to farmers are discussed here and summarized in table 3.2.
Table A.l (pages 1 0 6 113) provides a list
of selected raw materials and their charac-

teristics (percent nitrogen, C:Nratio, moisture content, and bulk density).
Other materials, abundant on the farm or
available locally, may be very good components of a composting mix. Trucking
raw materials is usually cost-prohibitive
beyond 50 miles, so farmers should seek
out local sources of clean organic materials. They should be evaluated in the same
manner as the materials discussed below.

Cattle Manure
Nitrogen-rich and very wet. Moisture content and CNratio depend on the amount of
bedding used, management practices, type
of operation, and climate. Generally requires a large amount of dry, high-carbon
amendment, often two to three volumes of
amendment per volume of manure. Relatively low odor risk if composted within a
few weeks. Decomposes quickly. Bedded
packmanure is moderately dry with a good
C N ratio. Liquid manure or slumes must
be screened or dried unless only small
amounts are used in the composting mix.
Some trash may be present. Overall, a very
good composting material.

Poultry Manure
Very high nitrogen content and moderately moist. Needs a high carbon amendment. Litterwith sawdust orwoodshavings
is well suited to composting and may be
partially composted when removed from
the bam. Nitrogen loss and odor from ammonia is apotentialproblem becauseof the
high nitrogen content and highpH. Low
15
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Spoiled Hay and Silage
Table 3.2
Summary of common raw materials for farm composting

Bark
Cardboard
Callle manure
Crop residues
Fertilizer and urea
Finished compos1
Fish processing wastes
Food processing wastes
Fruit and vegetable wastes
Grass clippings
Horse manure
Leaves
Lime
Newspaper

Liveslock manure
Paper mill sludge
Peat moss
Poultry manure
Sawdusl and shavings
Seaweed and other aquatic plants
Seplage and sewage sludge
Slaughlerhouse and meat packing wastes
Spoiled hay and silage
Straw
Swine manure
Wood ash
Wood chips

Moderately dry to wet, depending on conditions. Moderate to high C:N ratio. In
most cases, available only occasionally.
Addedtocompost mixasadisposal method
and not as a reliable amendment. Good
structure and degradability.Possible problems includeodor andleuchute from silage
and weed seeds in hay. Moderate composting material.

-

Straw
Dry andcarbonaceous.Gooddegradability.
Provides very good structure and odor absorption. IS used as bedding, i t can
precondition manure for composting.
Availability andcost can bedisddvantages.
Excellent composting amendment.

Sawdust and Shavings
Note: Each item is discussed in the text. Additional information is provided in Appendix A (page 106).

pH amendments may be needed to lower
the alkalinity. Decomposes quickly. The
high nitrogen content can result in a fertilizer-grade compost. Good to very good
composting material.

Horse Manure
Usually contains large amounts of bedding; therefore, dry with a high C:N ratio.
Composts well alone or as an amendment
for wet cattle manure. Low odor potential.
Decomposes quickly, especially if bedding is straw. Often available at little or no
cost from local stables, racetracks, pleasure horseowners, Sairs,andschools.Some
stable wastes contain medication containers, soda cans, and other trash. Excellent
composting material.

Swine Manure
Nitrogen-rich and very wet. Needs a dry,
high-carbon amendment. Strong potential
for odors. High moisture content and odor
make composting more difficult than other
manures. With bedding, solids separation,
and/or odor-control measures, it can be a
fair to good composting material.
16

Other Livestock Manure
Sheep, goat, rabbit and other livestock
manures are usually good for composting.
They are collected mostly from bedded
manure packs and are, therefore, relatively
dry with a high C:N ratio. Without bedding, the manure is nitrogen-rich and wet.
Bedded material may be used as an amendment toother livestock manures. Relatively
low odor potential. Decomposes quickly.
Good composting material.

Crop Residues
Variable characteristics depending upon
thematerial but generally moderate to high
moisture and moderate C:N ratio. The C:N
ratio and moisture content depend on the
age and the amount of fruit and seeds
present. Generally older vegetation is drier
and contains less nitrogen. Usually very
good structure and good degradability.
Some residues may be dry and high in
carbon (corn stalks). Plant pathogens are a
concern if compost does not reach high
temperatures in all parts of the pile. Excellent to good romposting amendments,
depending on the material.

Dry and carbonaceous. Moderate to poor
degradability; sawdust degrades faster than
shavings. Good moisture and odor absorption. Can also have a dual use as bedding.
Usually available at a moderate to low
cost. Good to moderate composting amendment.

Leaves
Relatively dry. High in carbon. Good
degradahility if shredded. Moderate moisture absorption. Low odor potential.
Composts alone or as an amendment. OSten contains trash, rocks, plastic bags, and
so on-especially if collected from streets.
Large quantities available but seasonal
supply requires storageand/or special handlinglscheduling. Leeves can be obtained
free, or a tipping See may be available.
Good to moderate composting material
(see chapter 1 I ) .

Wood Chips
Dry and high in cerbon. Large particle size
provides excellent structure hut poor
degradahility. Oftenused as abulkingagent
for.fi>rcedaeration composting. Must be
screened from final compost but can be
reused. Moderate to low cost. Has a competing use as a mulch product. Chips from
Chapter 3: Raw Materials
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preservative-treated and painted wood
should not be used. Very good bulking
agent but poor amendment otherwise.

Bark
Qualities are similar to that of wood chips
except, for a given tree species, bark contains slightly more nitrogen and easily
degradable compounds. May becomposted
alone forusein pottingmediaorformulch.
Good bulking agent but poor as a general
amendment. Good material for specialty
compost products (mulch, potting media)
though the composting time is relatively
long.

Grass Clippings
Moderately wet to dry. Slightly low C:N
ratio. Decompose quickly. Moderate to
high odor potential depending upon management. Good source of nitrogen for leaf
and yard waste mixtures. Usually available
free, or a tipping fee may be available.
Good composting material, if mixed with
coarse materials. Alone, grass clippings
tend to compact and become anaerobic.

Newspaper
Dry. High carbon content. Moderate
degradability. Potential for dual use as
bedding. Good moisture absorption but
poor structure and porosity. Black inks are
generally non-toxic. Large quantities of
colored inks and glossy paper are best
avoided or should be analyzed because of
possible heavy metals and other contaminants. Available in large quantities at little
or no cost, or a tipping fee may be available. May needshredding and somesorting
initially. Possible problems include storage, dust, and trash around the farmstead.
In general, a good to moderate amendment
depending upon the structure of the mix.

Cardboard
Dry and high carbon content. Good
degradability. Good moisture absorption
and structure. Large quantities available
forlittleornocost, o r a tipping feemay be
available. Shredding, storage, and some
sorting may be needed. Staples in cardOn-Farm Composting Handbook

board boxes may need to be removed.
Glues in corrugated cardboard may contain high boron levels. Good to fair
amendment.

Finished Compost
Compost can be recycled as an amendment
for wet wastes, either alone or in combination with other amendments. Moderately
dry. Moderate to low C:N ratio. Provides a
good initial supply of micronrganisms.
Frequent recycling may potentially lead to
high salt concentrations but, otherwise, n o
significant disadvantages. Loss of compost product after recycling is small. Good
amendment, especially for lowering the
mix moisture content without raising the
C:N ratio.

Peat Moss
Acidic fibrous material which has resulted
from years of anaerobic decomposition.
Low in nitrogen. Highly absorbent of water, nutrients and odors. May hold over ten
times its weight in water. Except inregions
where natural deposits exist, peat moss is
expensive, partly because of its competing
uses as an amendment for potted plants and
other horticultural crops. Peat moss passes
through the composting process virtually
unchanged, producing a potentially high
valued compost. Its odor- and water-absorbing qualities make it an excellent
amendment, but cost limits its use.

Fruit and Vegetable Wastes
Peels, tops, trimmings, culls, damaged
spoiled fruit. Moderate to wet with a moderate to low C:N ratio, depending upon the
nature of the waste. Except for pits, good
degradability.Poorto fair structure. Standingpiles ofmany fruits and some vegetable
wastes quickly collapse into a wet mess
once decomposition begins. The potential
for tipping fees exist. Slight to moderate
risk of odor problems. Possible trash from
packing operations and markets. Good to
fair composting material.

Food Processing Wastes
Variable characteristics depending upon

the process. Filter press rakes generally
are moderately dry and have high to moderate carbon content. Other food processing by-products are generally wet with
moderate to low C:N ratios. Possible problems include high risk of odors; vermin
(rats, mice, flies); contaminants from macbinery and cleaning solutions used at the
processing plant; and poorly degradable
components such as pressing aids. A major
advantage is the opportunity to receive a
tipping fee. Good to poor composting material depending upon the nature of the
waste.

-
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Slaughterhouse and
Meat Packing Wastes
Paunch manure, blood, miscellaneous parts.
Wet and low C:N ratio. Gooddegradability.
High risk of odors and vermin. More restrictive regulations may apply. Large
amounts of amendment are required tn
lower moisture content and control odors.
Except for paunch manure, composting
should be considered only if direct land
application and other options are not practical.

Fish Processing Waste
Racks, frames, heads, tails, shells, ~ U I T Y .
Variable characteristics depending on
waste, but generally moderately to very
wet and high in nitrogen. Lobster, crab,
shrimp, and mollusk shells provide good
structure. All but mollusk shells decompose quickly. The high risk of odor along
with the high moisture requires large
amounts of dry amendment a n d o r special
handling. More restrictive regulations may
apply. Potential for tipping fee. Wet materials-racks or gurry-are troublesome,
and composting should be considered after
other options.'Shells are moderate to good
composting materials if managed properly.

Seaweed and Other
Aquatic Plants
Water hyacinth, pond cleanings, waste
water treatment species. High to moderate
moisture content, depending on previous
drying. C:N ratios vary from low (sea17
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weeds) tomoderate(waterhyacinth). Good
degradability. Generally poor structure,
especially for seaweeds. Good sources of
minor nutrients, but salt content of seaweed is a possible problem if used in large
quantities. Possible trash and weed seeds
included with beach cleanings. Low to
moderate odor risk. Good composting
material with added structure,

Paper Mill Sludge
Wet or moderately wet if pressed. Moderate to high C:N ratio. Requires a dry
amendment withnitrogen-adifficultcombination. Good degradability but poor
structure. Slight to moderateriskofodor if
mismanaged. Organic contaminants are
occasionally found in paper sludge. Potential for tipping fee. Fair composting
material.

Wood Ash

process monitoring, and product analysis.
The one advantage is the opportunity to
collect a fee for composting these materials. In general, sewage sludge and septage
bring many restrictions and regulations.
Though exceptions exist, it is best to avoid
these materials for farm composting operations.

Fertilizer and Urea
Fertilizers, urea, or other concentrated nitrogen sources are sometimes considered
as additives to lower the C:N ratio of high
carbon materials such as leaves. Although
such materials do reduce the initial C:N
ratio, the benefits are short-lived. Nitrogen
from such sources tends to be available
much more quickly than the carbon in the
organic materials. Initially the available
carbon and nitrogen are in balance; but as
the easily available carbon is depleted, a
surplus of nitrogen soon develops. Eventually theexcessnitrogen islost as ammonia.

and feel” approach may be the only alternative. However, when the composter is
unfamiliar with the materials or the process or when it is important to establish
near optimum composting conditions, it is
better to develop composting recipes based
on calculations. The calculations predict
the moisturecontent andC:N ratioof amix
from the characteristics of the individual
raw materials.

-
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Developing a composting recipe is a balancing act because both the C:N ratio and
the moisture content need to be within
acceptable ranges. Usually one of these
characteristics takes priority, and an appropriate recipe is determined. Then, if
necessary, the proportions are adjusted to
bring the secondcharacteristicin line without excessively changing the first.
Sometimes this is not possible, and a differentsetofingredients must beconsidered.
~

With wet materials, the moisture content is
particularly critical because a high moisture content leads to anaerobic conditions,
Lime
odors, and slow decomposition. The conLike fertilizers, lime is also considered as sequences of a poor C:N ratio are less
an additive,eithertoadjustpHortocontrol damaging. It is usually best to develop an
odors. Generally, lime is an unnecessary initial composting recipe based on moisingredient and can be detrimental. pH ad- turecontentandthenadjust it, ifnecessary,
justment is rarely necessary in composting. to achieve an acceptable C:N ratio. Dry
If lime is used for odor control, it can raise materials can be proportioned on the basis
the pHenoughtocanse anexcessiveloss of of C:N ratio, since it is relatively easy to
ammonia. The same effects should be ex- add water to a mix.
pected for other concentrated sources of
alkalinity, including cement kiln dust and The formulas for calculating a composting
wood ash.
recipe are given in table 3.3. The calculations are done on a dry weight basis. For
each ingredient, the moisture content, the
Determining
percentage of nitrogen (dry weight) and
Septage and Sewage Sludge
Composting Recipes
either the percentageofcarbon (dry weight)
Raw and digested. Nitrogen-rich and very Many composters combine raw materials or the C:N ratio must be known. If it is
wet. Requires two to four volumes of dry by trialanderror, basedonthelookandfeel necessary to convert from weight to volamendment per volume of sludge. Septage of the mix. More manure or water is added ume or vice versa, you must also know the
and raw sludge decompose quickly, di- if the mix feels dry, or dry amendments are densify of the ingredients. The carbon congested sludge moderately. Strong odor added until the mix stands in a pile without tent ofmany materials is sometimesdifficult
potential forseptage and raw sludge, strong slumping. Usually this involves somejudg- to find in literature. If the literature or test
to moderate for digested. Possible con- ment about the moisturecontent, structure, results report the percentage of ash, the
tamination from human pathogens and and porosity of the mix. With experience, carbon content can be roughly estimated
heavy metals. Special regulations apply this approach to determining composting by the following equation.
for pathogen reduction. Restrictions on recipes can he successful, especially when
land use apply for heavy metals. Compost- the composting does not need to be rapid or
(100 % Ash)
ing these materials usually involves closely controlled. When the raw material
%Carbon
1.E
operational and land application permits, characteristics are not known, the “look

~~

Very dry with little or no carbon and nitrogen. Contains a fair amount of other
nutrients, particularly potashium. The concentrations of heavy metals may be a
concern with some ashes. In a composting
mix, wood ash would absorb moisture and
raise the pH of the mix. It has also been
proposed as an odor adsorbing agent. Handling is difficult as the ash is a fine powder
which blows around and creates dust. Particles tend to cement together after they
become wet. Tipping fees may he available. Fair to good composting amendment
for wet acidic mixes. Should not be used if
the pH is high.

-
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Table 3.3
Formulas for determining composting recipes
Formulas for an individual ingredient

Shortcut formulas for only two ingredients
(for example, leaves plus grass clippings)

Moisture content = % moisture content i 100
Weight of water = totalweight x moisture content
Dry weight = total weight - weight of water
= total weight x (1 -moisture content)
Nitrogen content
dry weight x (% N + 100)
% carbon = Yo N x C:N ratio
Carbon content = dry weight x (% C + 100)
= N content x C:N ratio

--

C:N ratio =

a :

mb-M
M-ma

Then check the C:N ratio using the
general formula.

General formulas for a mix of materials

Moisture content =

Required amount of ingredient a per
pound of b based on the desired
moisture content:

weight of water in ingredient a t water in b t water in c t ...
total weight of all ingredients

Required amount of ingredient a per
pound of b based on the desired C:N
ratio:

(ax ma) t (b x mb) t (c x mc) t ...
a t b t c t ...
weight of C in ingredient a t weight 01 C in b t weight 01 C in c t ...
weight of N in a t weight of N in b t weight of N in c t ...

- [% Ca X a X (1 -ma)] t [% cb X b X (1 - mb)] t [% CCXC X (1 - mc)]t ...
[% Na X a x (1 -ma)] t [% Nb X b X (1 - mb)] t [% NCx C x (1 - mc)]t ...
Symbols
a = total weight of ingredient a
total weight of ingredient b
b
c = total weight of ingredient c
ma, m, m, ... = moisture content of ingredients a, b, c, ...
% Na, Nb, N, ... = % nitrogen of ingredients a, b, c, ... (%of dry weight)
% C, C, C, ... = % carbon of ingredients a, b, c, ... (% of dry weight)

A procedure for calculating the recipe proportions, moisturecontent,andC:N ratio i s
given in the sample calculations on the
next page. With only two ingredients, such
as manure plus an amendment, the amendment proportion can be calculated directly
from the desired C:N ratio or moisture
content, as shown in the example. HowOn-Farm Gomposting Handbook

ever, if three or more ingredients are used,
the recipes must be calculated by trial and
error using the general formulas in table
3.3. In this case, the proportions of the
ingredients are first assumed and then the
corresponding C:N ratio and moisture content arecalculated. 1feithertheC:N ratiooi
moisture content is unacceptable, propor-

Then check the moisture content
using the general formula.
Symbols
a = pounds of ingredient a per
pound of ingredient b
M = desired mix moisture content
ma = moisture content of ingredient
a (for example, amendment)
mb = moisture content of ingredient
b (for example, manure)
R = desired C:N ratio of the mix

R,
R,

= C:N ratio of ingredient a
= C:N ratio of ingredient b

tions are adjusted and calculations are repeated until an acceptable C:N ratio and
moisture content are obtained. Although
this task can be cumbersome, it becomes
manageable with a computer spreadsheet
program.

19
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A farm has chicken manurethat usually has a moisturecontent of 70%
when removed from the buildings. Boththe moisture and the nitrogen
contentsare too high foroptimum composting,andthemanure needs
greater porosity. Sawdust isavailable with a moisture content of 35%
Assume that the C:N ratio of the manure is not more than 1O:l with a
nitrogen content of 6% and that the sawdust has a C:N ratio of about
500:l and a nitrogen content of 0.1 1%. Determine an appropriate
composting recipe.
Blending materials to the desired moisture content
weight of water = total weight x moisture content
weight of dry matter= total weight - weight of water
weight of nitrogen (Nj = weight of dry matter x (%N + 100)
weight of carbon (C)= C:N ratio x weight of N
1 pound of wet manure contains
Water
1 pound x 0.7
Dry matter
1 pound - 0.7
N
0.3 x 0.06
C
0.018 x 10
1 pound of damp sawdust contains
Water
1 pound x 0.35
1 pound - 0.35
Dry matter
N
0.65 x 0.0011
C
0.00072 x 500

0.7pounds
= 0.3poUnds
= 0.018 pounds
= 0.18pounds
=

0.35pounds
0.65pounds
0.00072 pounds
0.36poUnds

=
=
=
=

The moisture content should not exceed 60%. For 1 pound of wet
manure:
weight of water in manure t weight of water in sawdust

MC =

total weight

MC = 60% =

0.6

=

0.7 t (0.35 x S)

s

where S is the amount of sawdust needed
MC
0.25 S

S

= 0.6 (1 t S) = 0.7 t 0.35 X S
= .1
= 0.4 pounds sawdust per pound of manure

S
20

C:N =

mb - M
~

M-ma

-

0.70 - 0.60

0.60-0.35

0.4 pounds of sawdust per pound of manure

Cmanure t Csawdust
Nmanure t Nsawdust

0.18 t (0.4 x 0.36)

17.7
- 0,018 t (0.4X 0.00072)
-

Since this ratio is near the low end of the acceptable range and the
moisture content is at the high end (60%), the amount of sawdust
should be increased to raise the C:N ratio.
Blending materials to the desired C:N ratio
Assumethatwheatstrawisavailable which hasamoisturecontentof
15%, a C:N ratio of 128:1, and a nitrogen content of 0.3%. Estimate
the amount of straw needed with the chicken manure to obtain a mix
C:N ratio of 25.

1 pound of wheat straw contains
Water
1 pound x 0.15
Dry matter
1 pound - 0.15
N
0.85 x 0.003
C
0.0026 x 128

=
=
=
=

0.15 pounds
0.85 pounds
0.0026 pounds
0.33 pounds

The desired C:N ratio is 2 5 : i For 1 pound of wet manure:

C n 1 p o m man-.re
C:h = 25 = ,N n 1 poLno man .re

S x ,C

n 1 p o~.
m siraYiJ
.

S x ,N n 1 poma stialh,

where S is the amount of straw needed
0.18tSx(0.33)
25 = 0,018 t S x (0.0026)

S = 1pound of straw per pound manure
Note: Again, since only two ingredients are involved, the shortcut
formulas of table 3.3 (page 19) can also be used to solve for S.

S =a=

%Nb (R-Rb)

(1-mb)
x--=-x
/oNa (Ra-R) (1-ma)

T X -

6%

(25-10)

0.3% (128-25)

-X

(1-0.70)
(1-0.15)

S = 1 pound
Check the mix moisture content

MC =

Note: S is calculated from the above equation using a little algebra.
Since there are only two ingredients, it is also possible to solve for S
using the shortcut formulas in table 3.3 (page 19). In this case, S
wouldbethesameasaintable3.3(page19).Themanurewouldbe
represented by b. Theretore:
$ = a =

Check the C:N Ratio

MC=

weight of water in
1 pound manure

weight of water in
1 pound straw

total weight

0.7 t (1 x 0.15)

= 0.425 = 42.5%

This moisture content is low for a starting mix. Options: Use these
proportions and hope for rain to wet the pile (risky); add water to the
mix directly: decrease the amount of straw and accept a lower C:N
ratio; add another damp material to the mix; or replace the straw with
a wetter amendment.

Chapter 3: Raw Materials

Testing Raw Materials
for Composting
It is frequently helpful and sometimes necessary to analyze raw materials and compost
for their physical and chemical characteristics (figure 3.2).Accurately knowing the
material characteristics helps in developing raw material recipes, indicates a
material's suitability for composting, determines the plant nutrient content, and
identifies suspected contaminants. Values
for the physical and chemical characteristics of many materials can be found in
literature or estimated from experience.
These provide a good starting point for
planning, but more accurate analysis is
often necessary to fine-tune the operation.
The most common reason for analyzing
raw materials is to develop composting
recipes. Important characteristics to determine include density, moisture content,
carbon content, nitrogen content, and pH.
Once these characteristics are known for
all ofthe possible ingredients, several rough
recipes can be developed. As an alternative, recipes can he developed from
information obtained in literature and the
actual mixes tested for the characteristics.
Certain raw materials or the compost made
from them should he tested for suspected
contaminants (heavy metals in sludge, pesticides in some crop residues). The timing
and type of analysis depend on the suspected contaminants and the compost's
intended use. If it is important to limit the
amount ofcontamination in the composting
mix, the raw materials must be tested. This
situation occurs if the suspected contaminant is damaging to the composting process, poses an environmental risk at the
site, or makes the compost useless or
unmarketable. If it is important to know
how much of the contaminant is in the end
product only, just the compost needs to he
tested.
Laboratory testing of materials is most
important when an operation is just heginning. Later when procedures change or
when new materialsoradifferent sourceof
materials i s being considered, additional
analysis is useful if not necessary. OtherOn-Farm Composting Handbook
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Account: 641

SAMPLE REPORT
Client Farm
R o u a l Route
YBtBrYilla ME 04801

Dale Reccived : 9-19-80
Dale Reported : 10-2-90
Lab ID Number : 1907.2
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LABORATORY RESULTS
Sample Identification: Fresh Cos manure 1990
VARIABLE MEASURED
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%
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3.0
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Figure 3.2

Raw material lab analysis repott.

Source:Woods End Research Laboratory. Inc.
Note: This laboratory repoll is included for illustrative purposes only. Mention of Woods End Laboratoh
does not imply an endorsement.

wise, laboratory analysis is needed only
for periodic quality control checks. Tests
for determining density, moisture content,
pH, and soluble salt content are relatively
simple and can be conducted on the farm
with a few basic pieces of equipment (see
following section).

Testing Materials on the Farm
A few characteristics of raw materials and
compost can be determined on the farm
using simple procedures that require only
availahleorinexpensiveequipment.These
characteristics include density, moisture
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content, pH, and soluble salts. At a minimum, a good weighing scale is required,
one that is able to read numbers which are
at least one-hundredth the size ofthe sample
(for example, I18 ounce for a I-pound
sample or 1 gram for a 100-gram sample).
Scales which can read to 0.1 grams are
preferable. Other equipment required depends on the specific test.

Laboratory Safety. The tests discussed
here are not hazardous, but a few simple
safety precautions need to be observed.
Gloves should be available and worn when
hot containers are handled. Safety glasses
or goggles should also be available. Work
areas should be well-vented. Observe appropriate equipment precautions. For
example, do not use metal containers in a
microwave oven and do not leave a microwave oven unattended while samples are
being heated.
Samples. The first step in testing materials is obtaining a representative sample.
The sample should reflect the overall qualities of the material being tested. It is best to
collect many samples from different locations in a pile andlor from several piles.
Mix these samples together and then draw
subsamples to be tested from the mixture.
If a single sample is taken, collect it from a
location which is typical of the whole pile.
Avoid taking samples from the centers,
edges, and outer surface, which are likely
to have different qualities from the bulk of
the material in the pile.
In the time that elapses between collecting
and testing, it is possible for samples to
lose moisture and undergo other changes.
Therefore, samples should be collected
shortly before testing. If samples must be
collectedsome timeinadvance, they should
be refrigerated in a covered container or at
least kept away from heat, sunlight, and
other conditions which might alter their
characteristics.
The sample size should be convenient to
work with and suited to the testing equipment and containers. Establish a standard
sample size so that testing procedures will
be consistent. The calculations can sometimes be simplified by using samples sizes
22

which have round numbers, such as 100
grams, I pound, or I liter. In general, the
larger that the sample is, the more accurate
the testing results will be. However, this
must be balanced with practicality. For
example, larger samples take a longer time
to dry for moisture content determinations.
Density. Density is calculated by dividing
the weight of a substance by the volume
that it occupies. In composting work, usually a material’s bulk density is required.
Bulk density is the mass of a pile or container of material divide by the volume of
the pile or container. The volume includes
the air spaces between particles. For example, it is more important to know the
density of a pile of wood chips (bulk density) rather than density of an individual
wood chip (particle density).

Density can be determined by filling a
container of known volume and weight
with the material to be tested and then
weighing the filled container. The density
equals the filled container weight minus
the empty container weight divided by the
container volume.

water and then weighing the dried sample.
Follow these steps:
1. Weigh the container.
2. Weigh the wet sample and the container.
3. Dry the sample (see sections on drying
below).
4. Weigh the dried sample and container.
5. Subtract the dried weight from the wet
weight and determine the moisture content, as explained below.

-

-

The difference between the sample’s wet
weight and dried weight is the weight of
waterremovedfrom thesample. Themoisture content equals the weight of water
removed (that is, wet weight of the sample
minus its dry weight) divided by the wet
weight minus the weight of the container.
Note that this is the wet-basis moisture
content. The moisture content on a dry
basis is the wet weight minus dry weight
divided by the dry weight minus the container weight. To obtain the moisture
content in percent, multiply this ratio by
100.

Moisture content (%) =

Density =

Filled
Empty
Container - Container
Weight
Weight
Container Volume

When determining the bulk density, it is
important for the material to fill the container with nearly the same degree of
compaction that occurs in the storage or
field stack. It must not be packed down;
otherwise the bulk density will be overestimated. Filling the container properly can
be tricky. Therefore, it is best to obtain and
weigh several samples and then average
the results.
Moisture Content. Moisture content is
the portion of a material’s total weight that
is water. It is often expressed as a percentage. The non-water portion of a material is
referred to as dry matter.
Moisture content can be determined by
drying a sample of material to remove the

Wet Weight’ - Dry Weight‘
Wet Weight’ - Container Weight

x 100

‘Total weight of the
sample including the containet

The goal in drying a sample is to remove
the water while minimizing the loss of
volatile dry matter compounds such as
ammonia and organic acids. Samples are
dried at relatively low temperatures over a
long time period because high temperatures increase the dry matter loss, especially if a sample burns. There is a trade-off
between accuracy and speed. Lower temperatures and larger samples generally
improve accuracy but increasedrying time.

~

The general procedure involves weighing
the wet sample and then drying it until the
sample no longer loses weight. To determine this, the sample must be dried in
stages and then weighed after each stage.
The sample is dry when its weight remains
Chapter 3: Raw Materials
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constant between two consecutive drying
stages. For composting purposes, the
sample can he considered dry if its weight
changes by less than 1% oftheoriginal wet
weight (for example, 1 gram for a 100gram sample). The required drying time
varies with the temperature, drying equipment, sample size, and sample moisture.
After a number of experiments, typical
drying times can be established. General
guidelines are given below which provide
starting points, hut experimentation is still
necessary to establish routine procedures
for specific equipment and sample characteristics.
Methods for determining moisture content
on the farm differ in the way that the
sample is dried. Three common methods
include air drying, conventional oven drying and microwave oven drying. Although
the results produced by these methods are
less accurate than laboratory procedures,
they are satisfactory for almost all
composting situations.

Air drying is perhaps the simplest method
for determining the moisture of a sample.
First obtain the weight the sample container and then weight the container full of
material. The larger the sample the more
accurate the results (that is, agallon sample
is more accurate than a pint sample). Next
spread the sample material in a layer not to
exceed one-half inch think on paper in a
warm room with afanto improve aircirculation. Allow the sample to dry for
twenty-four to forty-eight hours, stirring
occasionally to obtain uniform drying of
allparticles. Pourthe material backinto the
sample container and weigh again. It may
be necessary to repeat the above steps,
weighing every several hours, until the
weight loss is negligible. Air drying removes most but not all of the water
containedin the sample material and, therefore, tends lo underestimate the actual
moisture content. However, for most composting situations, air drying produces
acceptable moisture content estimates.
Samples can be more thoroughly dried in a
conventionalheated-airoven at temperatures between 140 and 220'F. An oven
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temperature of 212°F is a good compromise between speed and accuracy for most
composting materials. Rough estimates for
drying a4-ounce (100-gram) sample range
from twenty-four hours (219°F) to seventy-two hours (140'F). Experimentation
and periodic weighing are necessary to
determine the required time for a given
temperature and sample material. Drying
can be quickened by spreading the sample
in a thin layer.
Drying time is considerably reduced by
using a microwave oven to dry samples.
Again, experimentation is necessary to
determine the drying time for a given microwave oven and sample. As a start, use a
4-ounce ( I 00-gram) sample of moist material and heat it for eight minutes at full
power in a microwave oven with at least
600 watts of power. For a less powerful
microwave oven, increase the heating period (or reduce the sample size). For relatively dry materials, such as finished
compost, decrease the heating period to six
minutes. After this initial heating, remove
the sample from the oven and weigh it.
Then reheat the sample for another two
minutes, rotating it 90" from its original
position when replacing it in the oven.
After reheating, weigh the sample again.
Continue the cycle of heating and weighing at one-minuteintervalsuntil the weight
change is negligible. If you notice the
sample becomes burned or charred, start a
new trial using less power and/or shorter
heating times. After determining the required drying time for a particular microwave oven, sample size, and material, a
continuous drying period can he used.
Microwave drying is a convenient and
relatively accurate method of determining
moisture content. However, care must be
taken to avoid overheating and spot hurning of the sample. Spreading the sample in
a thin layer is helpful. Samples must be
placed in microwave-safe containers. Metal
should not be placed in a microwave oven!
A paper plate is a good container because
it is light weight and the sample can he
spread out. For inaximuni accuracy, paper
containers should he preheated to remove
moisture.

pH and Soluble Salts: The Saturated
Paste Method. The most common and
reproducible method used for measuring
pH andsoluhlesaltsiscalledtheSaturated
Paste method. This method can he mastered by almost anyone because it is simple
and requires easily available supplies. The
equipment needed includes a pH meter and
a soh-bridge meter. Simple hattery-operatedpHand solu-hridgemeters areavailable
at reasonable costs, and they are easy to
operate.

-

-

Because compost is rich inammonium, the
solutions used for prepaing samples for
measuring pH and soluble salts are different. Therefore, separate preparations have
to be made for each measurement. When
measuring pH, use only a 0.01M solution
of calcium chloride. This is equivalent to
approximately a slightly rounded teaspoon
0fU.S.P. gradecalcium chloridedissolved
into a gallon of distilled or deionized water. For measuring soluble salt, use either
distilled or deionized water alone, without
calcium chloride.

To make a saturated paste, use a paper or
plastic drinking cup half filled with compost. Depending on which test you are
conducting, add the appropriate solution in
small quantities and stir constantly with a
stirring spatula, kitchen knife, or plastic
plant label. A saturated paste is achieved
when there is just enough water to make a
smooth paste of the compost so that when
the cup is held in a horizontal position, all
of the water will he held by the compost
and none will flow to the sides of the cup.
This mixture should he allowed to stand
with the container covered at room temperature for at least four hours, preferably
overnight, before measurements are taken.
Just prior to taking measurements, stir the
saturated paste. If it appears to have dried,
you will need to add either the distilled or
deionized water or the calcium chloride
solution before measuring. If several
samples areheing tested, remember torinse
your stirring tool before stirring the next
sample. The measurements are taken by
plunging the base of the instruments into
the saturated paste and taking readings as
soon as the numbers stabilize.
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Composting
Methods

Manures and other orgtnic wastes contain pipes, which serve as air ducts. One such
naturally occurring microorganisms ca- method relies on passive air movement
pable of decomposing materials anaerobi- through the pipes. The more common apcully or aerobically. By now it is evident proach, theu[,rutedstuticl,i~~,uses blowers
that maintaining the presence of oxygen in to force air through the pipes and into the
the composting media is not only desirable pile. In-vessel methods contain the materibut also imperative for rapid composting. alswithin bins,reactors,orbuildings.These
The composting method determines how range from simple aerated bins toelaborate
this is accomplished. The method also af- systems which combine the mechanical
fects other process factors such as tem- agitation of windrow composting and the
perature control, materials movement, and forced aeration of aerated static piles.
odor control.
Four general groups of composting methods are used on farms:passive composting,
windrows, aerated piles, and a group of
methods known collectively as in-vessel
compostins.

Passive Composting
of Manure Piles

Simply placing manure in a pile does not
begin to satisfy the requirements for continuous uerobic composting. The manure
itself is high in nitrogen and low in carbon.
Passivecomposting involves simply stack- It has been digested in the stomach and
ing the materials in piles to decompose- intestines of animals and is now very atover a long time period with little agitation tractive to microorganisms. Without conand management. In the windrow method, siderable bedding material, the moisture
the materials are formcd into long narrow content of manure exceeds the level which
piles (windrows). The windrows are peri- enables an open porous structure toexist in
odically turned using a bucket loader or the pile. Little, if any, air passes through it.
special turning machine. The turning op- Under these circumstances, the anaerobic
eration mixes the composting materials microorganisms dominate the degradation
and enhances passive aerution.
that ineviVab1y takes place. All of the undesirable effects associated with anaerobic
Other methods eliminate the need for turn- degradation occur-including
low teming by providing air to the materials via peratures, slow decomposition, and the
24

release of hydrogen sulfide and other malodorous compounds.
Since water in the pile is neither carried
away by air nor vaporized by high temperatures, the pile rcmains wet and
anaerobic. This combination conditions
produces leachute containing partially degraded organic compounds. If the pile is
undisturbed. a crust evcntually forms on
the surface. Later, when the crust is broken, the odors trapped within the pile are
released.
When a livestock management system relies on bedding to add to livestock comfort
and cleanliness, the bedding becomes
mixed with the manure and creates a drier,
more porous mixture. This provides some
structure and, depending on the amount of
bedding, enables the mixture to be stacked
in true piles. The bedding also tends to
raisethe C:Nrutioofthemanure. lfthe pile
ofinanureand bedding mixtureisnot overly
large,itmay begin tocompost.Muchofthe
pile may still decompose anaerobically,
but at least the aerobic process is working
in portions of the pile to remove moisture
and further break down the products of the
anaerobic decomposition.
A mixture of manure and bedding requires
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a considerable proportion of bedding to
provide the porosity necessary for
composting. At least equal volumes of
bedding and manure are required. If the
amount of bedding is too low to provide a
porous mix, then additional dry umendmenfs must be provided by either increasing
the bedding used in the barn or adding
amendments when piles are formed. Manure from horse stables or bedded manure
packs can often compost in piles alone,
whereas non-bedded manure from dairy,
swine, and many poultry barns needs drying or additional amendments.
Manure piles of this nature will not compost successfully unless they are properly
sized and managed. Proper management
includes making sure that the mixture is
porousenough toallow airtopenetrateand
periodically remixing the pile torebuild its
porosity. The pilemust also be small enough
to allow passive air movement, generally
less than 6 feet high and 12 feet wide.
This passive method of composting is essentially windrow composting but with a
much less frequent turning schedule. It is a
common method used for composting
laves. It demands minimal laborandequipment. Passive composting is slow because
of its low uerution rate, and the potential
for odor problems is greater.

Windrow Composting
Windrow composting consists of placing
themixtureofrawmaterialsinlongnarrow
piles or windrows which are agitated or
turnedonaregularbasis(figure4.1). Typically the windrows are initially from 3 feet
high fordensematerials likemanures to 12
feet high for fluffy materials like leaves.
The width varies from 10 to 20 feet. The
equipment used for turning determines the
size, shape, and spacing of the windrows
(figure 4.2). Bucket loaders with a long
reach can build high windrows. Turning
machines produce low, wide windrows.
Windrows aerate primarily by natural or
passive air movement (convection and gaseous diffusion), as in figure 2.2, page 7.
The rate of air exchange depends on the
porosity of the windrow. Therefore, the
On-Farm Composting Handbook

Figure 4.1
Windrow composting with an elevating face windrow turner.

“------I
10-20 feel

Bucket loader

Windrow-turning machines

Figure 4.2
Typical windrow shapes and dimensions
size of a windrow that can be effectively
aerated is determined by its porosity. A
lightfluffy windrow ofleavescan bemuch
larger than a wet dense windrow containing manure. If the windrow is too large,
anaerobic zones occur near its center which
release odors when the windrow is turned.
On the other band, small windrows lose
heat quickly and may not achieve temperatures high enough to evaporate moisture
and kill parhogens and weed seeds.
Turning mixes the materials: rebuilds the
porosity of the windrow: and releases
trapped heat, water vapor, and gases. Although the pile is aerated by turning, the

new oxygen within the pore spaces is
quickly depleted by the microorganisms
(in as little as thirty minutes). The most
important effect of turning is rebuilding
the windrow porosity. Turning fluffs up
the windrow and restores the pore spaces
eliminated by decomposition and settling.
This improves passive air exchange.
Turning also exchanges the material at the
windrow’s surface with material from the
interior. This exposes all material equally
to theairat theouter surfaceand tothe high
temperatures inside the windrow. In this
way, the materials compost evenly; and
more weeds seeds, pathogens, and fly lar25
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vae are destroyed by the high interior temperatures. In addition, turning furtherblends
raw materials and breaks up particles into
smaller pieces, which increases surface
area.

Turning Equipment
For small to moderate scale operations,
turning can be accomplished with a front
end loader or a bucket loader on a tractor
(figure 4.3). The loader simply lifts the
materials fromthe windrow andspills them
down again, mixing the materials and reforming the mixture into a loose windrow.
The loader can exchange material from the
bottomofthe windrow withmaterialonthe
top by forming a new windrow next to the
old one. This needs to be done without
driving onto the windrow in order to minimize compaction. Windrows turned with a
bucket loader are often constructed in
closely spaced pairs and then combined
after the windrows shrink in size.
The time that it takes to turn windrows with
a loader is roughly proportional to the size
of the bucket. Typically, a loader can lift,
maneuver, and drop a load of material in
about one minute. General estimates of
turning rates for tractor and skid loaders
range from 20 to over 70 cubic yards per
hour (see chapter 10).
If additional mixing of the materials is
desired, a loader can also be used in combination with a manure spreader. Spreader
flails and augers provide a good mixing
action for continued blending of the raw
materials. In this case, materials from an
existing windrow are loaded into the
spreader. When the spreader is full, it
redeposits the material in a new windrow
adjacent to the existing one. Although this
approach provides hettermixing than turning with a loader alone, it also involves
additional equipment and slightly more
time.

A number of specialized machines have
been developed for turning windrows (see
appendix B, table B . l , pages 115-119).
These machines greatly reduce the time
and labor involved, mix the materials thoroughly, and produce a more uniform
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Figure 4.3
Turning windrows using a bucket loader.
compost. Some of these machines are designedtoattachtofarmtractorsorfront-end
loaders; others are self-propelled. A few
machines also have the capability of loading trucks or wagons from the windrow.
Tractor-assisted tumerscan beeither pulled
or pushed by a tractor or a front-end loader
(figure 4.4). They ride to one side of the
tractor, turning the windrow as the tractor
travels in the aisle. One type of machine
tills the windrow, lifting and mixing the
materials withaseriesoftlails on arotating
drum shaft. Another turner lifts the material with a wide-faced inclined elevating
conveyor. Most tractor-drawn machines
turn only halfthe windrow inasinglepass.
Two passes are necessary for each windrow (figure 4 . 3 . A few tractor-assisted
windrow-turners are single-pass turners.
In this case, aisle space for the tractor is
required between every other windrow.
The least expensive turners rely on the
tractor for both travel and power (through
the power take-off, or PTO). The specifications vary among turner models, but
generally the tractor must supply at least 80
horsepowerto the PTO and travel less than
I mile per hour while powering the turner.
This requires a tractor with a creeper gear
or hydrostatic drive. An alternative is to
use a second vehicle to tow the tractor/
turner combination. If an appropriate tractor is not available or cannot he obtained

economically, the next step is to purchase
a self-powered turner which requires a
tractor for travel only. These turners are
powered by diesel engines. They otherwise operate in the same manner as the
tractor-powered units.

~
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Other compost turners are totally selfdriven(figure4.6). Someofthesemachines
use augers or paddles to turn over the
windrows, shifting the material (and the
windrow) to one side. Other self-propelled
turners straddle the windrow, mixing the
materials with hammers or flails on a rotatingdrumsbaft. Theelevatingfaceconveyor
type is also available as a self-driven unit.
In addition to eliminating the need for a
secondpieceofequipment, thesemachines
allow closer spacing of windrows and may
turn windrows more quickly.

A unique type of windrow composting is
practiced by mushroom growers to producegrowingmediaforthemushrooms. In
this application, the windrows are called
ricks. Ricks are formed and turned by specialmachines whichproducea tall, narrow,
and nearly rectangular shaped pile. The tall
rectangular shape is made possible by the
dry mixture of materials used and by the
turning machine, which includes side-wall
forming mechanisms. This shape encourages natural air movement and helps
maintaineventemperatures within thericks.
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Towbehind, PTO-powered
rotary drum with flails

-

Push-type, self-powered(diesel
engine) rotary drum with llails

Tractor-towed,self-powered.
elevatingfaceconveyor

Figure 4.4
Tractor-assisted windrow turners.
Elevating-faceconveyor is adapted with permission from Scat Engineering. Rotary drum turner is adapted with permission from Wildcat Manufacturing.

All turners, regardless of their design, require regular maintenance. Routine
maintenance is needed on the engine and
hydraulic system. Flails, knives, and hammers also tend to break or wear and need
periodic replacement. Broken or worn
pieces can upset the balance of drum shafts
and other rotating parts and lead to excessive vibration.
For smaller-scale operations, it may be
possible for an innovative farmer to avoid
the expense of special turners by adapting
idle farm equipment to the task. In one
case, an unused potato digger was converted into a compost turner (refer to
Whitney et al). Other potentially adaptable
equipment include rock pickers, augers,
conveyors, and various harvesting mechanisms with elevated points of discharge.

Windrow Management

Figure 4.5
Two passes are necessary for most Iractor-drawn turners.
On-Farm Composting Handbook

It is very important to maintain a schedule
of turning. The frequency of turning depends on the rate of decomposition, the
moisture content and porosity of the mate-
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Auger turner

rials, and the desired composting time.
Because the decomposition rate is greatest
at the start of the process, the frequency of
turning decreases as the windrow ages.
Easily degradable or high-nitrogen mixes
mayrequiredailyturningsatthestartofthe
process. As theprocesscontinues, the turning frequency can be reduced to a single
turning per week.
Windrow temperatures or odors indicate
when turning is needed. Low temperatures
a n d o r odors signal the need for more oxygen. When the average temperature of the
windrow drops below a desired levelI20"F, for example-the windrow should
beturned. Alargedropin temperatureover
four or five consecutive days may also call
for turning. Isolated cool or hot spots indicate unmixed material or other problems
which turning may remedy. Turning is
required for cooling when the windrow
gets too warm (above 140°F). If high teinperatures cannot be controlled by turning
alone, the windrow size may need to be
reduced. Through experience, the operator
will eventually gain a feel for the turning
schedule and learn how to troubleshoot
problems in the windrow (see chapter 6).

Elevating face conveyor
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Adial thermometerwitha2- to3-footstem
is an inexpensive, good tool for determining windrow temperatures. Portable
electronic temperature probes also work
well. Measurements should be taken at
about SO-foot intervals along the windrow
length.
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Rotav drum with flails

Figure 4.6
Self-powered and self-driven windrow turners.
Auger turner is adapted with permission from Brown Bear Corporation. Rotary drum with flailsis adapted
from Richard, Dickson, and Rowland, Yard Waste Management.
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During fly season, windrows should be
turned at least once per week to break the
flies' reproductive cycle, regardless of the
windrow temperature. Since some species
of flies develop into adults in as few as five
days, windrows may require turnings every four days for tly control.
By the end of the first week of composting,
the windrow height diminishes apprcciably and by the end of the second week it
may be as low as 2 feet. It may be prudent
to combine two windrows at this stage and
continue the turning schedule as before.
Consolidation of windrows is a good wintertime practice to retain the heat generated
during composting. This is one of the adChapter 4: Composting Methods
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vantages of windrow composting. It is a
versatile system that can be adjusted to
different conditions caused by seasonal
changes.

6 inches 01 compost

_______I_____

With the windrow method, the active
composting stage generally lasts three to
nine weeks depending upon the nature of
the materials and the frequency of turning.
Eight weeks is a common period formanurecompostingoperations. Ifthree weeks
is the goal, the windrow requires turning
once or twice per day during the first week
and every three to five days thereafter.

Passively Aerated
Windrows
A method known as the passively aerated
windrow system eliminates the need for
turning by supplying air to the composting
materials through perforated pipes embedded in each windrow. The pipe ends are
open. Air flows into the pipes and through
thewindrow becauseofthechimney effect
created as the hot gases rise upward out of
the windrow.
The guidelines for composting manure
using passively aerated windrows are
shown in figure 4.7. The windrows should
be 3 4 feet high, built on top of a base of
straw, peat moss, or finished compost to
absorb moisture and insulate the windrow.
The covering layer of peal or compost also
insulates the windrow; discourages flies;
and helps to retain moisture, odor, and
ammonia. The plastic pipe is similar lo that
usedforsepticsystemleachfields with two
rows of I/Z-inch diameter holes drilled in
the pipe. In many aerated pile applications,
the pipe holes are oriented downward to
minimize plugging and allow condensate
to drain. However, some researchers recommend that the holes face upwards.
Windrows are generally formed by the
same procedures described in the following section fortheaerated static pile method.
Because the raw materials are not turned
after the windrows are formed, they must
be thoroughly mixed beforethey are placed
inthewindrow. Avoidcompacting themix
of materials while constructing the windrow. Aerationpipesareplacedontopofthe
On-Farm Composting Handbook
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6- 10 9-inch base of compost,

peat moss, or straw

4-inch diameter pipe with two
rows of 1R-inchdiameter holes

Figure 4.7
Passively aerated windrow method for composting manure.

peatlcompost base. When the composting
period is completed, the pipes are simply
pulled out, and the base material is mixed
with the compost.
This method ofcomposting has been studied and used in Canada for composting
seafood wastes with peat moss, manure
slurries with peat moss, and solidmanure
withstraworwoodshavings. Manurefrom
dairy, beef, swine, and sheep operations
has been used. The research indicates that
this methodcan successivelycompostthese
mixtures with the windrow temperature
remaining below 140°F.Seafood/peat moss
mixtures compost in six to eight weeks and
themanuremixturesinten totwelveweeks.
This method has been found to contain
odors and conserve nitrogen effectively
because of both the lack of turning and the
peat moss or compost cover.
The use of peat moss as an amendment for
slurrylike materials is a factor in the performance of this method. The peat moss (at
50% moisture) comprises 40-50% of the
mix by volume. It gives the mixture good

structure and porosity, which allows passive aeration without periodic turning. The
peat moss acidity also helps to reduce
odors and ammonia loss. Finished compost can be used in place of peat moss in
nearly thesame volume proportions, though
it is not acidic. Other amendments which
provide good structure, such as straw and
wood chips, can also be used, particularly
with more solid materials like bedded manure. The key is establishing good structure
and porosity in the windrow.

Aerated Static Pile
The aerated static pile method takes the
piped aeration system a step further, using
a blower to supply air to the composting
materials. The blower provides direct control of the process and allows larger piles.
No turning or agitation of the materials
occurs once the pile is formed. When the
pile has been properly formed and if the air
supply is sufficient and the distribution is
uniform, the active composting period will
be completed in approximately three to
five weeks.
29
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With the aerated static pile technique, the
rawmaterial mixtureis piledoverabaseof
wood chips, chopped straw, or other very
porous material (figure 4.8). The porous
base material contains a perforated aerationpipe.Thepipeisconnectedtoablower,
whicheitherpullsorpushesairthrough the
pile.
The initial height of piles should be 5-8
feet high, depending on the material porosity, weather conditions, and the reach of
the equipment used to build the pile. Extra
height is advantageous in the wintertime to
retain heat. It may be necessary to top off
the pile. with 6 inches of finished compost
or bulking agent. The layer of finished
compost protects the surface of the pile
from drying, insulates it from heat loss,
discourages flies, and filters ammonia and
potential odors generated within the pile.
Theporousbasedistributesairbetween the
pile material and the aeration pipe. When
the air is pushed through the pile (positive
pressure), the porous material at the base
disburses the air from the supply pipe to the
pile. When the air is pulled through (suction or negative pressure), the porous base
collects the air from the pile. If the porous
material extends to the edges of the pile,
the air will short circuit out of the pile.
Therefore, the width of the porous base
should be only one-fourth to one-third of
the width of the pile. It should stop short of
the pile ends by a distance approximately
equal to the pile height (figure 4.8).

The length of the pile is limited by air
distribution in the aeration pipe. If the pile
istoolong,littleairreachestheend farthest
from the blower. Pile lengths of less than
70 or 90 feet are reasonable, depending on
the aeration system (see the following section).

Pile Forms: Individual
and Extended Piles
Two forms of aerated static piles are common: individual piles and extendedpiles.
lndividualpiles, asshown infigure4.8,are
long triangular piles with a width (10-16
feet,notincludingthecover)equaltoabout
30
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Fiaure 4.8
Aerated static pile layout and dimensions.
Adapted from Willson, Manual for Coinposting Sewage Sludge by the Aerated file Method.
twice the pile height. The aeration pipe
runs lengthwise beneath the ridge of the
pile. Individual piles hold a single large
batch of material orafew batchesofroughly
thesamerecipeandage(within threedays,
for example). Sincea single pipe and blower
serve the entire pile, a11 the materials in the
oile must have about the same demand for
aeration. Individual pilesarepractical when
raw materials are available for composting
at intervals rather than continuously-for
example, if manure is cleaned from barns
on a weekly basis or if short term storageof
manure is possible. Individual piles are
also useful for separating batches of material for experimentation o r special
management.

When raw materials are generated daily, an
extended static pile is more practical (figure 4.9). An extended pile consists of a
seriesofcells. Eachcellcontainsoneday’s
volume of material or a single batch of
material. Cells are stacked against one another. This givesthe pile amorerectangular
shaoe and makes better use of the nadarea.
Cell widths are about equal to the pile
height. The length corresponds to thedaily
volume of material handled. A minimum
of two extended piles is necessary. One
pile contains newly constructed cells, the
other contains old cells nearing completion or being removed. The space between
thetwo pilespermits equipment toremove
a mature cell from one pile and add a new
cell to the other pile.
Chapter 4: Composting Methods
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1ished.Amanurespreadercanbeusedboth
to mix the materials and to form crude
piles. A bucket loader is the most common
mixing device. It can do a good job of
mixing and building piles, especially after
the operator gains experience using the
loader for mixing. Batch-type feed mixers
(wagons or truck-mounted), pug mills, and
other mixing devices also work well (see
chapter 5 ) .

j N e w l y constructed cells

Old cell being removed 7

...~

-

PiDe
.. .
, wacina
.
Figure 4.9
to 1/4 W
H
Extended aerated static pile layout and dimensions.
Adapted from Willson, Manual for Composting Sewage Sludge by the Aerated Pile Method.

The pile must have good structure which
maintains porosity through the entire
equaltheheightofthepile.Generally,each composting period. This generally requires
cell is aerated by its own blower and con- a fairly stiff hulking agent such as straw or
trolled by its own timer or temperature wood chips. Wood chips are commonly
sensor. Cells constructed on or about the used for composting sewage sludge by this
same day can share a single blower by method. Because of their large size, wood
connecting the pipes with a header. Con- chips pass through the process only parnecting several cells to one blower tially composted. They are usually screened
minimizes the number of blowers required from the finished compost and reused as
but also complicates the blower control bulking agents for an additional two or
strategy and makes it more difficult to three cycles. Since straw decomposes over
select the blower size.
the composting period, apile with straw as
an amendment can gradually lose structure. This is partially compensated by the
Mixing and Pile Formation
drying which takes place as composting
Since the pile does not receive additional proceeds. Other possible hulking agents
turnings, the selectionandinitial mixiugof and amendments for static pile composting
raw materials are critical. Otherwise, poor include recycledcompost, peat moss, corn
air distribution and uneven composting cobs, crop residues, bark, leaves, shellfish
occur. Air channels form within the pile, shells, waste paper, and shredded tires.
causing the air to bypass much of the Uncomposted material like shredded tires
composting material. When this occurs, and mollusk shells must eventually be
the resulting compost is non-uniform and screened from the compost and reused.
may include clumps of anaerobic, uncomposted material. Additional mixing is To obtain good air distribution, manure or
usually necessary to correct this problem. sludge must be thoroughly blended with
the hulking agent before the pile is estabAeration pipe isinstalledineachcell within
the porous base. The pipe spacing should
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Some mixing devices can discharge the
mix of materials directly onto the porous
base to form a pile of the correct dimensions and size. If this is not possible, the
pile must be shaped using a front-end loader
or blade. It is important toavoidcompressing the pile by running the tires of the
front-end loader on the edge of the pile or
by pushing the loader or blade into the pile
withoutliftingatthesame time.Afrequent
error made in static pile composting is to
compress the mixture and smear or push
manure into the pore openings that were
created by the bulking agent.

Aeration Management:
Time versus Temperature
The required airflow rates and the choice
of blowers and aeration pipe depend on
how aeration is managed-that is, how the
blower is controlled. The blower can be
controlled in several different modes. It
can be run continuously or intermittently.
In the latter case, the control mechanism
can be either a programmed time clock or
a temperature sensor.
Continuous operation of the blower permits lower airflow rates because oxygen
and cooling are constantly supplied. However, continuous blower operation leads to
less uniform pile temperatures. The areas
neartheairchannels remain coolerthan the
areas that get little or no air directly. These
cool spots may never achieve temperatures
high enough to destroy pathogens. With
intermittent operation, temperatures in different sections of the pile tend to equalize
after the airflow stops.

.~

I
_

When controlling aeration with a time
clock, thehloweristurnedonandoffbased
onafixedtimeschedule. Inatypicalsched31

ule, the blower operates one-half to onethirdofthecycle time andisoffforone-half
to two-thirds of the cycle time (for example, ten minutes on, twenty minutes
off). The blower off-time should not exceed thirty minutes. Foragivenapplication,
the proper aeration schedule is usually best
determined by on-site experiments and
monitoring ofthe pile temperatures. As the
temperature rises, the blower on-time can
he extended lo increase cooling. Later,
when temperatures indicate that the
composting rate has declined, the blower
on-time can be shortened.
Timers are a simple and inexpensive way
to control blowers. The time-control approach seeks to provideenough airto satisfy
the process oxygen requirements and control temperatures tosomeextent. However,
it does not necessarily maintain optimum
temperatures. At times, the temperatures
may exceed desired levels, and rate of
composting will be limited by high temperatures (because of decreased microbial
activity).
The temperature-control approach attempts
to maintainoptimum pile temperatures (for
example, 130-140°F). Since temperature
directly indicates the status of the process,
electronic temperature sensors, such as
thermocouples or thermistors, provide a
means tocontrol airflow as well as monitor
the temperature. An electronic signal from
the sensor causes a control relay to switch
thebloweronoroffwhen thepiletemperature reaches set limits. The blower comes
on to provide cooling when the temperature rises above its high temperature set
point,generally around 135'F. Thesystem
shuts the blower off when the piles cools
below a low set point. The low set point is
approximately5"Fbelowthehighsetpoint
(for example, 130'F). During start up and
whenever the pile temperature is below the
low set point, the blower control shifts to a
timer. The timer activates the blower on a
fixed time schedule, ifit is not triggered by
high temperature.
When a temperature sensor is used to control the blower operation, it must he
carefully placed to measure the typical
temperature of the whole mass being
32

composted. The sensor is placed at least I8
inches below the pile surface and at twothirds the length of the pile measured from
the blower end (figure 4.10). Experience
eventually indicates the best location to
monitor the pile temperature. A long-stem
dial thermometer is still necessary to make
spot checks of the pile and verify that the
electronic sensors are providing the desired control. The electronic temperature
sensor can give a false reading if it is
located in a poorly mixed section of the
pile.
From the standpoint of process management, temperature control is the better
aeration strategy, since it prevents the process from being set back by high
temperatures. However, compared to the
time-control approach, temperature control involves greater airflow rates, larger
blowers, and also a more expensive and
sophisticated temperature-based control
system.

Aeration System
Suggested specifications for aerated static
pile blowers and pipe are summarized in

/c/

table 4. I.The suggested airflow rates are
based on the dry weight ofthe primary raw
material, such as sludge or manure. These
estimates account for the presence of typical amendments like' wood chips, straw,
and compost. Although the specifications
given in table 4.1 are based on sludge
composting experience, they should be
reasonable for manure composting as well.
However, they are only general estimates.
In practice, it may be necessary to adjust
the timer cycle, pile size, or blower, if
possible, to suit the specific conditions and
materials.
Blowers are usually centrifugal axial-blade
type blowers. They range in size from 1/3
to 112 horsepower for time-control operation and from 3 to 5 horsepower for
temperature-control operation. The required blower size and output depend on
the type and amount of material in the pile
or cell. In choosing a blower, there is a
trade-off between minimizing the blower
size and maximizing the process control.
Ideally, the blower should be able to provide the peak airflow rates. However, the
peak rates are needed for only a small
proportion of the composting time. For

18 inches minimum

Sensoi'location

y Sensor location

L
Figure 4.10

Length = 50 feet

I Side view 1

Tehperature sensor location for an aerated static pile
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most of the composting period, the blower
is oversized.
In order to select ablower, it is necessary to
know the airpres.rure l o s s of the system as
well as the required airflow rate. General
estimates of the air pressure loss for composting sludge with wood chips range from
2to5inchesofwater.Ofthistotdl.thepipe
contributes 1-2 inches of pressure loss if
properly sized. Pressure losses in the composting pile range from 112 to I inch of
water. An odor-filter pile accounts for about
3 inches of pressure loss because the exiting air stream is concentrated in the smaller
filter pile (high velocity). Pressure losses
increase withgreatervelocity, higher piles,
lowerporosity, and smaller or longer pipe.
Usually the aeration pipe is made from
inexpensive plastic piping, such as drainage pipe or leach field pipe. The pipe is
discardedaftercompostingifit isdamaged
by equipment in the process of removing
the composted material. Metal pipe can
also he used and pulled out of the pile
before the compost is removed. Some
composting facilities have recessed the
pipe in the composting pad, protecting it
with gravel and/or a metal grate. This approach has had limited success because the
pipe tends to become clogged with particles of compost.
As a rough estimate, aeration pipes should
be sized to maintain air velocity in the pipe
below 2,000 feet per minute (fpm). Usually this corresponds to 4-inch diameter
pipe for timer-controlled operations and 6inch or %inch pipe for temperature-controlled operations. Double pipes can be
used to reduce the pipe diameter, but they
must be placed next to one another. The
pipe holes should be located in two rows
facing downward at about 5 and I o’clock
(as shown in figure 4. I I). The number and
size of pipe holes should provide a total
hole area eaual to twice the cross-sectional
area of the’pipe (table 4.2). Hole spacing
should be no greater than 12 inches within
a row

Table 4.1
Aeration system specifications

-

Specifications

Component

Units

Time-based
control system

Temperature-based
control system

Typical blower size

horsepower

113-1 /2

3-5

Airflow rate a

cubic feet per minute
per dry ton of manure

25

100

Typical pipe diameter

inches

4

6-8

Maximum pipe length

feet

75

50

a

Basedon experiencewith sludge-compostingfacilities.Shouldapply reasonablywell to manurebased
recipes.
Foriimeronloff cycleof 113on. 213off. For 1/2onioff,use lbl8cubicfeetper minute. Forcontinuous
operation, use 10 cubic feet per minute.
Of the perforated section of the pipe, with even hole sizes and spacing. Length may be increasedwith
unequal hole spacing or split pipe lengths.

Two rows of holes
at 5 and 7 o’clock

Aeration pipe specifications for an aerated static pile

The pipe length is limited by the need to
maintain a fairly even distribution of air to
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Table 4.2

Approximate hole size and spacing for aerated static pile aeration pipe
Approximate hole diameter a
(inches)
Pipe

area
(square
inches)

(inches)

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

4

12.6
12.6
12.6

6
9
12

518
314
718

112
518
314

7116
9116
518

318
112
9116

318
7116
112

5116
7116
112

5116
318
7116

6
6
6

28.3
28.3
28.3

6
9
12

15116
1 3/16
1 318

314
15116
1 1116

11116
13116
15116

518
314
718

9116
11116
314

112
518
11116

1/2
9116
11116

8
8

50.3
50.3
50.3

6
9
12

1 114
1 112
1 314

1
1 114
1 7/16

718
1 118
1 114

13116
1
1 118

314
718
11/16

11116
13116
15116

518
314
718

Pipe

diameter
(inches)
4
4

8

Length of perforaled pipe (feel)

Hole

spacing

-

Note: Based on a total hole area equal to twice the pipe cross-sectionalarea.

a

General formula: hole diameter =

G,

where D = pipe diameter (inches),L = pipe length (feet),and S = hole spacing (inches).

Two rows of holes. Spacing shown is the distance between holes in the same row,
Length of the perforated section of the pipe.

thepilealongthe 1engthofthepipe.Theair
distribution heconies less even as the pipe
length increases (figure 4.12). With equal
hole spacing, the perforated section of the
pipe should be no longer than 50 feet with
temperature control and 75 feet with timer
control. The pile can he slightly longer
since the perforated pipe begins and ends a
short distance from the pile’s ends. If a
longer pile is desired, a more complicated
arrangement of hole sizes and spacings is
necessary. Such a design requires either
engineering analysis or experimentation.
A long pipe can also he split into two legs
and connected to the blower at half its
length (figure 4.13).

Suction versus Pressure
For static pile composting, the air can be
supplied in two ways: a suction system
with the air drawn through the pile or a
34

pressure system with the blower pushing
the air into the pile.
Suction draws air into the pile from the
outer surface and collects it in the aeration
pipe. Since the exhaust air is contained in
the discharge pipe, it can be easily filtered
if odors are occurring during the composting
process. The end of the discharge pipe can
be inserted into a pile of finished compost
(figure 4.8, page 30) or directed to another
odor-treatment system. With a suction system, condensate from water vapor drawn
from the pile must be removed before the
air reaches the blower. An air-tight 55gallon drum makes a simple, inexpensive
condensate trap (figure 4.14). Placing the
aeration pipe with the holes facing downward allows condensate to drain from the
pipe. Although the ability to contain exhaust gases for odor treatment is an
important advantage of suction aeration, it

pays a penalty for this in terms of pressure
loss. An odor filter more than doubles the
pressure losses of the aeration system.
With positive pressure .aeration, the exhaust air leaves the compost pile over the
entire pile surface. Therefore, it is difficult
to collect the air for odor treatment. If
better odor control is desired, a thicker
outer layer of compost can be used. Pressure aeration provides better airflow than
suction aeration, largely because of the
lack of an odor filter. The lower pressure
loss results in greater airflow at the same
blower power. Therefore, pressure sysrems can be more effective at cooling the
pile and are preferred when temperature
control is the overriding concern.
The sample calculation section on page 36
illustrates design of an aerated static pile
system.
Chapter 4: Composting Methods
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Figure 4.12
Air distribution pattern along the pile lenglh.

50 or 75 feet maximum *
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50 or 75 leet maximum *

I

Cbndensate drain
Figure 4.14
A 55-gallon drum condensate trap for a suction aeration system.
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A farm with six hundred head of beef cattle composts manure and
straw using an extended static pile with cells 6 feet high and 6 feet
wide. The blower is controlled by temperature and operates in the
pressure mode. The straw-to-manure ratio is 2:i by volume. Average daily manure production is 24 tons or approximately800 cubic
feet at a moisture content of approximately 85% (15% dry solids).

Estimated airflow rate

100 cubic leet
minute
= 3.6 dry tons x
dry ton
-

-

Estimate the required blower airllow rate and determine the pipe
specifications for a daily cell of the extended pile.

360 cubic feet
minute

Calculate pipe specifications
Calculate volume of material in the cell
Volume

Estimated pipe size

= manure t straw
= 800 cubic feet t 1,600 cubic feet
= 2,400 cubic feet

Note: Mixing several materials together usually reduces the overall
volume. The volume reduction which occurs lrom mixing is often at
least 20% of the combined volume of the individual materials. The
cell volume calculatedabove is, therefore, conservative.As a result,
theestimatedcell lengthand pipe length maybeslightlylongerthan
necessary.

360 cubic feet
Area

=

minute
2,000feet
minute

= 0.18 square feet
= 26 square inches

Diameter

--

q s q u a r ~ x 4

= 5.8 inches

Calculate length of cell (6 feet high by 6 feet wide)

I

Area

Estimated length of cell

= height x width
= 6 feet x 6 feet

=

Volume

Area =

2,400 cubic feet
feet feet

2,400 cubic leet
=

36 square feet

= 67 feet

Calculate estimated airflow rate
Dry weight of manure

36

= 24 tons (wet weight) x 0.15
= 3.6 dry tons of manure

Use 6-inch pipe.
Pipe spacing

= pile height
= 6 feet

Perlorated pipe length

= pile length - (2 x pile height)
= 67 feet - (2 x 6 feet)
= 55feet

Pipe hole sizeispacing (Irom table 4.2, page 34)
Use 12-inch spacing with 314-inch diameter holes
Estimated pressure loss = 2-2.5 inches 01 water
(pile t pipe)
Based on these calculations, the blower should produce 360 cubic
leet per minute against a pressure of 2.5 inches of water.
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In-Vessel Composting
In-vessel composting refers to a group of
methods which confine the composting
materials within a building, container, or
vessel. In-vessel methods rely on a variety
of forced aeration and mechanical turning
techniques to speed up the composting
process. Many methods combine techniques from the windrow and aerated pile
methods in an attempt to overcome the
deficiencies and exploit the attributes of
each method.
There are a variety of in-vessel methods
with different combinations of vessels,
aeration devices, and turning mechanisms
(see appendix B, table B.5, pages 140141).Thefewmethodsdiscussedherehave
either been used or proposed for farm
composting. They also serve as good examples of the types of in-vessel systems
available. For information on other iuvessel techniques, consult the references
listed at the end of the book.

through. Both factors increase the material's
resistance to airflow (pressure loss). A raw
material with a stronger structure and/or a
higher pressure blower may be required,
compared to the aerated static pile method.

Rectangular Agitated Beds
The agitated bed system combines controlled aeration and periodic turning. In
this system, composting takes place between walls which form long, narrow
channels referred to as beds (figure 4.15).
A rail or channel on top of each wall
supports and guides a compost-turning
machine.
Raw materials are placed at the front end of
the bed by a loader. As the turning machine
moves forward on the rails, it mixes the
compost and discharges the compost be-

hinditself. Witbeachturning, the machine
moves the compost a set distance toward
the end of the bed. The turning machines
work much like windrow turners, using
rotating paddles or flails to agitate the
materials, break up clumps of particles,
and maintain porosity. Some machines ind u d e a conveyor to move the compost.
The machines work automatically without
an operator and are controlled with limit
switches.
Most commercial systems include a set of
aeration pipes or an aeration plenum recessed in the floor of the bed and covered
with a screen and/or gravel. Between turnings, aeration is supplied by blowers to
aerate and cool the cofnposting materials.
Since the materials along the length of the
bed are at different stages of composting,
the bed is divided into different aeration
Compost discharged

Bin Composting
Bin composting is perhaps the simplest in-

vessel method. The materials are contained
by walls and usually a roof (see sidebar).
The bin itself may simply be wooden slatted walls (with or without a roof), a grain
bin, or a bulk storage building. The buildings or bins allow higher stacking of
materials and better use of floor space than.
free-standing piles. Bins can also eliminate
weather problems, contain odors, and provide better temperature control.
Essentially, bin composting methods operatelike the aerated staticpi1emethod.They
include some means of forced aeration in
the floor of the bin and little or no turning
of the materials. Occasional remixing of
the material in the bins can invigorate the
process. If several bins are used, the
composting materials cdn be periodically
moved from one bin to the next in succession. Most of the principles and guidelines
suggested for the aerated pile should apply
to bin composting as well. One exception
relates to relatively high bins. In this case,
there is a greater degree of compaction and
a greater depth of materials for air to pass
On-Farm Composting Handbook

Carriage to transport the turning
machine to the next bed

Figure 4.15

Rectangular agitated bed composting system.
Adapted with permission from Royer Manufacturing.
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zones along its length. Several blowers are
used for one bed. Each blower supplies air
to one zone of a bed and is individually
controlled by a temperature sensor or time
clock.
The capacity of the system is dependent on
the number andthedimensionsofthebeds.
The width of the beds in commercially
available systems ranges from 6 to 20 feet,
and bed depths are between 3 and I O feet.
The beds must conform to the size of the
turning machine, and the walls must be
especially straight. Because the machine
rides on top of the walls over a distance of
100 feet or more, little deviation in the
distance between the walls can be accepted
from end to end. The composting facility
can contain several adjacent beds. One
turning machine can handle several beds if
a carrying device is available to transfer it
from one bed to another. To protect equipment and control composting conditions,
the beds are housed in a building or a
greenhouse or, in warm climates, just covered by a roof.
The length of a bed and frequency of turning determine the composting period. If
the machine moves the materials 10 feet at
each turning and the bed is 100 feet long,
the composting period is ten days with
daily turning. It increases to twenty days if
turning occurs every other day. Suggested
composting periods for commercial agitated bed systems range from two to four
weeks, thoughalongcuringperiodmay be
necessary.
Agitated bed systems appear to have promise for farm composting. A handful of
farms around the country have already
invested in them. The short composting
times, consistent compost quality, and labor savings are very appealing. However,
the cost for a total system is very expensive. A small custom-built turning machine
alone can cost at least $20,000; and commercially available machines cost over
$200,000. The beds and the building represent the major costs.
Several commercial companies sell rectangular agitated bed composting systems
and provide the technical expertise to de38

sign, build, and operate the systems. A
number of vendors manufacture large systems on the scale of IS0 tons per day or
larger. Small systems of 20 tons a day or
less, which are more likely to interest the
majority offarmers, arenot routinelyavailable. Units capable of handling approximately 2 0 4 0 cubic yards of material per
day are available commercially for about
$100,000to $175,000 in capital costs, including agitators, structure, site grading,
concrete, and other costs. A few systems
have also been custom-built.

Silos
Another in-vessel technique resembles a
bottom-unloading silo (figure 4.16). Each
day an auger removes composted material
fromthebottomofthesiloandamixtureof
raw materials is loaded at the top. The
aeration system blows air up from the base
of the silo through the composting materials. The exhaust air can he collected at the
top of the silo for odor treatment. A typical
composting time for this method might he
fourteen days, so one-fourteenth of the silo
volume must he removed and replaced
daily. After leaving the silo, the compost is
cured, often in a second aerated silo. This
system minimizes the area needed for
composting because the materials are
stacked vertically. However, the stacking
also presents compaction, temperaturecontrol, and airflow challenges which must be
overcome. Because materials receive little
mixing in the vessel, raw materials must he
well mixed when loaded into the silo.

Rotating Drums
A different system uses a horizontal rotary
drum to mix, aerate, and move the material
through the system (figure4.17). Thedrum
is mounted on large hearings and turned
through a hull gear. A drum I 1 feet in
diameter and 120 feet long has a daily
capacity of approximately SO tons with a
residence time of three days. In the drum,
the composting process starts quickly; and
the highly degradable, oxygen-demanding
materials are decomposed. Further decomposition of the material is necessary and is
accomplished through a second stage of
composting, usually in windrows or aerated static piles. In some commercial
systems, the composting materials spend
less than one day in the drum. In this case,
the drum primarily serves as a mixing
device.
Air is supplied through the discharge end
and is incorporated into the material as it
tumbles. The air moves in the opposite
direction as the material. The compost near
the discharge is cooled by the fresh air. In
the middle, it receives the warmed air,
which encourages the process; and the
newly loaded material receives the warmest air to initiate the process.
Thedrumcan beeitheropen orpartitioned.
An open drum moves all the material
throughcontinuously in the same sequence
,as it entered. The speed of rotation of the
drum and the inclination of the axis of
rotation determine the residence time. A
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Figure 4.16

Silo composting system.
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Raw materials

Figure 4.17

Rotating drum composter.

I

second stage

Source: Bedminster Bioconversion. Inc.
tainer. The container has aeration pipes in
its base which are connected to a blower.
opendrum.Thedrumisdividedintotwoor At the farm, the manure and dry amendthree chambers by partitions. Each parti- ments are loaded daily into the container
tion contains a transfer box equipped with and aerated for several days until the conan operable transfer door. At the end of tainer is picked-up and delivered to the
each day’s operation, the transfer door at central facility to finish composting. When
the discharge end of the drum is opened the composting container is picked up, the
and the compartment emptied. The other farm is provided another empty container
compartments are then opened and trans- to continue the cycle. The farm supplies
ferred in sequence, and finally a new batch the manure and receives bulking agent,
is introduced into the first compartment. A compost, andlor revenue in return.
sill in place at each of the transfer doors
retains 15% of the previous charge to act as Summary: Comparing
aninoculumforthesucceedingbatch. Upon
discharge, the compost can go directly into the Composting Methods
a screen to remove oversized particles In terms of cost, labor, management, and
which can be returned to the drum for process speed, the windrow, passively aerfurther composting.
ated windrow, and aerated static pile
systems are comparable. With the excepOn a smeller scale, composting drums can tion of simple bin methods and some
he adapted from used equipment such as agitatedbed systems, in-vessel composting
concrete mixers, feed mixers, and old ce- is in a different league. Therefore, the
ment kilns. Although less sophisticated choice of a composting method for farms
than the commercial models, the functions usuallyreduces to windrows, aerated piles,
remain the same: to mix, aerate, and get the or aerated bins.
composting process started rapidly.
Windrow composting is more labor-intensive than aerated piles. Some activity is
Transportable Containers
performed on the site almost daily. The
A different type of in-vessel system, devel- aerated static pile and passively aerated
oped as apilot project, relies on atransport- windrow systems have labor peaks that
able vessel and a central composting occur when piles are constructed and refacility. A number of local f a r m partici- moved. The material, once placed in the
pate and provide manure as a raw material. pile, is not handled again until it is ready to
Each farm receives a transportable vessel be moved to the curing pile.
whichresembles asolid wasteroll-offconpartitioneddrum can he usedto managethe
composting process more closely than the
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Overall, the aerated pile is a more concentrated method of composting. It allows
higher, broader piles and, therefore, requires less landarea than eitherthe windrow
or passively aerated windrow methods.
This makes it easier to cover the system
with a roof or enclose it within a building.
Mechanical aeration makes automation
easier, permits closer process control, and
shortens the composting period. The insulating layer of compost and the larger pile
size reduce temperature variations. This
improves conditions for destroying pathogens. The insulation layer and lack of
turnings conserve nitrogen and limit the
release of odors. Nearly all of the nitrogen
can be conserved with aerated static piles,
whereas over one-third may be lost in
windrow composting. With a suction aeration system, odors can he collected and
treated. Forallofthese reasons, theaerated
pile method is common among sewage
sludge composting facilities. One disadvantage is the potential for short circuiting
and channeling of the airflow, which produces an unevenly composted product.
Another problem is the clogging of openings in the aeration pipe.
The windrow method is common among
farm composting operetions. Many farm
materials present less odor problems than
sewage sludge, and odors tend to be more
acceptable in therural setting ofmostfarms.
Land is not usually limiting on farms. I n
some cases, windrows can be built in fields
where the compost may later be applied.
39
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Composting
Operat ions
The composting process, with its requirements for turning and aeration, is only one
step in alarger system to produce compost.
Once the composting process requirements
are satisfied, producing compost becomes
largely a matter of materials handling. Although aeration and other aspects of the
composting process are critical and must
not be neglected, most of the equipment
and labor invested in a composting system
involve moving, mixing, and manipulating the materials. Therefore, the choice of
equipment and procedures for materials
handling can be as important as the choice
of the composting method.

A system implies that there is a succession
of operations, including some that may be
repeated at intervals. Figure 5.1 outlines
the typical operations involved in a
composting system and their usual sequence. lnadditionto thematerials handling
steps, several secondary operations are
sometimes necessary to condition the raw
materials for composting, to recover
uncomposted materials from the finished
compost, orto improve thecompost’squalities for sale or use. Secondary operations
include sorting, grinding/shredding,
screening, drying, and bagging.

On-Farm Composting Handbook

It is important to recognize that not all of
the operations discussed here are necessary. Farm composting operations seldom
involve mnre than storage and mixing of
raw materials, pilelwindrow formation,
curing, and storage of the compost. However, agiven compostingfacility may need
to include one or more secondary operations depending on the raw materials and
on the market for the compost product.

Raw Material Storage
and Handling
Composting begins by collecting suitable
organic materials that are then mixed to
achieve the desired C:N ratio, moisture
content, and pore apace. Usually one material is the primary material, such as animal
manure, and one or more amendments are
added to it.

-

Initially, the materials must be collected
and moved to the comoosting site. Usudllv
amendments are stockpiledat thesite, to be
added to the manure or other primary material that is periodically brought tn the
site. A primary material like manure receives immediate attention because it can
quickly becomeanaerobic, and emit undesirable odors when it is subsequently

disturbed. Some materials, like cattle manure, may be stored for several days; but it
is usually best to promptly handle the primary materials.
Amendments like straw, wood chips,
leaves, and sawdust respond much more
slowly to microbial activity because they
have a high carbon content and are usually
dry. They can be stored for an appreciable
length of time before they begin to degrade. If they become wet, they begin to
compost but at a slow rate because of the
lack of nitrogen. Some ingredients which
are neither primary materials nor dry
amendments, such ascrab shells, may pose
a potential odor problem. These must be
brought to the site just prior to cnmposting
or handled in a manner that prevents odor
problems (see odor control section).
Most amendments can be stockpiled outdoors without a cover. A roof helps to
minimize the initial moisturecontentofthe
mix and reduces the possibility of leaching
nutrients from wet materials during storage. However, the trade-off in cost for the
roof must be considered. Available space
in existing farm buildings should be considered first. Most farm structures used for
bulk storage should work well.
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Trash is a potential problem with several
off-farm materials, especially paper. Such
materials need to be stored and handled in
a way that keeps them contained within the
storage area. Shredded paper and cardboardshould be bailedandlor stored inside
if not composted immediately. The manner in which all raw materials are stored
Raw material
and handled greatly influences the neighbors’ and the community’s acceptance of
I the composting operation.

.

Active composting

Aeration, turning,
monitoring,
odor control,
and so on

m
Curing

Oversized
materials
screen

shredding

Figure 5.1
Composting system and operations.
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Occasionally, raw materials need to he
sorted or separated prior to composting.
For example, horse stable wasle may contain miscellaneous trash, or leaves may
include plastic bags. The ideal solution to
sorting materials obtained from off the
farm is to convince the supplier to sort
them before delivery. However, this is not
always possible, or it may require some
negotiation of fees charged. In most cases,
foreign objects can first be removed by
hand when the material is delivered, and
then continuously throcghout the composting process. Turning and subsequent
settling of piles and windrows tends to
push both large and light objects to the
surface of the pile, where they are noticeable and can be removed. For the rare case
when raw materials contain a large amount
of unwanted materials, mechanical separation is necessary (for example, screens and
magnets). If the unwanted material is not
damaging tothe process orequipment, this
can occur after composting.

Windrow or
pile formation

Repetitive
operation

-

GrindingKhredding
Most raw materials used for farm
composting do not require grinding or
shredding, especially if a windrow turner
is employed. Several raw materials that
benefit from shredding include newspaper, corrugatedcardboard, brush, and other
yard wastes. Tree stumps and other large
objects cannot be composted without size
reduction. Shredding also allows materials
like newspaper to be used as bedding prior
to composting. Noise and dust created by
grinding/shredding are potential problems.
Appendix B (table B.2, pages 120-131)
lists a variety of commercial grinding and
shredding equipment promoted for
Chapter 5: Composting Operations
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composting systems, including equipment
used on farms for shredding hay bales and
preparing feeds. Other possible equipment
choices include paper shredders, large garden shredders, mowers, and forage choppers. Some size-reducing mechanisms can
be matched with accessory equipment, such
as balers, dust separators, conveyors, and
screens. The capacities shown in appendix
B, as well as the costs, should be considered as rough estimates only. The actual
capacity depends considerably on the materials, loading rates, and other specific
conditions. Costs also vary a great deal
with specific power requirements and accessory equipment. Ifagrinder or shredder
is required for only several weeks a year,
rental equipment should be considered.

a conveyor. The conveyor drops the materials onto a cleated belt that undergoes a
continuous raking action to shred the load
(figure 5.2). Adjustable sweep fingers force
oversized pieces back for further shredding while material such as sticks, stones,
metal, and glass are rejected and discharged
through a trash chute. Usually this type of
shredder can handle only material less than
4-6 inches in diameter and may require a
grate over the hopper to exclude oversize
items.

A second type of shear shredder uses two
counterrotating shafts with overlapping
hooked cutter discs (figure 5.3). Cutters
draw material down toward shafts at the
base of a hopper. The cutters slice or tear
the particles into smaller pieces until they
pass through the spaces between the cutter
discs. The size of the sheared particles is
determined by thecutter disc size. Another
commercially available machine performs
similarshearingactionwithcounterrotating
augers instead of cutting discs.
-

Belt shredding action

The primary types of grindingkhredding
equipment used for composting systems
are shear shredders, hammer mills, tub
grinders, and chippers.

Shear Shredders
One type of shcdr shredder is a stationary
or trailer-mounted machine. This machine
reduces the size of material through the
action of acleated belt, which forces material against stationary knives. Material is
loaded into a receiving hopper, which feeds

AREA IN DETAIL ABOVE

Figure 5.2
Bell-type shear shredder.
Inset is adapted with permission from Royer Manufacturing.
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Rotating shear shredders can process a
wide variety of raw materials. They are
commonly used in processing solid waste
materials. Many models can be trailermounted.

Hammer Mills and
Tub Grinders
Material dropped into a hammer mill is
size-reduced by free-swinging metal hammers mounted on a spinning shaft (figure
5.4). The hammers break apart material
until it is small enough to drop through
discharge openings. Hammer mills can he
very large and are often stationary. They
tend to create more noise than shear shredders because of their pounding action.

A tub grinder is a type of hammer mill that
uses a rotating tub intake system to crush
wood and brush (figure 5.5). The rotation
moves materials across afixed floor, which
contains the hammers. As material is
ground, it is forced through a screen or
other restrictedopening and then conveyed
into standing piles or into a transfer vehicle. Tubgrinders areloaded witha bucket
loader or a conveyor.
Tub grinders are available in different
models which have significantly different
capabilities. Big, heavy-duty grinders are
suitable for grinding large amounts of dry
wood and brush. Portable units are available with diesel orgasolineengines ranging
from about 300 to 550 horsepower. Stationary units use diesel or electric engines.
Tub grinders can process 10-50 tons per
hour, depending on factors such as the type
of material processed, screen size, and
moisture content. Proper mixing of wastes
and the use of varying screen sizes reduce
jamming and increase throughput efficiency. A complete set of screens (with
openings from about 3/4 inch to 5 inches)
should be obtained with the grinder. A tub
grinder requires one person to operate it
and a second person to load materials into
the machine.
Grinders require regular maintenance, including rotation and replacement of the
hammers. A new set of ninety-six hammers costs approximately $900 to $1,400
46

Rotary shear shredder.

Adapted with permission from TripleiS Dynamics

Hammer mill.
Adapted with permission from Dresser Industries,Jettery Division,
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Figure 5.5
Tub grinder

and takes two to three hours to install.
Hammers typically need to he rotated after
about fifty hours of operation and replaced
after one hundred forty to two hundred
forty hours of operation, hut they may wear
more quickly if the steel surfaces are poor
quality or there is a lot of abrasive material
in the woody debris.

Chippers and Other
GrinderdShredders
Other shredding, grinding, and chipping
mechanismsreduce particle sizes with various combinations ofrotating and stationary
cutters plus restricted discharge openings.
Chippers slice particles with knives
mounted on a cylinder or disc that rotates
within a fixed housing.
On-Farm Composting Handbook

Forage harvesters have been tried forshredding paper and cardboard with limited
success. The harvester shreds the paper
well hut corrugatedcardhoard tends tojam
the chopper. There is a good deal of wearand-tear on the machinery, and trash from
blowing paper can he a problem. Safety is
probably the forage harvester’s biggest
drawback since there are no safety provisions protecting the operator feeding the
chopper. For this reason alone, a forage
harvester is not a good shredding device.

Mixing and Pile
Windrow Formation
The first essential step in the overall
composting syatem is to mix the raw materials in the proper proportions and then

form the mixture into a pile or windrow or
load it into a vessel. With most in-vessel
methods, the mixing step is built into the
system. The materials need only to he
loaded into a silo, hopper, or vessel using
conventional materials handling equipment
(conveyors, augers, a n d o r bucket loaders). The composting equipment does the
rest. With the windrow and aerated pile
methods, mixing and pile formation are
distinct steps. For the aerated static pile
system in particular, initial mixing is CIIcial. Mixing is performed once, and the
quality of that mixing continues through
the whole composting process. With the
windrow system, the initial mixing must
proportion the raw materials and blend
them to some degree of consistency. Subsequent turnings mix the materials more
47
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thoroughly. Frequent turnings improve
compost consistency and diminish the importance of the initial mixing.
Mixing and windrow/pile formation can
be accomplished in several ways, depending on the composting method used,
available equipment and labor, and the
manure-handling practices ofthe farm (see
appendix B, table B.3, pages 132-134, for
mixing equipment). Loaders, manure
spreaders, and other equipment already on
the farm are usually adequate for mixing
materials and forming windrows/piles. This
is particularly true for windrowcomposting.
However, mixing and windrowlpile formation demand more labor than other
composting operations. To reduce the labor involved or improve the performance,
it may be advantageous to obtain new
equipment or alter existing equipmentfor example, upgrade the manure spreader
or purchase a larger bucket for the loader.

Load with elevator stacker
or front-end loader

-

Crushed limestone or
concrete base

-

m

#3, 12 inches O.C.

Concrete buck wall
cross section)

Bucket Loaders
Bucket loaders are the workhorse of most
farms and most composting operations.
They can perform almost a11 composting
tasks including mixing and pilelwindrow
formation. Mixing occurs simply by repeatedly bucketing the ingredients together.
Buck walls (figure 5.6) and a concretepad
in the mixing area make the task easier.
Loaders are capable of producing a good
mix, depending on the skill and experience
ofthe operator. For aerated pile composting,
the front-end loader must be used carefully
to obtain agood mix. The manure tends to
form balls several inches in diameter that
are difficult to break up.
A bucket loader can also build piles and
windrows. Windrows and passive piles
can be mixed and formed in a single step by
depositing the raw materials on the
composting site in layers, forming a crude
pile. The loader then mixes the materials
together and works them into the desired
shape until the materials are well-mixed.
Aerated piles must be mixed and formed
separately because of the underlying porous base and aeration pipe. Using a bucket
loader to form piles and windrows allows
larger piles and windrows. The pilelwind48

Base
3.5 inches minimum

i
f

Figure 5.6
Buck wall design for mixing area.
Source: Noltheast Dairy Practices Council, "Solid Manure Handling.''

row dimensions should allow proper aeration or conform to thedimensions required
by the windrow turner (see chapter 4).
When the compost site is remote from the
mixing area, dump trucks or wagons can
transport the mix to the site and build the
initial pile/windrow. The materials are
unloaded by hacking up to the end of the
existing windrow and tilting the bed of the
truck or wagon while slowly moving the
vehicle forward (figure 5.7). The speed
and truck or wagon dimensions determine
the windrow/pile heights. If necessary, a
loader can reshape or enlarge the pile/
windrow formed.

Manure Spreaders
Mixing and forming windrows with a manure spreader is often a good option for
farm composting. The mixing action of the
spreader partially blends together the manure and amendments. The spreader
discharges the load which falls in a rough
windrow as the spreader is slowly pulled
ahead (figure 5.8).

~

To improve the initial mixing, the manure
and amendments should be loaded in the
spreader in alternate loads (for example,
two buckets of manure, four buckets of
amendment, two buckets of manure, four
buckets of amendment, and so on). LocatChapter 5: Composting Operations
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Figure 5.7
Move the dump truck forward slowly to form the windrow.

Figure 5.8
Forming windrows with a manure spreader
On-Farm Composting Handbook
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ing the amendment storage near the source
of manure reduces the labor involved in
loading the spreader in this manner. Some
materials pose problems Cor the typical
spreader mechanism. For instance, long
straw is moredifficult tomix thanchopped
straw, so ifequipment is available it is best
to chop the straw.
The type of manure spreader available can
be a limitation. Side-unloading spreaders
cannot unload materials into a windrow
Corm, though they can add manure to an
existing windrow. Also, somerear-unloadingspreadersare toolow to buildawindrow
large enough for efficient composting. In
this case, a loader can rebuild or combine
twosmall windrowscormed bythespreader.
Some features aid in windrow/pile Cormation. Truck-mounted spreaders which
elevate the discharge point of the spreader
work well for building windrows. Also,
larger spreaders and more vigorous mixing
mechanisms are advantageous.

~~~

Batch Mixers
Batch mixers such as those used to mix
livestock feed are among the best mixers
demonstrated to date (figure 5.9). Modified feed mixers are now marketed
specifically for composting
applications,
Several types of batch mixers have been
used and tested Cor composting including
mixers that use augers, rotating paddles,
and slats on a continuous chain. These all
produce a good mix of materials. Most
batch mixers can be truck- or wagonmounted which eliminates the need for
dump trucks, wagons, ormanure spreaders
to transport materials and form windrows1
piles. If a feed mixer is used Cor the composting operation, it should not be used Cor
mixing feed.
With batch mixers, the amendments are
placed in the mixer and then the manure
(andor other dense ingredients) added on
top.Themixturecan bedischarged through
the side delivery elevator directly in a
windrow, or onto an aerated pile as the
mixer is pulled forward parallel to the air
distribution pipe. The mixing mechanism
should be operated only a few minutes. IC
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Figure5.9
Mobile batch mixers can also be used to form windrows.
Adapted with permission from Sludge Systems International,Inc.
it is operated too long (for example, ten
minutes), the manure is forced into the
void spaces created by the amendment and
theporosiryisdestroyed.Thisisacommon
failure of this mixing device. As with a
manure spreader, long straw is not easily
handled by the mixing mechanism and
needs to be chopped first or avoided with
this mixer.

Other Mixers
Other machines and techniques to mix and
form piles have been used and tested, primarily Cor sludge composting. Stationary
pug mills, which use rotating paddles to
mixmaterials,consistently produceagood
mix and are able to work on a continuous
basis. These work faster than the batch-

operated mixers, primarily because the
materials are fed continuously and are not
dependent on a bucket loader. However,
the ingredients must be made available to
the mixer in the proper proportions during
its operation. This type of mixer lacks the
mobility provided by batch mixers (figure
5. IO).
Rotary drum mixers have been used with
varying success for mixing sewuge sludge
and wood chips Cor aerated pile composting.
The rolling action of the mixer can form
balls from the sludge at low-speed revolutions. At high-speed revolutions the sludge
sticks to the drum walls. No information is
avaihble regarding its performance with
manure or other farm materials.
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Whentheliquidisodorous,itmay behetter
to contain it within the windrow prior to
turning. This has been successfully done
with fish wastes by injecting it into the
windrow with an apparatus mounted to the
side of a tractor. In this case, a chisel plow
creates a furrow in front of the hose which
sprays in the liquid. A trailing disc then
covers up the furrow. After the liquid is
absorbed and begins to compost, the windrow is turned.

Curing, Storage, and
Compost Handling

Figure 5.10
Continuous mixing pug mill.
Source: Rapin Machinery Company

Mixing Liquid Materials
Liquid ingredients pose special handling
problems because they need to be incorporated into the composting mix without
making it soggy. Also, manyliquidspresent
a potential odor problem. Examples of
liquid raw materials include manure slurries, fish processing wastes, dairy wastes,
and small volumes of wash water. These
materials might he the primary waste or a
secondary material that the composting
system is able to absorb, or they may be
added for their nitrogen value. Occasionally, liquid is added to windrows that
actually lack adequate moisture. This creates agoodopportunity todisposeofcertain
dilute liquid wastes, like milk room wash
water or site runoff collected in holding
ponds. In any case, the other raw materials
mustbeahsorbentenoughto holdtheadded
liquid without sacrificing porosity. Usually large amounts of sawdust,peat moss,
paper, or recycled compost are required.
If the volume of the liquid ingredient is
small, it can be added during the initial
mixing. However, where the amount of
liquid to be composted would make the
initial mix overly wet, the liquid must be
added regularly to an existing windrow,
pile, or vessel as it loses moisture. This can
On-Farm Composting Handbook

bedone with liquid-munurehandling equipmentor a side-unloading manure spreader,
or it can he sprayed out of tank trucks or
wagons. Tuming is necessary soon after
the liquid is added to blend it into the
windrow. To prevent liquid from running
down the side, it may he necessary to create
a furrow at the peak of the windrow and
deposit liquid in the furrow (figure 5.1 1).

Following active composting, compost requires a curing period of at least one month
to finish the process and allow the compost
to develop the desired characteristics for
its intended use. Usually, curing is practiced as a separate step and in a different
area from the active composting stage.
This frees space on the composting pad for
the active windrows and piles which are
more intensively managed. However, curing can certainly take place in the same
piles and location in which active
composting occurred.
Since curing piles are undergoing slow
decomposition, aerobic conditions still
need to be maintained. Anaerobic, or sour,

Figure 5.11
Adding liquid ingredients 10 a furrowed windrow.
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curing piles develop odors andcompounds
toxic toplants. Although turning andforced
uerution are unnecessary, curing piles
should he small enough to permit adequate
natural air exchange. A maximum pile
height of 8 feet is often suggested. However, if the compost is intended for
high-quality uses, such as potting soil, it is
safertolimitcuringpilesto6feetinheight
and 15-20 feel in width. Since the piles are
not turned, they can be placed close together to conserve space (figure 5.12),
Anaerobic conditions can also arise from
excessive moisture or water that accumulatesat the base ofthe pile. Curing compost
does not generate enough heat to evaporate
the moisture gained from heavy precipitation or runoff. The curing area should he
well drained with surfacerunoffchanneled
away from thepiles.Thelengthofthepiles
should run parallel with the slope of the
pad surface.
The most effective method of correcting
wet or anaerobic conditions in a pile of
compost is to remix the pile contents and
spread the compost in an open area. This
introduces oxygen throughout the mass
and allows the anaerobic compounds to
decompose aerobically o r evaporate.
Restacking the compost after one to two
days of aeration will most likely cause the
pile to reheat and actively compost for a
short period. The ph' will require several
daystoaweektoadjusttoitsnormalvalue.
The use and sale of compost are usually
seasonal, with peak periods in the spring
and fall. This creates the need for three to
six months of storage for compost produced continuously.
Finished compost that has been properly
composted and cured has a low hut still ongoing rate of microbial activity. Although
storage piles can he larger than curing
piles, anaerobicconditions remain a threat.
The pile height and width are generally
determined by the reach of bucket loaders,
conveyors, or other equipment. However,
the height of the storage piles should not
exceed 12 feet. As the pile size increases,
the risks of sour compost and .spontaneous
combustion increase (see chapter 6). Piles
52

Curing piles can
be closely spaced

Figure 5.12
Curing pile dimensions.

greater than 8 feet high gain little moisture
from precipitation, but poor drainage conditions can soak the bottom portion of
storage piles.
If wet or anaerobic conditions develop in
storage piles, the corrective measures recommended for curing piles should he
followed. In general, it is a safe practice to
restack the compost from large storage
piles intosmallerpilesafew weekspriorto
use or sale. This allows the stored compost
to aerate naturally and dissipatephyfofuxic
compounds that may be present.
If the compost produced is to be applied to
cropland, the curing a n d o r storage piles
can he located near the appropriate fields,
similar to a manure stack. Again, poorly
drained sites and steep slopes should be
avoided to minimize anaerobic conditions
and the loss of compost and nutrients from
surface runoff.

Screening
Screening separates materials of different
sizes a n d o r shapes. In a composting system, screening serves one or more of the
following purposes: removes a large nuniber of unwanted objects from the raw materials including rocks, metal, bottles, and
other trash; separates the portion of a raw
material to he composted from the portion
not to he composted: improves the quality
of the compost for sale or use by removing
unwanted objects, clumps of compost, and
material that is not fully composted: and

recovers hulking ugent from the compost
for reuse. When screening is used in farm
composting systems, it is nearly always
performed after composting either to improve compost quality or recover bulking
agents. The primary exception is screening
of manure to recover the solids for
composting. (Screens used for this purpose
are not considered here hut are discussed
by several references, particularly Moore).
When choosing screens, the important characteristics toconsider arethescreen opening
size, capacity, effectiveness, cost, and susceptibility to blinding. Blinding refers to
the condition when the screen openings
become blocked with material. Most
scre,ens include some provision to reduce
blinding, likebrushes, vibration, orbouncing balls. Forscreening compost, thescreen
openings should be 1/4 to 1/2 inch, depending upon the material to he separated
out andthe end use forthe compost, Smaller
openings provide better separation but, for
a given screen, reduce the capacity of the
screen and increase the chances of blinding. Screen effectiveness relates to the
success of separating the particles into the
desired fractions. The effectiveness decreases when particles larger than desired
pass through the scree.n or when particles
of the desired size are retained by the
screen. If the compost is to he sold, the
priority should he placed on keeping the
large particles from passing thrwgh the
screen. Both effectivenessand capacity are
influenced by the material feed rate as well
as the screen opening sire.
Chapter 5: Composting Operations
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Screens perform better with dryer material. Usually, it is preferable to screen
material after curing or drying. To screen
compost without excessive blinding and
lumping of material, the moisture content
should generally be less than 50% and
preferably less than 45%. In practice, the
maximum moisture content depends on
the specific screen used.
Some screen models have built-in shredding and mixing mechanisms, or these can
be added as an option. Such shredders
include abrasive belts or hammers which
break upclumpsofmaterial prior toscreening. The mixers can add fertilizer or blend
together sand and compost to produce a
topsoil.
Many different types of screens are available. Screens commonly used to separate
compost and other soil-like materials are
described below and listed in appendix B
(table B.4, pages 135-139). Again, the
costs and capacities listed in appendix B

should he considered rough estimates. The
actual capacities greatly depend on the
materials and their moisture content.

Trommel Screens
A trommel screen is a rotating drum with
holes (figure 5.13). It often includes a feed
hopper and loading conveyor. The drum is
inclined or contains internal flights to move
the materials through as it rotates. The
large particles are retained within the drum
while the fine particles fall through the
holes onto a conveyor. A trommel screen
has a segment of its surface exposed at the
top of its revolution. A rotary brush can be
applied to the outside surface to clear the
screen openings and overcome blinding.

Shaker Screens
Shaker screens create a reciprocating motion which bounces the material along the
screen length. The motion helps to segregate the large and small particles, reduces

blinding, and helps move the oversized
particles off the screen. These screens are
incorporated into a single unit consisting
of a feed hopper, conveyor, and screen.
The screens are wire mesh, perforated panels, or “piano wire” screens. Often several
decks of screens are stacked to separate
materials into several size ranges. The
screens may include cleaning balls that
dislodge material blinding the screen openings.

Vibrating Screens
Vibrating screens also use an oscillating
motion to enhance separation. The vibration is much faster than the motion of a
shaker screen. The vibration plus the slope
of the screen move the oversized particles.
These screens are used to separate fine
materials, both wet and dry, in industrial
processes; hut some models have been
adapted specifically for compost use. They
also use wire mesh screens, multipledecks
of screens, and cleaning balls or rings.

Unscreened material

O&ized material

Figure 5.13

Trommel screen
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Flexing Belt Screens
One type of flexible-belt screen uses a
slotted belt of a durable material. Sections
ofthe beltarealtemately flexedandsnapped
taut, throwing the material up and clearing
the slots. Another flexible-belt screen uses
a perforated belt which moves in a wavelike pattern. This motion bounces the
material up and down as it travels along the
screen.

Disc Screens (Scalping Discs)
This device uses banks of overlapping,
scallop-edged rotating discs to movecoarse
items from one end of the screen to the
other. Smaller piecesfall between the discs
as they rotate. Scalping discs are designed
to remove large items and may serve as the
first stage in a screening system that includ.es several other screens and shredders.

Auger and Trough Screens
This screen consists of a perforated trough
containing an auger that moves the materials from one end to the other. The fine
materialdrops through theholes,andcoarse
materials pass on to the end. Multipleauger screens can be combined to achieve
multiple separation of sizes. This type of
equipment is designed to remove soil and
fine materials from wood chips.

Rotary Screens (Spinning Disc)
This type of screen has plates or discs with
holesofselectedsizeontowhichamaterial
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is fed. Its spinning action throws oversize
material to the outside. Rotdry screens are
often used in sawmills to separate sawdust
from larger materials.

Drying
Dryingobviously lowers the moisturecontent of the compost. If necessary at all,
drying is most important where compost is
used for bedding or potting soil or packagedinhags. Areasonablegoalis to produce
compost with a moisture content between
35% and 45%. Below 45%, compost handling and screening improve. Moisture
contents above 35% minimize dust.

of energy in the raw materials: infrequent
turninglaeration: drainage problems at the
composting site; or cold, wet weather.

Bagging
Bagged compost brings a higher price than
compostsoldin hulkandispracticedwhen
the sales volume justifies the equipment
and effort (see chapter 9). Bagging may
also be justified as a way to expand the
market clientele. For a small volume of
bagged sales, special equipment is notnecessary. Hand bagging withashovel, though
laborious, works well. Bag holders, bag
ties or sealers, and simple hoppers with a
hand or foot valve make the work faster
and easier. Much of this equipment can he
fabricated on the farm or salvaged from
existing obsolete equipment.

In composting systems, drying typically
involves extraaeration oran extendedcomposting period. If drying is necessary,
windrows can be turned at least daily in the
later stages of composting. Mature compost does not generateenough heat to drive
off added rainwater. At this point, drying
depends on solar evaporation. An alternativemethodduring warm, dry weather is to
spread the compost in a thin layer on the
ground to dry naturally. Working the layer
of compost with a rake or spring tooth
harrow speeds the drying. The compost
should be re-piledifrain isexpected. Large,
conical piles shed water and minimize the
moisture absorbed from rain.

For high-volume operations, bagging
equipment includes hoppers with metered
valves,scales,bagsealers,andoneormore
conveyors. Since many buyers require bags
to bepalletizedand wrapped, apallet wrapper may he necessary. The cost of a
complete automated bagging line could
easily exceed $50,000. This does not include labor and the cost to warehouse the
product. As an alternative, the bagging
operation could be contracted to an independent vendor.

If the compost produced is consistently
wetter than desired, drying may only be
compensating for other problems in the
system. Wet compost can result fromamix
with a high initial moisture content; a lack

Compost that is packaged in plastic hags
should have a moisture content of 35% or
less. Otherwise, the compost may become
sour as it continues to decompose in the
airtight bags.
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Management

The manner in which acomposting system
is managed can make or break the operation. With a given composting system,
proper management produces the desired
quality of compost in the shortest possible
time with a minimum of odors, environmental impacts, and other process-related
problems. Good management also makes
best use of the materials, equipment, and
labor available. For manure-composting
systems, this requires some integration
between manure-handling and composting
practices. On the other hand, poor management canlead tocompost with poororeven
detrimental qualities, odorproblems, neighborhood complaints, and eventual shutdown by regulatory agencies.
In many situations, a key management task
is public relations. In fact, this task should
begin before the composting operation is
established. Neighbors and local officials
need to be informed, consulted, and educated about intended practices and changes
at the site. Operations may need to be
modified to accommodate specific local
situations. In general, stay on good terms
with neighbors, public officials, and the
news media. They can become either your
allies or your opponents.

On-Farm Composting Handbook

Safety and Health
Proper attention to health and safety can
prevent most occupational risks at compost facilities. While composting is not an
inherently dangerous activity, precautions
are necessary to protect against injury.
Safety concerns in composting relate primarily to equipment. If grinders, front-end
loaders, or other standard farm equipment
is used, eye and ear protection and normal
safety precautions apply. Additional precautions must befollowedwhenspecialized
windrow-turning equipment is used. Several turners contain mixing flails which
rotate at a high rate of speed and should,
therefore, be well-shielded from human or
animal contact. As the flails rotate through
the compost windrow, they will eject foreignmatterwhichisinthewindrow. Stones
can become dangerous projectiles when
thrown behind the turning equipment.
Equipment operators and workers at the
site must maintain a safe clearance both
around and behind operating machinery.
Fires are rarely a problem in outdoor
composting operations, as properly moist
composting material does not readily burn.

However, if the material does dry out and
if windrows/piles are too large, sponfaneouscombustion becomes a possibility, just
as it can with hay or silage. This phenomenon occurs at moisture contents approximately between 25% and 45%. In piles
over 12 feet high, it is possible for the
internal heat of the compost pile to initiate
chemicalreactions, whichthenleadtospontaneous combustion. Proper attention to
moisture, temperature, and pile size is the
best protection against this problem. An
accessible water supply is avaluable safety
precaution.
While many compost operations have run
smoothly for years without unusual health
or safety problems, workers should be
aware of some unique concerns in
composting. By understanding these concerns, it should he easier to recognize them
early and seek an appropriate remedy before serious problems develop.

~

Human health concerns relating to compost depend both on the individual and on
the material being composted. While few
pathogenic organisms found .in farm animal manures or vegetative wastes affect
humans, normal sanitary measures are
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important (washing hands before touching
food, eyes, and so on). These measures
become more critical if human wastes are
being handled. Sewage sludge or septuge
can contain disease-causing organisms.
Pretreatment ofthese wastes throughaembic or anaerobic digestion, extended air
drying, or lime stabilization will destroy
mostpathogens. Such treatments haveheen
developed to reduce the level of pathogens
in sludge to levels below an infectious
dose. Nonetheless, anyone in regular contact with sludgcorseptage is atgreaterrisk
of contracting infections and should exercise caution.
Just as individuals vary in their resistance
to disease, a few individuals may be particularly sensitive tosomeoftheorganisms
in comuost. The high
of manv
I . Douulations
.
different species of molds and fungi i n an
active compost process can cause allergic
reactions in sensitive individuals, even
though most people have no problems at
all. Simple precautions, such asdust masks
or even half-mask respirators with disposable cartridges, can help limit human
exposure to this microbiological zoo. Conditions which may predispose individuals
to an infection or allcrgic response include
a weakened immune system, allergies,
asthma, some medications such as antibiotics or adrenal cortical hormones, or a
punctured eardrum. Workers with these
conditions shouldnot normally heassigned
to a composting operation. If workers do
develop an infection or have an allergic
reaction to compost, it is important to recognizetheprohlempromptlyso that itdoes
not develop into a chronic condition.
A specific concern which has been documented at composting facilities is caused
by the fungus Aspergillus,fumigatus. This
fungus is naturally present in decaying
organicmatterand will colonize any waste
material handled at a compost facility. Asprrgillu,s,fumigotusis probably present in
considerable numbers o n most farms, especially where moldy hay exists. Spores
from this organism can cause problems for
some compost workers, particularly if the
compost drys out and dusts are inhaled.
Approximately5-1O%ofthepopulation is
sensitive lo this fungus. A blood test iden56

tifies antigens in sensitive individuals. To
minimize the risk of infection, disposable
respirators (suchasdust masks which filter
particles down to I micron in size) should
he worn, particularly under dry and dusty
conditions.
Aspergillus fnmi,qatus is also an opportunistic organism. Therefore, it can affect
individuals with pre-existing health problems. Individuals with weakened immune
systemsorpeopletaking medication which
suppresses the immune system are most
vulnerable. This point should be considered when staffing and locating the
composting facility.

Season and Weather
Management
Compostingcan continue year-round, even
in cold climates. Seasonal and weather
variations often call for operational adjustments that compensate foror take advantage
of the changing conditions. This is primarily a concern with windrow composting.
Aerated static pile and in-vessel methods
are much less affected.
Cold weather can slow the composting
process by increasing the heat loss from
piles and windrows. The lowcr temperatures reduce the microbial activity at least
near the surface ofthe pile/windrow. This,
in turn, decreases the amount of heat generated. In extreme cases, the entire windrow could freeze, halting composting
temporarily. For winter operation, windrows and piles should he combined or
enlarged to retain more heat. To prevent
freezing, windrows should helargeenough
to generate more heat than they lose to the
environment-at least 3.S feet high. Older
windrowslpiles generate less heat and,
therefore, should be S Feet high if compostingistocontinue throughcold weather.
Warm weather enhances water loss by
evaporation from the windrowlpile surface. In the case of windrow composting,
increasing the number of turnings evaporates more moisture. This can he an
advantage in achieving a drier compost.
Water should be added if windrowslpiles
become too dry.

Precipitation is occasionally a problem to
composting. Again, windrow composting
is affected more than the other methods.
Windrows usually absorb water from normal rainfall or snow without saturating the
materials. If the windrows do become wetterthandesired, more turningsarerequired
to evaporate the added moisture. The biggest problems with precipitation are site
conditions. Rain can produce muddy conditions and soft soil, making it difficult to
operateequipment. Snowmeltsfrom windrowlpile surfaces but nceds to he plowed
from the path of equipment. Puddles and
standing water can lead to anaerobic conditions at the base of a windrowlpile or
nuisances from insects and odors. Good
drainage at the site is important.

-
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In addition to weather, seasonal changes
can also influence the availability of raw
materials and the use of compost. Leaves
are agood example. Available primarily in
the fall, they must be composted in large
quantity at that time or stored in a safe
manner and used gradually. Some crop
residues and processing wastes have similar seasonal characteristics. Compost also
has a seasonal use and usually requires
storage.

Process Monitoring
and Troubleshooting
Basically only two tools are essential to
monitor the composting process-a temperature sensor and your nose. Temperature
and odor are the most importanl indicators
of how well composting is progressing.
Although some odor may continually he
present at the site normally (depending on
raw materials), strong putrid odors are a
sign that something is wrong-that anaerobic conditions exist. A windrow/pile may
require turninglaeration; or a problem
which is inhibiting aeration may exist, such
asa poormix ofraw materials. Odorscould
also come from mishandling of raw materials. In any case, operators should always
be alert to odors and then quickly identify
their source and correcl the situation.
Because the heat produced during composting is directly related to the microbial
Chapter 6: Management
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activity, temperature is the primary gauge
for the composting process. Abnormally
low temperatures are a signal of reduced
aerobic microbial activity. Thiscould mean
the process is lacking oxygen or is slowed
becauseof low moisture or freezing conditions. In most cases, a lack of oxygen is the
cause. Therefore, low temperatures usually call for aeration or turning. High temperatures (surpassing 140'F) also call for
turning or aeration to cool the pile.
If the windrow/pile temperature does not
recover after turning or aeration, either the
process is nearingcompletion oraprohlem
exists (see appendix C , table C .I , troubleshooting and management guide, pages
147-1 50). You should suspect aproblem if
this occurs before the normal composting
time period is reached or if odors are detected. Low temperatures accompanied by
odors point to a lack of oxygen, which can

mean that the materials are too wet or
poorly mixed. It is not unusual to find low
temperatures in some sections of the pile
while other sections are well-heated. Uneven mixing and short circuiting of air are
common causes of this, hut it can also
occur if the differing sections have been
composting for different lengths of time.
Low temperatures can also reflect a need
for moisture.
The temperature should be monitored and
recorded daily at least until the operator
acquires a strong feel for the process.
Sample forms for recording temperatures
are shown in figure 6. I and are included in
the appendix D(pages 152-153). Thedaily
temperature measurements show trends in
the temperature as the windrowipile ages
and suggest how often turningheration is
required. A normal pattern should emerge
after several batches of materials have been

successfully composted. Deviations from
the normal temperature pattern indicate
changes have occurred which might need
correcting, like poorly mixed materials.

A dial thermometer with a .?-foot stem is
recommended formonitoring temperatures.
The thermometer should have a temperature range of approximately 0-200°F. A
pointed stem tip helps push the thermometer through dense clumps of material and
lowers the chance of breaking the stem
(figure 6 . 2 ) .A list of thermometer suppliers is included in appendix B (page 146).
Oxygen-sensing equipment is occasionally used to monitor and troubleshoot
composting operations. Oxygen measurements directly indicate the oxygen level
within the composting materials and, therefore, provide a clue to the state of the
composting process. A 5% oxygen con-

Windrawlpile lemperature monitoring record
Wl""

pile

Or Cell

Dale constructed

number

~

Ingredients and comments

I

~~

Recorded by dale

~P

I

~~~

~~

Recorded by endrow. pile, or cell

Figure 6.1
Two different approaches and record forms for monitoring temperature at a composting site (examples).
Note: Full-page copies are reproduced in appendix D, pages 152-1 53
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centration is generally considered the minimum for sustained aerobic composting.
Although this is a useful guide, loweroxygen concentrations are sometimes measured duringvigorous aerobic activity, and
higher concentrations have been measured
when conditions were clearly anaerobic.
Oxygen-sensing instruments are more expensive and complex than temperaturemeasuring devices (figure 6.3). In almost
all situations, temperature provides an adequate indication of the process conditions, and oxygen monitoring is not
necessary. Oxygen-monitoring may be
most useful in experimental situations.

Odor Control

Painted tip helps push

0-200°Frange

Figure 6.2

Dial thermometer for monitoring windrowipile temperatures

Odor problems are the single biggest threat
to a composting operation. Nothing is more
persistent than an angry neighbor seeking
to shut down the farm or composting operation because of odors. The best defense
against odor complaints is a large distance
between neighbors and the composting
site. Since this is not always possible, odor
control, or at least a sensitivity to odors, is
necessary.

In theory, aerobic composting does not
generate odorous compounds, as anaerobic processes do. However, objectionable
odors can come from certain raw materials
or the process itself if conditions are not
right. There are three primary sources of
odors at a composting facility: odorous
raw materials, ummnnia lost from highnitrogen materials, and anaerobic conditions within windrows and piles.
Anaerobic conditionscan be minimizedby
proper management at site. Useagood mix
of raw materials, avoid overly wet mixes,
monitor temperatures, and turn or aerate
the materials regularly. Occasionally,
equipment problems or unusually wet
weather creates problems. In these instances, the odor correction measures
discussed below can be followed. Pungent
ammonia odors can be controlled by providing extra carbon i n the mix and
maintaining the p H below 8.5 (see following section).

6 inches

1 314 inch & 314
PVC 1 1/2 inch elbow

diameter stainless steel tube, 5 leet long
Stainless steel tube brazed
to brass threaded bushing

Fisher Scientific
catalog number 14-085
Sensitron oxygen analyzer

U
Figure 6.3
Oxygen-analyzing equipment.
Source: Richard, Oickson, and Rawland, Yard Waste Management

The most common causes of odors at a
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composting site are strong-smelling raw
materials. The odors come to the site with
the materials and do not dissipate until the
materials begin composting. This problem
does not occurwith manyfarmcomposting
materials unless they have been stored for
several weeks. Materials like sawdust,
leaves, crop residues, and fresh-bedded
manure present little or no odor problems.
Sewage sludge, liquid manure, and fish
wastes typically do.
The key to minimizing odors is to start the
materials composting as soon as possible
and then to keep them aerobic. This sometimes requires special provisions such as
an extra porous mix, an odor absorbing
cover material, andlor a separate windrow1
pile with extra aeration. These provisions
should he maintained until the process is
well underway and the characteristic odor
is eliminated. The porosio of the mix is
particularly important for windrow
composting since windrows aerate by passive air exchange. Materials with strong
odors should be combined with umendmentS to obtain an especially porous
mixture. Aftertheodordecreases, this mix
can be added to other materials at a more
typical porosity.

to he contained within the windrow. When
thewindrowisturned,theodorsarebriefly
released. Unfortunately, there is a temptation to reduce the turning frequency when
the mix contains strong-smelling materials. Do not try to hold in odors by reducing
the turning schedule! This will only compoundthe problemlater. When the windrow
is finally turned, the odors released will be
even stronger and more persistent. It is
better to turn more frequently early in the
process and accept a minimum odor. If the
odor is still too bothersome, then the recipe
should be changed, the odorous raw materials should be avoided altogether, or
anothercomposting method should he used.

If the facility is enclosed within a building,
there are two odor control options. The
ventilation system for the building can
collect the air and direct it to an odor
treatment system. Alternatively, the ventilation systemcandilute theodors by moving
a large volume of fresh outside air through
the building.

Odor control can be easier for composting
facilities that use forced aeration. The exhaust air leaving the pile or vessel can be
directed into an odor-absorbing filter. For
aerated static pile composting, a pile of
finished compost often serves as the filter.
Since compost has an affinity for many
odorous compounds, the filter pile removes
odors from the air. Peat moss can also he

Concern for odors should extend to the
scheduling of composting activities. Activities which tend to release odors include
windrow turning, mixing, and movement
of odorous raw materials. As much as
possible, these activities should be scheduled to minimize the impact of the odors.
For example, avoid turning windrows on
hot still days or on holidays and weekends

used. The odor-filter piles must be changed
regularly before they become wet, lose
porosity, and generate odor themselves.
Other odor-filtering systems pass the air
into a system of drain pipes laid beneath
the soil or into plywood filter boxes containing peat or compost (figure 6.4).

__

To a limited extent, odors can also he
controlled by the choice of raw materials.
For example, a layer of finished compost
or peat moss on the surface of an aerated
pile traps odors. Also, mixes with a large
proportion of sawdust, compost or peat
moss tend to absorb odors coming from
other ingredients.
Several odor-absorbing or odor-masking
chemicals have been used to control
composting odors. Generally these have
met with limited success and are relatively
expensive because large amounts ofchemicals are required. Large amounts of lime
are often used lo raise the pH above 10,
which limits odors by reducing the microbial activity. This is frequently done with
sewage sludge. However, the effect is only
temporary; and lime c m aggravate the
situation because the high pH causes greater
ammonia loss and odor.
During windrow composting, odors tend
On-Farm Composting Handbook

Filter fabric

72- to 3-foot soil layer

7

perforated pipe

4-5 feet

(approximately 2 feet deep)

Figure 6.4
Odor treatment using a soil filter.
Adapted with permission from International Process Systems, Inc
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when neighbors are more likely to be affected. Windyconditions andearly morning
hours are generally better. Monitor the
wind direction. Postpone activities that
release odors when the wind is blowing
toward the most sensitive neighbors. The
same practicesused to minimizeodorcomplaints from other farming activities apply
to composting as well.
Finally, control odors with proper housekeeping and management practices. Raw
materials should be stored for as short a
time as possible. Storage piles should be
containedand keptdry. On the site, prevent
puddles and standing water, which serve as
pools of anaerobic activity. Dispose of
runoff from the site using a grassed infltration strip or other appropriate technique.
Minimize dust, which carries odors. Practice good composting by ensuring adequate
aeration, pH, and temperature control.
In general, odor-treatment measures should
be used as a last resort. They tend to be
expensive and only partially effective. Odor
avoidance, via appropriate raw material
selection and proper management, is the
best approach and should he adequate for
most farm composting situations.

Nitrogen Conservation
A fairly large loss of nitrogen occurs as raw
materials are converted to compost. It is
desirable to retain as much nitrogen as
possible in the composting materials. A
high nitrogen content adds value to the
compost. A second reason to conserve nitrogen is to minimize the pungent odor of
ammonia.
Almost a11 of the nitrogen lost during
composting results from the release of
ammonia, formed from organic nitrogen
compounds. Additional nitrogen may be
lost by denitrification, which produces nitrogen gas (N,) under anaerobic conditions.
Although nitrogen losses from denitrification are minor, it provides another reason
to minimize anaerobic conditions.
Microorganisms break down organic
sourcesof nitrogen into simple compounds
to obtain nitrogen for new cell material.
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Some of the nitrogen is converted to ammonia (NH,). If the nitrogen becomes
available faster than it is used, ammonia
accumulates. Eventually it escapes the
windrow/pile because it is a gas, which is
lighter than air.
The best way toretainammoniais tomatch
the rateofnitrogenavailability to its rateof
uptake by the microorganisms. The microorganisms use the nitrogen in proportion to
the amount of carbon available. Therefore,
high C:Nrutiostend tolimitammonialoss.
High pH levels increase the loss of ammonia, especially with nitrogen-rich raw
materials like poultry manure. Two forms
of ammonia are in the composting materials-gaseous
ammonia (NH,) and the
ammonium ion (NH,'), which stays dissolved within thecompost pile. Both forms
are present and can be converted from one
to the other. Their proportions are determined by conditions in the pile. A higher
pH (fewer H ions) favors the gaseous ammonia form which can escape from the
pile. To avoid excessive ammonia loss, the
initial pH of the mix should be as close to
neutral as possible and no greater than 8.5.
Turning, forced aeration, and agitation accelerate the escape of ammonia from
windrows/piles. Since proper aeration is
critical, turning or aeration should not be
reduced at the expense of the composting
process just to conserve nitrogen. Only
unnecessary disturbance of the materials
should be eliminated if nitrogen conservation is important.
An outer layer of compost or peat moss,
used with static and passive piles, helps to
reduce ammonia loss. The particles in the
layerretain ammonia as it passes out ofthe
pile. Then the ammonia is converted to less
mobile forms of nitrogen in the cooler and
more stabileenvironmentofthe outer layer.
The addition of superphosphate to dairy
manure has been found to conserve nitrogen during composting. Recommendations
call for additions of superphosphate equal
to 2-5% of the dry weight of manure (approximately equal concentrations of
nitrogen and phosphorus).

Determining When Active
Composting Is Finished
The point at which the active composting
stage should be stopped depends on the
ultimate use for the compost, on how soon
it will he used, and also on the available
space at the compost site. These factors
determine how stable the compost must he
before it is used or cured.
At a minimum, the decomposition must
have slowed enough to allow the compost
to store indefinitely without overheating or
generating odors. A sustainable drop in
temperature is perhaps the most reliable
indication that active composting has been
completed. In windrow composting, the
failure of a cooled compost to reheat after
turning indicates that decomposition has
slowedenough forthecompostto becured.
In the case of forced aeration, the compost
is ready for curing when the temperature
remains relatively low or falls gradually.
However, the lower temperature must not
result from other factors such as a lack of
moisture. This can be checked by thoroughly wetting a small sample of the
compost, sealing it in a plastic bag and
storing the bag at room temperature. If the
compost does not emit a foul smell after a
week in thebag, it can heconsideredstable.
Characteristic dark brown color andearthy
odors of composting materials are not adequatecriteriatodeterminethat composting
is completed. These qualities developrelatively early in the process, long before
stability is reached. Immature or unfinished composts may have detrimental or
even phytotrixic effects if applied to cropping soils too soon. It seems prudent to
accept a final temperature drop as a guide
for measuring the end of active decomposition and then to cure the compost for one
month or longerprior to use. Other criteria
depend upon end use. The required characteristics of compost for various uses are
discussed more thoroughly in chapter 8.
Compost continues to decompose slowly
in thecuring piles. Therefore, as the curing
time increases, the point at which active
coinposting is stopped becomes less critical. The primary concern is that high
Chapter 6: Management
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temperature and anaerobic conditions do
not develop in the curing piles. If space is
limited at the composting site, it is advantageous to shorten the active composting
time as much as possible, making room for
new windrows/piles. This might occur
during peak periods only. In this situation,
the composting period can be curtailed
with the partially finished compost moved
to curing piles or stacked in fields to finish
composting. The curing piles should be
small enough to permit natural aeration
and should he monitored for temperature
and odor. Compost should not be sold or
used until it has properly cured.

Manure Management
with Composting
Once composting is adopted, it becomes
part of the overall manure management
system. Composting changes the way manure is handled, and the way manure is
handled affects the composting system.
Ideally, composting and manure handling
should he matched or adjusted to make the
entire job easier, from removing manure
from the barn to curing the compost. A
large part of the labor in composting involves handling and mixing manure with
amendments. This is where the manure
handling and composting tasks overlap the
most. Good materials-handling principles
should be observed: combine or eliminate
steps, lift materials as little as possible,
store materials close to their point of use,
minimize travel, and avoid crossing paths.
Composting does not lock the farm into
composting all of the manure produced.
Manure can and should be applied directly
to cropland when the conditions are right.
This avoids much of the labor involved in
composting while still providing organic
mattertothesoiLItalsoreducestheamount
of dry amendment required. How much
manure should be composted depends primarily on the purposes for composting and
on other outlets and uses for the raw manure. Usually theotheroutlet isdirect land
upplication, which in turn depends on the
land area available, the soil and weather
conditions, and the stage of crop growth. If
the compost is destined for sale, then the
amount of manure composted may depend
On-Farm Composting Handbook

on the size of the market. The availability
of dry amendments may also limit the
composting volume.
Theconsistency ofmanureis aparticularly
important Factor in composting. With few
exceptions, manure is too wet to be
composted by itself. It needs to he mixed
with somedry amendment. There are strong
incentives for minimizing the moisture
content of manure. Dry manure requires
less amendment and, therefore, less materials-handling. The lower volume of
amendment also reduces the size of the
composting site.
The moisture content of manure, as it is
removed from the barn, is primarily determined by the amount ofbedding itcontains.
Using bedding and dry litter materials liberally is perhaps the best way to mix dry
amendments with manure for composting.
Additional amendment may still be required after the manure/hedding is
removed, but the added bedding still reduces the effort in mixing materials.
Although this approachnarrows thechoice
of amendments, many common bedding
materials-including sawdust, straw, and
wood shavings-are also good composting
umendments. Even dry compost and shredded newspaper can serve both purposes
(see sidebar).
The use of bedding is a farm management
decision which goes beyond manure handling and composting. The current trend
favors less rather than more bedding, primarily because of the high cost and short
supply of bedding materials and increasing
use of liquid manure systems. Nevertheless, if composting is adopted, dry amendments must he added at some point. As
long as bedding is compatible with the
Farm’s management practices, amendments
may be added in the barn as bedding.
Other factors can also play a role in determining the moisture content of manure.
Leaking waterers contribute a surprisingly
large volume of water to manure. This can
be particularly troublesome in cage-managed hen houses because of the large
number of waterers used. Rainwater from
roof leaks, poor drainage in open lots, and

drainage into maimre storuges also contribute water. These and other sources of
water should he controlled, if not eliminated, to hold down the amount of
amendment needed. Leaking waterers
should he detected and controlled. Milk
room wash waterorother wet wastes should
not he added to manure that is to be
composted unless dry amendments are
abundant.
Another approach to minimizing the moisture content of composted manure is to
select only relatively dry manure for
composting and handle the wet materials
in another manner. Manure tends to he
drier when it comes from dairy tie stall
barns; bedded manure packs from youngstock barns; well-bedded sheep, beef, or
goat barns; litter from floor-managed poultry operations (for example,pullets, broilers and turkeys); and horse stables. Free
stall dairy barns, hog barns, and cagemanaged poultry houses produce wet manure. Even within these operations
differences can be exploited. In dairy free
stall barns, for example, the manure collected from the alley between bedded free
stalls is drier than manure in the feed alley.
In some cases, the dry manure collected is
dry enough to serve as an amendment. If
wet material is also to he composted, the
dry manure becomes a valuable ingredient
in themix (forexample,beddedyoungstock
manure added to dairy free stall manure or
pullet house litter added to caged layer
manure).

-

-
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It is also possible to take advantage of
seasonal or weather conditions, such as
composting manure collected from open
yards during warm dry weather but avoidingitduring wet weather. When the season
strongly influences the consistency of mdnure, composting can he restricted to the
dry season.

Manure storages are generally an advantage to a composting operation. Storages
provide a flexibility that allows windrows/
piles to be constructed at convenient intervals and in distinct batches. Storages also
provide a backup system in case the
composting operation is interrupted.
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For farms withshon-term storages(fourt0
thirty days), composting activities can be
scheduled to suit the manure storage capacity. If windrows/piles are constructed
with a manure spreader or dump truck,
locating the amendment near the manure
storage minimizes handling and equipment
travel. Depending on the type of storage
structure, thestorage might serveas an area
for mixing manure with the amendment.
With long-term manurestorage(fourtosix
months), most of the storage capacity is
62

wasted, since the manure is removed frequently for composting. One option is to
convert the manure storage structure to a
composrinfii~adorareafor mixing. Earthen
lagoons with a concrete floor or roofed
storages work wcll but provide a limited
area. Using the storage as a coinposting
site forces the farmer to compost all the
manure produced or find alternative outlets or locations fur the manure that is not
composted.

In deep-pit poultry barns, the composting

process may be started in the storage itself.
By periodically adding high-carbon dry
inafter to the fresh droppings and providinggoodpit ventilation, aerobiccomposting
may be initiated and sustained, at least in
the upper manure layers. Regular agitation
and mixing could maintain the process but
extra ventilation is needed to exhaust the
water vapor, CO,, and ammonia generated
by thecomposting process. At a minimum,
goodventilation ineitherdeep- or shallowpit manure storages encourages drying of
the manure prior to composting.
Chapter 6: Management
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A site for an agricultural composting facility must provide the required area and
conditions for all-weather composting as
well as limit environmental risk, odor, and
noise. Site planning involves finding an
acceptable location, adapting the composting method to the site (or vice versa),
providing sufficient land area, and implementing surface runoff and pollutiun
control measures as needed.
Before beginning the planning process,
check for local and state requirements that
may need to be addressed, such as a permit
application (see sidebar, page 76, and appendix E, pages 160-1 65, for more information). The agencies involved may have
guidelines, especially if non-agricultural
materials will becomposted. Certaindocuments may be required prior to the start of
construction and/or operation of the aomposr facility. Materials generated off the
farm may also require the approval of local
government boards and committees.
The USDA Soil Conservation Service
(SCS) offers assistance with site planning,
including soils information and drainage
control. Also contact the USDA Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
On-Farm Composting Handbook

Site and
Environmental
Considerations
Service (ASCS) to determine which site
modifications are eligible for cost-sharing
programs.

most convenient; or aconvenient site may
require modifications, such as grading or
drainage.

In addition to the site regulatory requirements that may apply in your state, it is
important to be aware that starting a
composting facility will raise concerns
among neighbors and local public officials. Educating these groups about
composting and its advantages will be a
critical part of getting started smoothly.
Your local county Cooperative Extension
agent may be able to assist with that educational process.

Sites near sensitive locations, such as
schools, hospitals, and nursing homes,
should be avoided. The composting site
should also be distant from neighboring
residences and preferably out of their view.
If not, public relations and odor control
will be more time-consuming.

Site Selection
The location of the composting site should
allow easy access, aminimumoftravel and
materials handling, and a firm surface to
support vehicles under varying weather
conditions. Usually the most convenient
compostingsiteon thefarmisnearthebarn
or manure storage-the point where manure is collected. However, theconvenience
ofaparticular sitemust be weighedagainst
factors such as area, proximity to neighbors, visibility, drainage, and runoffcontrol.
The best site on the farm may not be the

Make a preliminary sketch of the compost
facility showing all key areas. Show the
prevailing wind direction, traffic flow patterns, the land slope, runoff patterns,
surrounding land uses, and pertinent environmental information such as location of
wetlands or water bodies. A circle diagram, as shown in figure 7.1, is a simple
technique for site layout and evaluation.

-

Separation Distances

~

The separation distance, or buffer zone,
between the farm composting operation
and streams, water sources, and nearby
human housing is intended to address waterquality concerns andthenuisance factors
of odor and equipment noise (figure 7.2).
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Direction of drainage
General slope of the land
(0-8%)y
Curing and

Farm pond

Pasture

Prevailing
summer winds

-

For surface-water protection, the minimum
horizontal separation distance is the distance between a compost facility and a
surface-water body or wetland. For groundwater protection, it is the vertical distance
from the compost pad surface to the seasonal high water table. In some instances,
state regulatory agencies may have already
established minimal horizontal and vertical separation distances.

Wetlands

Proposed composting sile

Composling pad

IL
C storage
Possible visual screen
and brush

Cropland

Farmslead

N

E
0

Neighbor's house
Figure 7.1

m

c)

Farm house
A

W

Neighbor's house

Neighbor's house

Wetlands
General slope of land

Diversion channel

6

i)

Neighbor's house

Table 7.1 lists ranges of separation distances commonly recommended for
composting sites and manure-handling facilities. The values listed in table 7.1 are
based on information from current literature andexisting environmental regulations
which govern nuisances and water protection. Although separation distances can be
somewhat arbitrary, they provide guidance for locating a composting site in
relation to sensitive areas. In some states,
required separation distances depend on
the material being composted. Check with
the appropriate environmental agency for
state and local requirements.

Possible visual screen of trees and shrubs

Good drainage at composting sites is a
must! Poor site drainage leads to ponding
of water, saturated composting materials,
muddy site conditions, and excessive runoff and leachare from the site. A muddy
composting pad is perhaps the most commou site-related complaint of composting
operators. Muddy site conditions limit access by equipment and can interrupt the
composting operation for several weeks.
Locate the site on moderately to well
drained soil. Ideally, the site should have
few rocks, which can get mixed into the
composting materials and damage machinery. If mud is a potential problem, consider
resurfacing the composting pad with compatted gravel or sand.
To avoid standing pools of water, land
slope at the composting site should be 1 %
at a minimum and ideally 2 4 %(a 2- to 4foot vertical drooovera horizontal distance
of100feet).Siteswithslopesupto7%may
be workable but require more attention to
surface runoff and soil erosion control.
~~

Figure 1.2
Site layout and drainage diagram (example)
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Drainage Requirements

Site circle diagram (example).
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Windrows and piles should run parallel to
the slope to prevent runoff from ponding
on the uphill sideofwindrows/piles (figure
7.3).
The site should he graded for handling
surface runoff without creating erosion.
Therunofffrom thecompostingsitecanhe
directed to pasture, cropland, oran infltrutionarea or collectedand stored ina holding
pond for later use. Runoff or seepage from
surrounding land that drains onto the site
should h e diverted away from the
composting pad and storage areas. This
can he accomplished by using diversion
ditches, interceptor drains, or dikes (figure
7.4). Buildings should have roof gutters or
perimeter drains if the roof runoff would
otherwise empty onto the site.

A Site 'Oil investigation should be
ducted hv a soil scientist. oossihlv through
the assistance oftheSCS. Deep-holechecks
should accompany a site soil investigation
(figure 7.5). A hackhoe is normally used
for this purpose. Hole depths of 7-13 feet
are common. The hole excavations are
made at the compost-processing site location to determine the presence of bedrock
or groundwater. If groundwater is not detected, then the soil profile is used to
evaluate whether there is a seasonal fluctuating water table. Depending on the soils,
properprecautionorsafetymeasuresshould
be taken before any individual is allowed
to enter the excavation hole.
.&

Minimum separation distances commonly recommended
for composting and manure-handling activities
Minimum separation
distance (feet)

Sensitive area
Propetiy line

Residence or place of business

50-1 00
200-500

Private well or other potable water source
Wetlands or surfacewater (streams,ponds, lakes)

roo-200

100-200

Subsurface drainage pipe or drainage ditch
discharging to a natural water course

25

Water table (seasonal high)

2-5
2-5

Bedrock

Note: Actual separation distances will depend on regulations and practices in specific states.

Y

Environmental
Considerations
The composting site will determine the
risk associated with odors, noise, dust,
leaching, and runoff. The materials being
composted, composting method, and system uiauagemeut will also impact these
environmental concerns.
Odor from thecompostingprocess is minimized through good management only if
thecomposting system is properly designed
and laid out (see chapter 6). In siting the
facility, consider the direction of prevailing winds during warm weather periods.
Normal odors from manure are often unacceptable to the suburban or rural dweller.
On-Farm Composting Handbook

Table 7.1

Runolt diversion
ne1
Composting pad cross section
(6 inches minimum)

Runon diversion

Pad length and windrowlpiie length

Pad runoffcollection
channel *

View through the composting pad length
' As needed

Figure 7.3
Composting pad construction and drainage (example).
Consideration must be given to the noise
and dust resulting from the composting
operations andfromtransportvehicles traveling to and from the site. This can he
addressed somewhat by selective scheduling of activities during the day and by road
use selection. Grinding is a particularly
noisy operation and should he performed
when noise will have the least impact.
Noise from site operations will extend for
longer periods as the size of the operation

increases. Depending upon the material
being composted or the type of compost
enterprise, noise may he only a seasonal
factor. It is of greater concern during mild
and summer weather conditions when windows are open and neighbors are outside,
Site visibility and appearance influence
human perceptions. Fewer neighborhood
complaints will he received if the
composting site is less visible. To shield
65
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(a) Interceptor trench]

Sub-surfacedrain /
leading to open surface
outlet away from pad

by runoffvolume

Figure 7.4
Methods of divetting surface runoff and seepage

the composting site from public view, take
advantage of natural landscape features
such as trees and shrubs; otherwise establish new plantings. If the site is visible to
the public, it must be kept neat. Sloppy
sites are perceived to have greater problems. Makeuseofthecompost produced to
landscape the site and make it attractive.
Keep grass around the site mowed, control
weeds, and maintain plantings in good
condition.

Figure 7.5
Backhoe used for a deep-hole check to determine the presence of ground water or bedrock
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Pollution control is a very important site
consideration and is foremost on the minds
of environmental regulators. Water serves
as the vehicle for removing potential pollutants from the site. Rain and snow melt
percolate through the materials and into
the ground and/or create runoff, which can
carry away pollutants. Since composting
windrow/piles retain rain water, leaching
is less of a concern than runoff. Therefore,
emphasis at the site should be to minimize
runoff and water entering the site and then
handle site runoff in an environmentally
safe manner.

Chapter 7: Site and Environmental Considerations
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Possible contaminants from an agricultural composting site include nitrate-nitrogen, ammonia, and organic compounds
produced duringdecomposition. Although
nitrate can be a threat to ground water.
active composting piles normally contain
relatively low concentrations of nitratenitrogen. These low concentrations result
from the high carbon content of most
composting mixes and from the high temperatures attained during composting
(which inhibit nitrate-forming organisms).
Piles of curing or stored compost may be
greater potential sources of nitrate.
Organic matter and ammonia can create
problems in surface waters because of their
oxygen consumption, which is cominonly
referred to as BOD or COD (biological or
chemical oxygen demand). The presence
of pesticides on crop residues or beavj
metalsfrom off-farm wastesnormally have
a greater impact on the quality of the compost than on-site-related pollution. Other
contaminants may be of concern when
non-agricultural materials are composted.
It is very important to know the nature of
materials brought on to the farm for
composting.

Pollution control should not be limited to
the composting pad. Raw materials and
finishedcompoststoredon-site may present
greater risks for pollution than the actively
composting windrows/piles, particularly
with regard to leaching.
At a minimum, the following pollution
control measures should be observed
Maintain windrows and piles below
the maximum recommended moisture
content(that is, 65%)tominimizeleaching. Combine raw materials to the
recommended C:N ratios to limit the
lossofnitrogen. Ingeneral,follow good
coinposting practices.
Do not allow runoff from the composting pad and storage areas to empty
directly into surface water. Many ofthe
potential contaminants that pose problems for streams, ponds, and lakes can
be effectively treated by the soil. The
runoff can be channeled to cropland or
On-Farm Composting Handbook

Diversion terrace (dike),

,,Inlet

Well-maintained
grass

-

Figure 7.6
Grassed infiltration bed for treating compost pad runoff.
Source: Northeast Dairy Practices Council, "Handling Milk Center Wastes."

avegetated infiltration area (figure7.6).
Runoff can also be collected in holding
ponds (figure 7.7) and later used for
irrigation or as a source of moisture for
dry composting materials. A sedimentation device in the runoff collection
system can be used to collect solids
prior to a holding pond or infiltration
area.
3. Divert water entering the site from uphill areas away from the composting
pad and away from storage areas (see
figure 7.2, page 64).
4. Observe the recommended separation
distances to surface and ground water
(see table 7.1, page 65, and figure 7.2,
page 64).

5. Store raw materials and finished coinpost away from surface water and
drainage paths. Wet raw materials that
are prone to leaching should he stored
under-cover or on an impervious surfacewithamethodtocollect andsafely
disposeofleachate(figure7.8).Handle
the leachate and runoff as suggested
above.

FaciIities
With the exception of in-vessel systems,
composting sites require few facilities and
utilities.

Composting Pad
The composting pad is the surface occupied by windrows and piles during the
active composting period. Although a firm
surface is necessary, it does not have to be
paved. Moderate- to well-drained soils are
satisfactory for most farm composting situations. A pad constructed of 6 inches of
compacted andgraded sandor gravel works
well when the existing soil conditions are
not acceptable. Paved pads of concrete or
asphalt aregenerallyaluxury. They reduce
problems related to mud, equipment operation, and pad maintenance. They also
minimize the amount of stones that get
mixed into the compost. However, the cost
is usually prohibitive and increased pad
runoff must be managed. Usually, an impermeable surface is required only when
both the soil is well-drained and the water
table is high (for example, within 4-5 feet)
67
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8 inches
minimum

Freeboard:
1-2 feet

-

Bank slopes depend
on soil type
Pond width, length, and depth determined
by amount of rainlall and drainage area

Figure 7.7
Typical characteristics of a holding pond.

/

Keep clean water and
leachate from mixing

To holding pond
or treatment system

Figure 7.8
Covered storage with leachate collection for wet materials.
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Other Working Surfaces

Buildings

Concrete or asphalt surfaces are sometimes beneficial for special activity areas.
Such areas include surfaces used to mix
raw materials with a bucket loader, receive
raw materials, and store wet raw materials.
Theseareas are smallerthan thecomposting
pad, so the cost of installing concrete or
asphalt may be acceptable. In the best case,
existing farm facilities can be used.

Buildings are not necessary for most farm
compostingoperations but can be advantageous in some instances, particularly for
storage of equipment, raw materials, and
finished compost. Buildings used for covering the composting system or for storing
moistraw materials andcompost should be
ventilated and designed to withstand the
high moisture. Typical farm structures,
open-sided pole buildings, or greenhouses
work well forcompostingconditions. Metal
buildings must be corrosion-resistant or
limited to storage of equipment and dry
materials.

Roads
The access roads should be functional for
the entire composting season and capable
of handling the anticipated vehicle loads.

Electricity
Electrical power is necessary to operate
blowers for aerated piles and to run certain
materials-handling equipment like augers
and conveyors. If power is necessary, determine theenergy availability and thecost
to bring electrical power lines to the compost site. Electrical motors larger than 10
horsepower will require three-phase electrical service.

Water
The need for water depends on the raw
materials and the climate. In most cases,
water is not needed at the composting site.
For dry mixes of raw materials, water may
be needed initially and/orduring dry, warm
weather. Leaf composting, for example,
may require up to 20 gallons of water per
cubic yard of leaves. Good water sources
include runoff collection basins and farm
ponds. Tank trucks can be used for occasional water needs.

Area Requirements
Land area needs are based upon the
composting method and equipment selected; vehicle traffic patterns; space
requirements for storing raw materials, curing compost, and storing compost; and
buffer areas for odor, noise, and pollution
control. In-vessel composting requires less
space, For in-vessel space requirements,
check with the system supplier. Be sure to
obtain recommendations about the method,
time, and space for second-stage composting or curing.

Composting Pad

The area required for the composting pad
dependson thevolumeofmaterialhandled,
pile/windrow shape and length, and the
space needed to maneuver equipment. The
windrow/pile shape is determined by the
composting method and equipment usedto
build and turn windrows/piles. Table 7.2
(page 70) and figure 7.9 (page 7 1) provide
the basic information needed to estimate
the composting pad area for a given volume of material. In addition, table 7.3
Fire Protection
(page 72) gives the cross-sectional area of
For most raw materials, fire is not a signifi- windrows and piles of typical shapes and
cant hazard. However, when composting sires. The information in appendix B (table
large quantities of leaves or other dry ma- B.l, pages 115-1 19) provides dimensions
terials, provisions should be made for an for specific composting equipment.
adequate water supply and/or access to
firefighting equipment. This may influ- The following procedure is one way to
ence the road design and the spacing and determine pad dimensions. A blank work
location of windrowslpiles to allow fire sheet for performing the calculations is
included in appendix D (pages 154-1591,
trucks access.
On-Farm Composting Handbook

I . Estimate the volume of material to be
composted. Usually when composting
materials are mixed together, the volume of the mixture is approximately
20% less than the combined volume of
the individual ingredients. Therefore,
thevolumeof material innewly formed
piledwindrows can be estimated by
adding together the volumes of the
individual ingredients and multiplying
this sum by 0.80 (80%).For a conservative estimate, just add together the
individual volumes. For manure
composting, the volume ofamendments
required is often two to three times the
volume of manure. If the volume of
manure to be handled is not known,
refer to table 7.4 (page 73) for rough
estimates of manure generation rates
by livestock and poultry.

-

-

2. Multiply the daily volume of material
available by the number of days the
material willremaininthe windrowsor
piles (see table 2.2, page 11, and chapter 4). This is the volume of material
that the composting pad must hold.
Because thematerialslose volumeduring composting, windrows are often
consolidated after a few weeks. Therefore, for windrow composting, the
volume obtained from step 2 can be
multiplied by a shrinkage factor if desired. As a general approximation, use
a shrinkage factor of 0.75. The actual
shrinkage depends on the raw materials, so use a more specific value if
known.
3. Estimate the probable dimensions of
the windrows or piles. Based on the
proposed equipment and composting
method, determine the pile shape and
dimensions. Determine the available
length at the site for windrows or piles.
Account for space at ends for vehicle
access (approximately 10 feet) and
separation distances from property
lines, wetlands, streams, and so on.
Also account for space between separate pileslwindrows lined up end-toend.
texf continued un page 74
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Table 1.2

m

Typical windrow and pile shapes and cross-sectional areas,
Method and equipment used
Windrowdpiles turned
with a bucket loader

Approximate shape

Cross-sectional area
A = T2 x b x h

h E 6-12 feet

1 -

b = 10-20 feet

Small tractor-drawn
windrow turners or any
turners with wet materials

A=X
2 xbxh

- 1
Self-propelled and tractordrawn windrow turners

b = 9-18 feet
A = h x(b-h)

h=4-91eet

1 -

b = 10-20 feet

Individual aerated static
piles and other piles with
little or no turning

A = ?1 x b x h

Extended aerated static piles

Cell area
A=bxh

I*
a

70

a

cell width
b=h
(approximately)

This formula is an approximation and is valid only when the width is greater than or equal to twice the height.
Chapter 7: Site and Environmental Considerations

10-20

'

2 '

20'
'Bucket loader-turnedwindrows and piles

10-20

10-20

b."

Sell-propelled windrow turners

Tractor-assistedwindrow turners (two-pass)

Individual aerated static Diles

Extendedaerated static Piles

* Or enough space to maneuver loaders
Figure 7.9
Dimensions and spacings for windrows and piles.
Note: Dimensionsare in feet. Refer to appendix B (table B.1, pages 115-1 19) for information on windrow size (width and height) for specific equipment
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Table 7.3

Approximate cross-sectional area of windrowsipiles

High parabolic windrows/piles

-turned with bucket loader a

Trapezoidal shape - most windrow turners

Area (square feel)
Height (feel)
Width
(feet)
10
12
14
16
18
20
a

Height (feet)

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

40
48
56
64
72
80

47
56
65
75
84
93

53
64
75
85
96
107

60
72
84
96
108
120

67
80
93
107
120
133

73
88
103
117
132
147

80
96
112
128
144
160

Area = 213 width x height

Width
(feet)
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
19

Triangular-shaped static piles

Height (feet)

10
12
14
16
18

5

6

7

8

25
30
35
40
45

30
36
42
48
54

35
42
49
56
63

40
48
56
64
72

45
54
63
72
81

50
60
70
80
90

Height (feet)

10
12
14
16
18

50
60
70
80
90

60
72
84
96
108

70
84
98
112
126

80
96
112
128
144

Area = width x height
72

9

24
28
32
36
40
44
48
52
56
60
64

25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75

-

-

-

-

-

-

36
42
48
54
60
66
72
78
84

-

49
56
63
70
77
84
91

-

64
72
80
88
96

-

-

-

-

81
90
99

Height (feet)

11
12
13
14

Area (square feet)

8

8

Area (square feet)

io

7

7

-

9

Cells -extended static piles

6

6

Low parabolic windrows passively aerated windrows,
small windrow turners, or wet materials e

Width
(feet)

5

5

9 1 0

Area = 112 width x height

Width
(feet)

4

Formula: Area = height (width - height). This formula is an
approximation and is valid only when the width is greater than
or equal to twice the height.

Area (square feet)
Width
(feet)

-

Area (square feet)

9 1 0
90
108
126
144
162

100
120
140
160
180

e

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

18
20
22
24
26
28

21
23
26
28
30
33

24
27
29
32
35
37

27
30
33
36
39
42

30
33
37
40
43
47

Formula: Area = 213 width x height

Note: Shapesare illustratedin table7.2. Cross-sectionalareasinthis
table are intendedfor use in calculating the volume of raw materials
in a windrow or pile. The cover and base are not accountedfor. If a
base or insulating cover is used, consider it when estimating the
space required for the pile.
Chapter 7: Site and Environmental Considerations
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Table 7.4
Production and characteristics of fresh manure (as produced with no bedding or water added)
Total manure production
per day
Animal
weight
(pounds)

pounds

cubic
feet

gallons

500
750
1,000
1,250

-

30
45
60
75
63

0.50
0.75
1.oo
1.20
1.05

3.8
5.6
7.5
9.4
7.9

88.4
88.4
88.4
88.4
88.4

60
60
60
60
60

Dairy cattle
Dairy cattle
Dairy cattle
Dairy cattle
Dairy cattle

150
250
500
1,000
1,400

12
20
41
82
115

0.19
0.32
0.66
1,32
1.85

1.5
2.4
5.0
9.9
13.9

87.3
87.3
87.3
87.3
87.3

62
62
62
62
62

Veal

240 a

15

0.24

1.8

97.5

62

Horse

1,000

45

0.75

5.63

79.5

60

2
4

0.14
0.21

0.0024
0.0035

0.018
0.027

74.8
74.8

60
60

Sheep

100

4.0

0.062

0.46

75.0

65

Swine
Nursery pig
Growing pig
Finishing pig
Finishing pig
Gestating sow
Sow and litter
Boar

35
65
150
200
275
375
350

2.3
4.2
9.8
13.0
8.9
33.0
11.0

0.038
0.070
0.16
0.22
0.15
0.54
0.19

0.27
0.48
1.13
1.5
1.1
4.0
1.4

90.8
90.8
90.8

60
60
60
60
60

Animal
Beef cattle
Beef cattle

Beef cattle
Beef cattle
cow

Poultry
Broilers
Layers

Water

Density
(pounds
per cubic
foot)

(“4

90.8
90.8
90.8
90.8

60
60

Reprintedwith permissionfrom Livestock WasteFacililiesHandbook, MWPS-18, Zndedition, 1985. OMidWest Plan Service, Ames, IA50011-3080.Additional data
provided by Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources, Manure Management for EnvironmentalProtection.
Note: Values are approximate. The actual characteristicsof a manure can easily have values 20% or more above or below the table values. The volume of waste
thata waste-handlingsystem has to handlecan be much largerthanthetablevalues becauseof the addition ofwater, bedding,andsoon. For example,liquid waste
systemsfor swinefarrowingandgestation units may have to handle twice as much wastevolumeas indicated;swine nurseriesthree to fourtimes as much, because
of large amounts of waste and wasted water.
a

Average animal weight
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4. Determinethe volumeofasinglewindrow or pile. Calculate the cross-sectional area of a windrow/pile from the
formulas in table 7.2, or use table 7.3.
Multiply this area by the estimated
windrowlpile length to determine the
windrow/pile volume.
5 . Thenumberofwindrows,piles,orcells

required equals the total volume (from
step2)dividedbythevolumeperwindrowlpilelcell (step 4). Round off to a
reasonable whole number.

Manurefromsixtythousandlaying hensisto becompostedwithgreensawdust.Thefarmer
will use the windrowcomposting method and turn the windrows with a bucket loader. The
estimated composting period is sixty days. The compost will be cured for one month [thirty
days)andthenmaybestoredforuptothreemonths(ninetydays) before beinglandapplied.
Assume that the compost volume is 50% of the volume of the raw materials.

1

6. Refertofigure7.9forspacingofwindrowslpiles. The width plus spacing
times the number of windrows/piles
gives the approximate pad width.

Estimate the daily volume of material to be composted:
a.

60,000 birds x

Curing and Storage
Thespace requirement forcuring andcompost storage is based upon the amount of
organic materialcomposted, the pile height
and spacing, and the length of time the
compost is cured and stored. The volume
of compost produced is generally about
half the original material being composted.
However, itcan beaslowas25%forloose,
degradable raw materials like leaves. The
storage period depends upon the end use of
the compost. Most compost is used or sold
in the spring and summer.
Compost curing and storage areas can be
determined by dividing the estimated compost volume in cubic feet by the average
pile height in feet. Within the limits imposed by preventing anaerobic conditions,
the pile height is determined by the reach
of loaders, conveyors, or other materialshandling equipment (see chapter 5). In the
total area, allowance for movement and
loading of vehicles must be included.
General estimates of area required for curing and storage vary considerably, from
2.5% of the composting pad area (for leaf
composting) to twice the pad area (for
sewage sludge composting by using uerated static piles).

Manure. From table 7.4 [page 73), one laying hen produces approximately
0.0035 cubic feet of manure per day

b.

0.0035 cubic feet manure
day
bird

-

210 cubic feet manure
day

Sawdust. Assume that the composting recipe calls for 3 volumes of sawdust
per volume of manure (equal parts by weight).

3 cubic feet sawdust
cubic feet manure

X

210 cubic feet manure
day

-

630 cubic feet sawdust
day

Total daily volume of ingredients = 210 t 630
= 840 cubic feet per day
Account for a 20% volume reduction in combining the materials
(that is, multiply by 0.80)
Estimated daily volume of mix
2

= 840 x 0.80 = 672
= approximately 700 cubic feet per day

Determine the volume of material on the composting pad:
Total material volume

= 60 days x 700 cubic feet per day
= 42,000 cubic feet

The windrows will be combined as they shrink in volume, freeing space on the pad
for new windrows. Assume a shrinkage factor of 0.75.
Adjusted total material volume

3

= 42,000 cubic feet x 0.75
= 31,500 cubic feet

Determine windrow dimensions:
Assume that the site allows 150-foot long windrows and that the bucket loader can
build windrows 8 feet high and 14 feet wide. Assume that these dimensions allow
adequate air movement through the windrows.

4

Calculate the estimated windrow volume:
From table 7.2 [page 70), the windrow cross-sectional area is:
A = 213 x b x h = 213 x 8 x 14 = approximately 75 square feet
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OR Fromtable 7.3 (page72), theareaof a 8feet high by 14feetwide
windrow is 75 square feet

A x length = 75 square feet x 150 feet
= 11,250 cubic feet

Windrow volume

5.

access (see below).

Estimated compost storage area
Assume that the compost is stored in adjacent piles at an average
height of 8 feet.

Determine the number of windrows required:
# Windrows =

3. Lay out the area accounting for pile spacing and equipment

31,500 cubic leet
2.8
Single windrow volume 11,250 cubic feet
Total material volume

1.

700 cubic feet per day x 90 days x 0.50 shrinkage
= 31,500 cubic feet

Use 3 windrows
6.

Lay out the windrow spacing, and determine estimated pad
width.

2.

Note:The windrows will requireseveral furningsbefore they can
be combined, so they must be spaced to allow equipment
movement on both sides. From figure 7.9 (page 71):

I4
Pad
Width

1

Estimate the volume in the storage area:

I

t

W&W

W"n

14'

Storage area

Storage volume

31,500 cubic feet

Average pile height =

8 feet

= 3,938 = approximately 4,000 square feet

3. Lay out the area accounting for pile spacing and equipment
access (see below)

I

*of
1

Determine the area occupied by the storage piles:

*

.-

stoiage area
io0

curing area
70

A
.
.

102

.

Pad length
170

Overall pad dimensions:
102 feet wide x 170 feet long = 17,340 square feet

1

I

20.1

I

20

Estimated curing area
Assume that the curing piles are 6 feet high and 18 feet wide with an
averageheight of 4feet and thatlhey arestackedtoe-totoe(no space
between piles).
1.

Estimate the volume of compost in curing area:
700 cubic feet per day x 30 days x 0.50 shrinkage factor =
10,500 cubic feet

2.

Determine the area occupied by the curing piles:
Curing area =

Curing volume

10,500 cubic feet

Average pile height

4 feet

= 2,625 = approximately 2,700 square feet
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W"

Pad length
17 0

Note
This layout shows the minimum area required lor the situation given
by this example. In an actual operation, additional space might be
neededforpilesiwindrowsthat are being constructedor removedplus
areas for raw material storage, grinding, screening, and so on.
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Compost has numerous agronomic, horti
cultural, and forestry uses. It can be used
for the production of agronomic and horticultural field crops, forest and wildlife
seedlings, potted greenhouse crops, fieldand container-grown nursery plants, cut
tlowers, and herbs growing in beds. It can
he used to maintain the organic mutter,
tilth, and fertility of agricultural soils; to
support urban landscapes: to reclaim disturbed land such as abandoned stripmines:
to establish landscapes: and to cover landfills (figure 8.1).

How each producer allocates the available
compost should depend on the amount
generated, on-farm needs, and off-farm
markets. Often the most cost-effective use
of compost is as a substitute for other
inputs presently being used on the farm. By
using the compost on the farm, costs and
additional management associated with
marketing can he avoided. Thus, the first
step in planning for compost use is to
determine the extent to which compost can
he used effectively where it is produced.
Once on-farm needs are satisfied, there
may well be some compost left over which
can he marketed.
On-Farm Composting Handbook
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Figure 8.1
The application of compost, as mulch, around trees.
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Benefits of Compost

phosphorus, and potassium applied as compost is usable by the crop the first year.
However, when applied at the recommended rates, there is generally an adequate
supply of plant nutrients from compost to
keep most plants healthy for several years.
Studies on the residual properties of compost on agricultural soils have reported
measurable benefits for eightyears or more
after the initial application.

The addition of compost improves the
physical, chemical, and biological properties of soils and potting mixes. Compost is
a relatively stable form of organic matter.
Theaddition ofcoinpost to soilsreduces its
bulk densify. Compost improves the aeration and drainage of dense soils and the
water-holding capacity and aggregation of
sandy soils. Compost also increases the
soil's exchange capacify-that is, its abil- The biological properties of compost are
ity to absorb nutrients. In potting mixes, not fully appreciated or thoroughly undercompost provides essential bulking mate- stood. Compost is known to contain naturial through which roots can easily grow, rally occurring fungicides and beneficial
andit will not shrinkrapidly. Whenusedin organisms that help suppress disease-causcombination with other materials, com- ing organisms. The use of compost in potpost provides the water-andnurrient-hold- ting mixes and in seedling beds has helped
in8 capncify, plus the air space needed, to to reduce the need to apply soil fungicides
promote good root growth. Its pH is usu- in the production of certain horticultural
ally near neutral, which is preferred for crops.Intheproductionoftreesandshrubs,
most agricultural crops.
compost has been shown to be beneficial
by promoting the growth of mycorrhizaeMost plant nutrients in compost are in an associatedfungi. These fungi are essential
organic form. They are released slowly for the growth of certain species. They are
over a long period of time as a result of particularly important in establishing vegmicrobial activity. The nutrients become etative cover on disturbed soils such as
available to the roots of plants as needed abandoned strip mines and landfill covers
and are, therefore, resistant to leaching. or on soils that have been excessively sterDuring late fall, winter, and early spring, ilized to control disease-causing organwhen soils are cool, soil microbial activity isms, insects, weeds, and nematodes.
decreases. This further reduces the availability of nutrients that might otherwise be Compost Quality
leached.
There are two approaches to managing
Compost made from plant and animal resi- compost quality. Either the qualityofcomdues contains all of the nutrients essential post determines its end use, or the intended
for plant growth, including trace elements. end use determines the quality of the comCompost also includes humic acids, which postproduced.The approach taken depends
aid in making certain plant nutrients avail- on the objectives and priorities of the
able. However, some of the major plant compostiug operation and on the raw manutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorus, terials available. In either case, the quality
and potassium may not he present in ad- and use of the compost are closely linked.
equate amounts for accelerated plant
growth, unless the compost is supplied in Producing aconsistently high-quality comlarge quantities.
post is especially important when the
compost will be marketed and notjust used
The annual nitrogen mineralization rate, or on the farm. The importance of quality
availability, ofcompost is usually between increases further if the compost will he
8% and 12% of the total nitrogen in the used for high-value crops such as potted
compost, depending on soil temperature, plants; used on food crops; applied to senaeration, and moisture. The availability of sitive plants, such as young seedlings; used
phosphorus in compost may be only 25- soon aftercomposting; or used alone with40% of that of commercial fertilizers. out soil or other additives. On the other
Therefore, only a fraction of the nitrogen, hand, if you plan to use the compost only
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for farm use as a soil amendment for field
crops and apply it well before planting, the
quality of the compost produced is less of
a concern. Some quality criteria, such as
particle size, may not be important for
certain farm uses. The soil also buffers
many potentially adverse effects of a lowquality compost.

-

Compost quality is generally based on partide size; pH; soluble salts; stability: and
the presence of such undesirable components as weed seeds, heavy metals,
phytotoxic compounds, and foreign objects. Quality is also judged by the
uniformity of the product from hatch to
batch. Some users may consider the raw
materials used as a basis forquality, favoring compost made from clean farm
materials instead of waste materials with
potential contaminants.

-

A compost with particle sizes less than 1/2
inch indiameter,apH between6.0and7.8,
a soluble salt level less than 2.5 mmhos per
centimeter, a low respiration rate, no weed
seeds, and contaminant concentrations below EPA and state standards will have
almostunlimited use (seechapter7 sidebar).
Respiration rate is measured by the rate of
oxygen consumption and is related to stability. Ascompost characteristics vary from
these levels, the uses become more restrictive. For instance, compost with a soluble
salt level above 2.5 mmhos per centimeter
would have to he diluted with other materials before it could be used for certain
plants. Composts with a pH above 7.8
would be limited to acidic soils or to crops
with a high pH requirement.
Table 8. I provides an example of compost
quality guidelines based on end uses. Although there is a.great deal of interest in
establishingquality standards for compost,
no standards are generally accepted as yet.
The guidelines suggested in table 8. I have
received support from producers of horticultural crops.
The physical and chemical properties of
compost are influenced by the raw materials. For example, compost made from yard
waste generally contains lower levels of
nutrients than compost made from sewage
Chapter 8: Using Compost
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Table 8.1
Example of compost quality guidelines based on end use
Quality guidelines
End use of compost

Characteristic

Potting grade

Potting media
amendment grade a

Top dressing
grade

Soil amendment
grade a

Recommendeduses

As a growing medium
without additional
blending

For formulating growing
media for potted crops
with a pH below 7.2

Primarily for t o p
dressing turf

Improvement of agricultural
soils, restoration of disturbed
soils, establishment and
maintenance of landscape
plantings with pH
requirements below 7.2

Color

Dark brown to black

Dark brown to black

Dark brown to black

Dark brown to black

Odor

Should have good,
earthy odor

Should have no
objectionable odor

Should have no
objectionable odor

Should have no
objectionable odoi

Particle size

Less than 112 inch
(13 millimeters)

Less than 112 inch
(13 millimeters)

Less than 114 inch
(7 millimeters)

Less than 112 inch
(13 millimeters)

PH

5.0-7.6

Range should
be identified

Range should
be identified

Range should
be identified

Soluble salt
concentration
(mmhos per centimeter)

Less than 2.5

Less than 6

Less than 5

Less than 20

Foreign materials

Should not contain
more than 1% by dry
weight of combined
glass, plastic, and
other foreign particles
118-112 inch
(3-1 3 centimeters)

Should not contain
more than 1%by dry
weight of combined
glass, plastic, and
other foreign particles
118-112 inch
(3-13 centimeters)

Should not contain
more than 1% by dry
weight of combined
glass, plastic, and
other foreign parlicles
118-112 inch
(3-13 centimeters)

Should not contain
more than 5% by dry
weight of combined
glass, plastic, and
other foreign parlicles

Heavy metals

Should not exceed
EPA standards for
unrestricted use

Should not exceed
EPA standards for
unrestricted use

Should not exceed
EPA standards for
unrestricted use

Should not exceed
EPA standards for
unrestricted use

Respiration rate
(milligrams per
kilogram per hour)

Less than 200

Less than 200

Less than 200

Less than 400

a

-

For crops requiringa pH of 6.5 or greater, use lime-follified product. Lime-forlifiedsoil amendment grade should have a soluble salt concentrationless than
30 mmhos per centimeter.
Respiration rate is measured by the rate of oxygen consumed. It is an indicationof compost stability.
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sludge or animal manures. Even composts

made from different animal manures vary
in nutrient content. The processing of raw
materials prior to composting can affect
the pH, so1ub~e-Saltconcentration,
andother
characteristics of the compost.
Aging also influences the quality ofcompost. Compost that has aged three to four
months tends to have a lower pH, a finer
texture, and a higher concentration of nitrate-nitrogen (instead of ammonium-nitrogen). However, thechange in pH occurs
only if lime was not added to the initial
ingredients. In time, larger particles decompose, and finer particles accumulate.
The quality of finished compost is highly
dependent on its storage conditions. Although initial activity of micruorpnisms
may have subsided and temperatures have
dropped, composting is not necessarily
complete. Composting slowly continues
until all sources of available carbon have
been exhausted. This means that even after
the initial composting period,compostmust
he kept dry or stored in piles sufficiently
small to allow aerobic respiration throughout the pile. Compost that becomes
anaerobic, or sour, is likely to develop
odors and contain alcohols and organic
acids. These anaerobic by-products are
detrimental to plants. The application of
anaerobic compost to sensitive plants or
overshallow roots will kill them almost
instantly. Ifcompost is stored in an anaerobic condition over an extended period of
time, the pH will drop to near 3.0. The low
pH is temporary, but it may he used to
identify a sour compost.

Measuring the
Quality of Compost
If compost will he marketed for high-qualityuses,itisnecessary toestablishaquality
control laboratory andlor have the compost tested by an independent laboratory.
Regular testing is required when compost
is sold with claims of a specific nutrient
analysis or when environmental regulations require specific analysis for land
upplication. Occasional analysis of the
compost nutrients is necessary to deter80

mine land application rates. Composts are
also tested for suspectedcontaminants.The
contaminants to test for depends on the
source of the materials and on environmentalregulations. Formaterials with land
application restrictions, like municipal and
industrial sludges and some processing
wastes, heavy metals are most commonly
analyzed. The presence of suspected phytotoxic compounds, herbicides, or other
pesticides can also he of interest where the
compost is used on sensitive crops. For
example,compost made fromamix which
includes a large amount ofcardboard should
he tested for boron concentration because
boron is found in the cardboard adhesives.
It is important to know the nature and
chemical components of the raw materials
obtained from off-farm sources. Literature
can supply some of this information, but
the best source is the supplier of the raw
material.
Frequent testing is especially important if
the intent is to produce a quality product
consistently. For lab analysis, you need to
make sure that the sample represents the
average material. Pint samples should be
taken at fifteen- to thirty-minute intervals
during the screening of each lot. The
samples from each lot are then combined to
form a composite sample from which a
quart sample is taken for laboratory analysis. This information should he recorded
along with the lot number and date. When
marketing any product, it is important to
maintain accurate records. The records will
also provide the necessary information to
evaluate the consistency of the product.

The primary characteristics analyzed for
composting materials are also routinely
included in soil, manure, and fertilizer tests
conducted by commercial and state-operated laboratories. Therefore, most agricultural laboratories should be able to provide
an analysis of composts with little difficulty. In general, it is best to use a laboratory familiar with composting. A few labs
offer tests specifically for composts, such
as maturity or phytotoxicity evaluations.

-

When
s Comaost
- - ..- .. 1
.-----I----

Ready to Use?

Compost is ready for use after temperatures within the composting mass subside
to near-ambient levels, and the oxygen
concentration in the middle of the mass
remains over 5% for several days. These
measurements must he made when the
compost mass has at least a 50% moisture
content and sufficient volume for heating
to occur. Although analytical methods are
being developed to determine compost
maturity, no single method is consistently
reliable.

distribution can be conducted with limited
laboratory facilities (see chapter 3). If you
are going to guarantee that particles in your
product do not exceed 112 inch in size, then
all you will need is a 112-inch sieve. The
sample is placed on the sieve; and if at least
95% of it passes through, your product has
passed that standard.

Compost should he adequatelydecomposed
when applied to crops during the growing
season. Organic matter with a high C:N
ratio competes with plant roots for the
available nitrogen in the soil. The microorganisms digesting thecarbon in the organic
matter have a greater affinity for nitrogen
than the roots of plants. This can be most
damaging when used around young plants,
plants that have recently been transplanted,
or seeds that have recently germinated.
Plants growing in soils or potting media
amended with improperly composted material stop growing, and the bottom leaves
generally turn yellow and die. Although
the problem can sometimes he corrected
by applying additional nitrogen fertilizer
at the time of compost application, the
symptoins often go unnoticed until the
plants becomes stunted. Treating the problem after the symptoms appear is generally
too little, too late.

Tests such as respiration rate, nutrient concentration, heavy metals, and chemical
contaminants will most likely have to he
conducted by an independent laboratory.

Just after the active composting period,
most of the available nitrogen of compost
is in the form of ammonium. Although
many horticultural plants absorb ammo-

Characteristics such as moisture content,
densify, pH, soluble salts, and particle size

-
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nium-nitrogen, many can be damaged by
concentrated amounts. It takes approximately three months for most of the
ammonium to he converted to nitrate-nitrogen. Generally the roots of young plants
can absorb ammonium more efficiently
than mature plants. Therefore, it is important to he selective. Compost of different
levels of maturity can he used only for
certain plant species and at certain stages
0fgrowth.Ericaceoasspecies such as blueberries, azaleas, rhododendrons, mountain
laurel, andromeda, and leucothoe absorb
all of their nitrogen in the ammonium form.
However, most grasses, flowering annuals, herbaceous perennials, and vegetable
plants absorb most of the nitrogen as nitrates, although in their juvenile state they
will absorb ammonium-nitrogen. Most
woody perennial plants not mentioned are
capable of absorbing nitrogen as either
ammonium or nitrates, depending on their
stage of maturity and on the time of year.
Ammonium is more easily absorbed by
roots in the spring when soils are cool; but
in the fall, as these plants mature, nitratenitrogen appears to he the preferred source.
Applying compost with a high concentration of ammonium will often cause
temporary stunting and burning of the foliage of sensitive species. However, effects
are seldom noticeable from applying mature compost high in nitrate to species of
plants that absorb only ammonium, probably because these species grow at a low
pH where a slow conversion of nitrate to
ammonium occurs naturally.

Using Compost for
Container Crops
and Potting Mixes
All container-grown plants and landscape
plants are high-value crops. Any variation
in the quality of the compost hetwcen lots
is likely to he noticed by the user and can
ultimately create problems. Therefore, it is
of utmost importance that high-quality standards be established and maintained. This
means testing all lots for pH, soluble salts,
respiration rates, and particle size as well
as adhering toproper storage practices (see
chapter 5).
On-Farm Composting Handbook

In formulating potting mixes, the amount
of compost used should range from 20% to
33%. depending on species being grown
and other materials used. Compost is seldom used alone as a potting medium
because it is too porous and frequently the
soluble salt levels are too high. A common
blend used for growing vegetable transplants includes equal parts by volume of
compost; peut moss; and perlite, ground
Styrofoam,or vermiculite. A popular blend
used for growing a wide variety of bedding
plants includes 25% compost; 50% peat
moss; and 25% perlite, ground Styrofoam,
or vermiculite. The basic blend used for
growing herbaceous and woody ornamental plants in containers is equal parts by
volume ofcompost, coarse sand, andeither
peat moss or milled pine bark. To increase
the water-holding capacity of blends containing milled pine bark, growers often add
IO% by volume of peat moss. Growers of
ericaceous container crops prefer a high
organic blend of equal parts by volume of
compost, peat moss, and milled pine bark.
When using compost in formulating potting mixes, there is no need to add trace
elements to the blend. Most composts will
supply all of the trace elements needed by
plantsduring theirgrowthin thecontainer.
Plants growing in potting mixes containing compost should not receive any liquid
fertilizer during their first two to three
weeks of growth. There is an adequate
amount of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium in the compost to supply the needs
oftheplantsduring thatperiodoftime. The
plants should receive only water as needed
during this time period. A liquid fertilizer
program, either as constant-feed or intermittent applications, should begin between
the second and third week after potting.
Resin-coated slow-release fertilizers can
he blended with any compost-amended
potting mix. They have a delayed release
period (of two to three weeks) that coincides with nutrient reserve in the compost.
Soil testing is a frequent practice when
growing plants in containers. However, to
obtain a true measure of pH and soluble
salts in potting media containing compost,
delay testing atleasttwo weeksafterblend-

ing. This waiting period is necessary to
allow the chemical properties of all the
amendments to balance. After blending,
moisten the media to approximately “pot
capacity” and stored at room temperature
in a sealed polyethylene hag. Although an
approximate value of pH and soluble salts
can he measuredafter one week of storage,
an additional week is generally needed to
obtain a true value. The same testing procedures recommended for measuring pH
andsoluble saltsin compost shouldbeused
for measuring pH and soluble salts in the
potting mix (see chapter 3).

-

-

The amount of lime or sulfur needed to
adjust the pH to the desired level is dependent on thecompost andotheramendments.
Therefore, it is best to make small test
hatches well in advance in order to make
the final determination.

Using Compost As a Soil
Amendment for Gardens
and Field Crops
Compost applications to land should be
based on soil test results and crop needs.
Soil test results help determine which type
of compost would be most advantageous
and how much should be used. Soil testing
is recommended when using compost initially and when making repeated applications. This is toprevent anutrient imbalance
from occurring and to make efficient use of
compost.
It is important to know the soil nutrient
levels, pH levels, and the needs of the crop
to be grown. Some composted materials
are rich in phosphorus, while other
composted products contain low levels of
phosphorus hut are rich in potassium. The
amount of nitrogen contained in compost
does not vary as greatly as do phosphorus
and potassium. Since compost tends to
have a near-neutral pH, it will raise the pH
of acidic soils hut will contribute little to
lowering the pH of alkaline soils. Limefortified compost would be beneficial for
acid soils but could create problems in soils
where the pH is above 6.0. In such instances, a compost that does not contain
lime is more desirable.
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In determining compost application rates
based on crop needs, it is important to
remember that only 8-1 2% of the nitrogen
in thecompost is available for plant growth
in the first year. For a crop that requires a
large amount of nitrogen, supplemental
feeding with mineral fertilizers may be
necessary. Compost application levels
should not exceed 50 dry tons per acre or 4
cubic yards per 1,000 square feet. Upper
limits of compost applications have been
established to avoid creating environmental risk when the composted raw materials
include toxic substances (for example, sewage sludge and solid waste).

When used at the maximum allowable
rate, compost supplies most of the nutrient
needs of plants through the first growing
season. With time, less nitrogen becomes
available; so, generally, supplemental nitrogen and potassium fertilizers are
necessary during the two to three years
following the initial application. However,
this varies depending on soil type and
crops to be grown. Although the crops do
not usually exhibit nitrogen-deficiency
symptoms during the second and third years
after the initial application, the plants may
not be growing at their optimum rate.
Compost may be applied using conventional rear-delivery or side-delivery manure
spreaders for covering large acreage (figure 8.2). For the application of compost as
a top-dressing,broadcast cyclone-type
applicators or modified rear-delivery manurespreaders with brushesare beingused.
To obtain maximum uniformity of application of top-dressing compost, it should
contain less than 40% moisture. Compost
can also be spread on level ground using
front-end loaders and land-levelers or road
graders. For small areas, compost can be
uniformly spread using shovels and rakes.
In general, a 1-inch thick layer of compost,
containing 50% water, is cquivalent to 50
dry tons per acre.

earthy color and odor and be free of clods.
Consistency of the product is the key to
maintaining customers. As a soil amendment forgdrdens,ratesofapplicationshould
be based on soil test results but should not
exceed 4 cubic yards per 1,000square feet.
To obtain maximum benefits, the compost
should be applied and incorporated just
prior to seeding or transplanting.

not meet minimum environmental standards forfoodcrop productioncan beused
for growing nursery stock and forest seedlings, field- and bed-grown ornamental
plants,andsod;forhighwayandgolfcourse
construction: for establishment and maintenance of public gardens and landscapes;
and for the reclamation of disturbed lands.
The harvesting of nursery-grown plants by
balling the roots with soil removes in excessof250 tons peracreoftopsoil withthe
harvest ofedch crop. The harvesting of sod
removes 20-25 tons of soil per acre per
crop.Amendingthesoil with50drytonsof
compost per acre between crops is an effective means of maintaining soil productivity. The use of compost in establishing
and maintaining landscapes reduces our
dependency on imported peat moss and
commercial fertilizers while providing organic matter rich in plant nutrients.

Agronomicand Horticultural Cropsand
General Landscaping Uses. Compost
with qualities similar to the soil amendment grade (table 8.1, page 79) should be
used for the production of agronomic and
horticultural food crops and in the manufacturing of top-soil for landscaping.
Because this compost will bemixedmostly
with soil, the consistency, pH, and soluble
salt levels are not as critical. However,
heavy metal and contaminant levels of the
compost should not exceed environmental
standards for unrestricted use in case food Dedicated Land. Compost with excescropsaregrownoncompost-amendedland. sive levels of heavy metals can only be
Application rates should be based on soil used for landfill cover or for other uses on
testresults, and levelsofapplicationshould land dedicated to the disposal of waste
not exceed 50 dry tons per acre. In the materials. The application rates would be
manufacturing of top-soil, the proportion based on soil test, loading limits, and reguof compost should not exceed one-third by lations developed for such uses. Applicavolume of existing soil. It can be limed to tion of highly contaminated compost or
achieve a desirable pH.
repeated applications of moderately contaminated composts severely restricts the
Non-Food Crops. Compost which does future use of the land.

--

Specific Applications
Home Gardens. Only high-quality compost with low soluble salt concentrations
should be used for home gardens. The
compost should consistently have a good
82

Figure a.*
Field application of compost
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Marketing
Agricultural
Compost
Before you get excited over the prospect of
selling agricultural compost as acash crop,
ask yourself, "Where am I going to sell it?'
Can you imagine buying fifty thousand
laying hens before you know where you'll
sell the eggs? Compost marketing is little
different from marketing eggs or any other
agricultural commodity. The markets you
establish will determine your success or
failure; establish your likely customers
before you have your product in-hand.
You must know how much product your
customers can use, what price they are
willing to pay, and what qualities they
want in the product. You must also know
your projected cost per ton.

Farm Compost's
Market Position
As more communities turn to comprting
to treat srwuge sludge, yurd wuste, and
solid wastes, the supply of compost is
expected 10 grow. Fwu~nately,demand is
also on the rise. Nevertheless, the increasing supply makes your marketing effort a11
the more important.
One of the main tasks in marketing farmproduced compost is to carve out a niche
which separates your agricultural compost
84

from the waste-derived composts. It does
not matter if these other compost products
are ofgood quality and perform well. Consumers perceive them as lower quality,
something less than pure. On the other
hand, composts made from food, plant,
and animal by-products have an old and
respected reputation. Promotional efforts
and consumer education can effectively
build on this sentiment. In addition, regulations may restrict the use of some sludge
or solid waste composts. This leaves an
opening in the market for agricultural composts to fill.
Farm-produced compost occupies a highquality position in the market. Your
marketing efforts should take advantage of
this position and help to maintain it. This
means that the highest priority must he
placed on quality control, in both the production systcm and in your choice of raw
materials.

Evaluating and
Developing the
End User Market
Potential buyei-s of compost include landscapers; commercial nurseries; home and

garden centers; greenhouses; homeowners; farmers (fruit, vegetable, field crops,
organic); golf courses and cemeteries; public works departments; road and highway
contractors; schools; parks departments;
turf growers; and developers (table 9.1).
All of these groups use compost or some
other product that compost can replace,
includingpeat moss, topsoil, and chemical
fertilizer. Public works departments,
schools, landfills and other municipal and
county users are likely to obtain compost
from their own sludge or yard waste
composting facilities. In this case, commercial high-value users, such as landscapers, greenhouses, garden centers, and
nurseries, become the primary prospects.
Once you know the potential buyers, the
next step is to determine how large the
market for compost actually is. In most
cases, the market for compost is very local,
within 25-50 miles of the composting facility, because the cost oftransportation is
high compared to other production costs.
Although transportation restricts the market area, it also limits competition. Within
the local area, the potential buyers of compost products should he contacted to
determine if they would purchase compost, how they would use it, and what
Chapter 9: Marketing Agricultural Compost
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Table 9.1
Potential users of and uses for compost

Agricultural and residential
~

Forage and fieldcrop growers

Soil amendment, fellilizer supplement, top
dressing for pasture and hay crop maintenance

Unscreened and
screened compost

Bulk

Fruit and vegetable
farmers

Soil amendment, fertilizer
supplement, mulch for fruit trees

Unscreened and
screened compost

Bulk

Homeowners

Soil amendment, mulch, fertilizer supplement,
and fertilizer replacement for home gardens
and lawns

Screened compost,
high-nutrient compost,
mulch

Primarily bags,
small-volume bulk

Organic farmers

Fertilizer substitute, soil amendment

Unscreened and
screened compost,
high-nutrient compost

Primarily bulk

Turf growers

Soil amendment for tulf establishment, top
dressing

Screened compost,
topsoil blend

Bulk

Cemeteries

Top dressing for turf soil amendment for
turf establishment and landscape plantings

Screened compost

Bulk

Discount stores,
supermarkets

Resale to homeowners

General screened
compost product

Bags

Garden centers,
hardwarehumber outlets

Resale to homeowners and small-volume users

Screened comDost,
mulch

Primarily. baas
small-volume bulk

Golf courses

Top dressing for turf soil amendment for greens
and tee construction, landscape plantings

Screened compost,
topsoil blend

Bulk

Greenhouses

Potting mix component, peat substitute,
soil amendment for beds

High-quality, dry,
screened compost

Bulk and bag

Land-reclamation
contractors

Topsoil and soil amendment for disturbed
landscapes (mines, urban renovation)

Unscreened compost,
topsoil blend

Bulk

Landscapers and
land developers

Topsoil substitute, mulch, soil amendment,
fertilizer supplement

Screened compost,
topsoil blend, mulch

Bulk

Nurseries

Soil amendment and soil replacement for
field-grown stock, mulch, container mix
component, resale to retail and landscape clients

Unscreened and
screened compost,
composted bark, mulch

Primarily bulk,
some bags

Commercial

.

-

Note: Unscreenedcompost with a consistent texture and few large particles may be used in place of screened compost.
a

Topsoil blend is a mixture of compost, soil, or sand lo make a product with qualities similar to topsoil or loam. Mulch includes unscreened, coarse-textured
compost such as composted wood chips or bark.
continued on next page
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Table 9.1
Potential users of and uses for compost (conlinued)

-

Municipal
Landfills

Landfill cover material, primarily final cover

Unscreened lowquality compost

Bulk

Public works
departments

Topsoil for road and construclion work, soil
amendment and mulch for landscape plantings

Unscreened and screened
compost, topsoil blend

Bulk

Schools,park
and recreation

Topsoil, top dressing for turf and ball fields,
soil amendment and mulch for landscape
plantings

Screened compost,
topsoil blend, mulch

Bulk

departments

Note: Unscreened compost with a consistent texture and few large pallicles may be used in place of screened compost.
a

Topsoil blend is a mixture of compost, soil, or sand to make a product with qualities similar to topsoil or loam. Mulch includes unscreened, coarse-textured
compost such as composted wood chips or bark.

quality characteristics they expect in the
compost. A simple survey conducted by
mail, by phone, or in person can he helpful
(figure 9.1).
After you know who and where your potential customers are and what they are
looking for, a target market can be developed.Thecompost you producemust meet
the needs of the target market. For example, many commercial nurseries want
compost primarily for its soil-building
qualities but not necessarily for its nutrients. On the other hand, organic farmers
prefercompost products with high nutrient
concentrations. Many homegardeners want
a compost that is uniform, clean, and free
of contaminants. Meeting the needs of the
target market may dictate a change in the
production system-adding a screen for
example. If you find that you cannot produce the kind ofcompost demanded by the
target market, then adifferent market must
he developed.
Offering a variety of compost products
may increase your success at developing a
target market. For instance, in addition to
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compost, you might provide a composted
mulch material and topsoil made from a
blend of compost and soil. You might offer
different grades of compost such as soil
amendment grade, a nutrient-rich fertilizer
grade, or a potting media grade.
Although the characteristics that users require of compost vary with the specific
use, compost users generally share several
common expectations. These are listed
below, roughly in their order of importance.

t Quality. Quality compost is probably
the number one requirement from the
user's standpoint. It is not enough just
to make compost. You have to make
quality compost-not the kind ofcompost product you are capable of
producing but the kind that the customer wants. A user's judge of quality
depends on the ultimate use. But common criteria include moisture; odor;
feel; particle size; stuhilify; nutrient
concentration; andalackofweedseeds,
phytotoxic compounds, and other cantaminants. The product must also he

consistent. The product must hav$ ',
nearly the same moisture content, par- .
ticle size, and/or nutrient concentration
from hatch to batch. If not, the customer never gains confidence in using
it. A consistently stable product is particularly important; just one bad lot of
compost will turn away customers forever if it harms their plants.

t Price. Thepricemustbegenerallycoinpetitive with other composts and
compost substitutes (top soil, peat moss,
andsoon), thoughahigherpricecanhe
offset by high quality and performance.
b Colorltexturelodor. Users expect com-

post to be uniform in texture and
relatively dry (that is, less than 50%
moisture) and to have an earthy color
and odor.

t Information. Most potential customers
are unfamiliar with compost's characteristics. At least initially, they want
and need information about its benefits
and how to use it. For some users, the
most important information is an analyChapter 9: Marketing Agricultural Compost
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Company name
Contact person
Address
Phone number
Best time to call
Type of business
1. What are your annual purchases of the following?

Tons
A. Composted manures

Amount
Used

Amount
Sold

Cost
per Ton

Tons of
Bulk Purchases

__

B. Fresh manures
C. Dried manures
D Peat

___

E. Loam
F. Organic fertilizers
2. At what percentage are your annual needs for the above items increasing or decreasing?
3. What are your current terms of purchase?
4. If compost were available in quantity, on an ongoing basis, how much would your purchase? Would the

purchase terms differ?
5. Under what conditions would you be prepared to negotiate a purchase agreement for compost?
6. What are your major concerns when purchasing a compost product (such as odor, price, NPK, fineness,

packaging, contract)?
Additional comments

Please return to:

J. Compost Farmer
100 Dairy Road
Poultryville, MA 00000
(123) 456-7890

Figure 9.1
Sample compost marketing suwey.
Source: Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection, Division of Solid Waste Management
On-Farm Composting Handbook
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sis of the nitrogen-phosphorus-potassium ( N - P - K ) nutrient concentration
and p H . Many users also desire information about application rates and application procedures.

t Reliable supply. Customers expect a
reliable supply, especially if they have
been given a commitment.

Bag versus Bulk Sales
One of the first marketing questions to
consider is how to sell compost-in bulk,
in bags, or in both. Bags accommodate
customers whoneedcompost insmallquantities and areconveniently handled at retail
outlets. Bagged products also sell at a considerably higher price than most hulk compost. The higher price justifies higher
transportationcosts and, therefore, a larger
market area. In short, bagging expands the
potential market. However, for this same
reason, the bagged compost market is
served by large-scale commercial composters. Farm composters selling bagged
product mustbeabletocompete with largevolume producers. In addition, they must
recoverthecost ofequipment andlabor for
bagging and the cost of storage of the
bagged product during the off-season.
Quality control is also more critical since
the compost remains in plastic bags for a
relatively long time.
For small volumes of bagged product, you
could consider offering bagged compost
locally as a soil amendment to home gardeners. Customers could come to your
farm and bag their own compost. You
could also place bags at local stores. You
would have to advertise the product locally, providing the names of the stores
offering your product. If the volume of
bagged sales is small, you can hag them by
hand at the farm. Otherwise, consider subcontracting thc bagging operation to a
company that bags other products.
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Most farm composters have found the bulk
market a more favorable arena in which to
participate. Transportation costs keep the
hulk market at a very local level, so relatively small producers can compete.
Compost could be offcred in bulk right
fromyourfarm. Sell itby theyard, pickedup or delivered. The best market for this
type of sale is the home gardener, local
nursery, or landscaper. If you expect to
produce a large volume of compost, you
will need to spend more time developing
firm markets that will be reliable customers year-after-year. Large wholesale
nurseries, landscapers, public and private
housingpro,jects, municipalities, new home
builders, greenhouse operators, and organic gardeners are all prospects for
quantities of bulk compost.

Selling Your Product
Marketingyourcompostcan beaminoror
majortask, dependingon the amount,quality, appearance, and seasonal availability
of your product. Most compost is used in
the spring andearly summer. Your product
must he stableand suitably dry for delivery
at that time. A consistently high-quality
product iscritical to the marketing effort. If
a problem should occur with a customer
using your product, you must remedy the
situation immediately, both with the production process and with the dissatisfied
customer.
Since you will be offering a product with
some very unique characteristics, it is important that you know and stress those
points when offering your product to customers. What are those characteristics?

t Compost is usually pH-neutral, which
means it will neither add to nor detract
from the acidity or alkalinity of soils.
t Compost is a soil amendment. Though
it does contribute substantial nutrients

tothesoil, itshouldnotbecomparedto
chemical fertilizers.
Compost is one of the best sources of
organic matter available. When organic
matter is added to soils, the water- and
nutrient-holdin# cupacity is increased,
providing plants with superior growing conditions.
As the organic matter of compost decomposes, it slowlyreleases itsnutrients
toplants. It will not burn plants the way
chemical fertilizers can. The nutrients
and other beneficial effects of compost
last for several years.

-

-

Theorganic matterincompostacts like
a sponge, retarding the loss of moisture
and nutrients from fertilizers, holding
them available in the plant root zone.
Properly made compost is nearly free
ofweedseeds-abigsellingpoint. But
it can also hurt your credibility if you
cannot produce weed-free compost.
Farm compost is made primarily from
livestock manures and plant materials,
notfrom sewage sludgeorsolid wastes.
Customersmay beconcerned with what
materials are used in making compost.
Composting is anenvironmentally beneficial process, and compost is an
ecologically sound product.
Emphasizing the positive ben8its of compostwill normally besufficient toconvince
a prospective customer of its value. The
fact that compost is made from recycled
by-products is also helpful. To convince
skeptical customers, use your products in
demonstration plots and gardens. Although
customers may gain satisfaction in participating in a recycling effort, offer compost
as a valuable rcsourcc, not as a trcatcd
waste material.
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Farm Composting
Economics
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Focus on Production Costs

Composters harness the agents of rot and
decay to transform materials of little or
even negative worth into a valued product.
A few farm-produced composts are reportedly markctcd at bulk prices exceeding
$50 per cubic yard. However, most compostdoes not command such prices. Usually
i t is uscd directly by the composter or sold
for prices under$ I0 per cubic yard in bulk.
Like most products, the price that can be
charged for a given compost product depends on its consistency, overall quality,
promotion, packaging, and associated services (for example, bulk delivery). These
factors, in turn, depend upon the operational scale, skills, commitment, and
resources of the compost maker. Only the
most sophisticated prnducers meet the
needs of the discrimiliaring market for potting soils. Marketing packaged compost is
unlikely to be economical for any but the
largest compost producers. Most Earin
compostcrs are best able to produce and
distribute small to moderate quantities of
bulk composts. Because bulk compost
On-Farm Composting Handbook

markets tend to be poorly developed and
transport costs are relatively high, potential revenues vary with the compost’s local
competitiveness with substitute products.
The advantages of agricultural composring
have been sufficient to convince a small
but growing number of firmers to compost. These farmers have incorporated
composting of a wide variety of organic
wastes generated on- and off-farm into
their normal operations. Some own large
commcrcial enterprises. Others are small
hobby farms. Some use a11 or most of the
finished compost on-farm, while some
market compost and soil mixes as a n agricultural product. Many useexisting on-farm
technology to manage the compost piles.
Others have invested in specialized compost production equipment.
The experiences of these pioneering
composters demonstrate thc practical potential for many different types of farms to
compost successfully. However, a number
of falsc starts and the limited number of

farm composters balance this potential with
caution. Despite escalating landfill fees,
materials which bring fippingfees may be
difficult to capture. In several cases, eager
farmers have discovered that waste generators already have other local disposal
options. Many farmers, particularly those
distant from population centers, do not
have thc resources or location to take advantage of the potential for compost sales.
Perhaps most impoltantly, eachfarmermust
look closely at his or her own farm and
financial resources to determine whether
or not it would be advantageous to adapt
and dedicate space, labor, and equipment
to composting. Even the farmer that has a
guarantee of revenues from waste disposers at the front door and from compost
buyers at the back door must make sure
that rhecosts ofcomposting will not leadto
long-term losses. This is particularly i n portant when off-farm wastes are acquired
in exchange for tipping fees. Unexpected
costs, such as legal fees and odor control
systems, can quickly eliminate the profit
anticipated from tipping fees.
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General Production Costs
Any farmer starting to assess the likely
costsofacompostingoperationshould ask
a few basic questions. First, what quantity
of appropriate organic materials are available and at what price? Many farmers have
the potential tocompost uptoseveral thousand cubic yards o f material each year
without significant added costs. Larger
volumes require greater commitments ~f
land, labor, and/or capital investment.
Second, what kinds o f on and off-farm
materials are available? Preferable on-farm
candidates are uncontaminated organic
waste materials that have significant haiidling or disposal costs, whethercomposted
or not. Preferable off-farm materials are
those that come with a tipping fee and
complement the important physical characteristics o f on-farm compostablcs
(corbon to nitrogen ratio, inoisture content, particle size, and so on). Care must be
taken to ensure that off-farm inaterials like
municipal leaves or cardboard are free of
contaminants (for example, metals, concrete, and chemicals) that can harm
processing machinery or reduce the value
o f the final product. Usually, the farmer
w i l l not have to purchase any compost
ingredients. However, even on-farm materials can impose significant costs because
o f additional handling.
Third, how much land can the farmer devote to composting? Composting can he
land-hungry. Farmers serious about
composting are likely to want at least an
e of land with suitable slope, drainage,
and access. The amount o f land available
determines the composting technology
adopted. Depending on the technology
used, an acre can handle from two or three
thousand cubic yards to tens o f thousands
of cubic yards ofcompostables per year. I f
land i s scarce o r costly, then f a r m
coinposters need to invest i n the capital
equipment that allows them to minimize
their land use.
Fourth, what are the expected markets or
usesfor the finished compost?Theproduction of compost to meet the needs of a
high-value market calls for rigorous qual90

ity control. Equipment for improving the
final product through shredding or screening may benecessary. Marketingexpertise
i s also required, along with associated
marketing costs. Many farmers prefer to
simplify their composting systems by taking advantage o f the benefits o f adding
compost to their own soils. Much o f the
expensiveextra processing adds little value
to the compost for on-farm application.
In reality, the costs o f a particular
coinposting operation depend on a large
number o f variables which differ from
farm to farm. Such variables include the
local costs of labor and fuel, the value o f
land, and the cost o f purchasing and maintaining equipment. Several location factors
can have stronginfluences on costs. These
include proximity to neighbors; the distance to off-farm sources of raw materials;
and the distances on-farm materials inust
be moved, first to the coinposting site and
later from the composting site to the point
of final use. Other factors include the need
for local or state permits, interest rates and
credit terms, the quality o f product desired
by the end-user, and so forth.

Compost can he produced using different
combinations of land, labor, and equipment. M o r e expensive management
systems can handle more material i n a
given land area, largely by decreasing the
time required toproducefinishedcompost.
As the volume o f material to be composled
increases, the tendency i s to first increase
labor and then to purchase more sophisticated composting equipment.
Depending on the scale o f operation and
thc technology adopted, initial outlays for
site preparation, planning, permits, and
equipment can range from a few hundred
dollars to hundreds o f thousands ofdollars.
The greater initial expense buys greater
production capacity and/or a higher-quality f i n a l product. Existing municipal
compost operations report total costs o f
production from several dollars per ton to
more than a hundred dollars per ton o f raw
material. Farmers face asimilar broad range
ofcosts.The key tominimizing thecost per
ton i s to make full use o f the production
capacity. This is first accomplished by

selecting equipment appropriate for the
scale o f operation.

Comparative Costs of
Composting Methods
There are at least five basic approaches to
composting. In roughly increasing order o f
capital investment, they are:

t the passive pile approach

-

-

t windrowcomposting using a loaderfor
turning
b windrow compostingusingspecialized
windrow turners

t

oernted static pile

systems

t in-vessel systems

The Passive Pile Approach for
Very Small to Moderate-Sized
Operations
Farmers using this approach form piles of
organicinaterialsandthenletthemsituntil
the materials have degraded into a stabilized product. Overall costs o f coinposting
are minimized. They are likely to be dominated by the costs o f the land used. This
cost usually derives from the lost opportunity to put the land to other uses, not from
out-of-pocket expenses. The costs o f the
labor and equipment used to form and m i x
the initial piles are the largest operational
expenses. Farm loaders andmanure spreaders are usually briefly diverted from other
farm uses for this purpose. Reported costs
o f pile formation range from less than $1
perton tomore than$6pertonofincoming
material. These vary with the materials
composted and amount ofequipment used.
I n some cases there may be significant
additional costs o f transporting organic
materials to and from the site.

The Loader-Turned Windrow
Approach for Small to
Moderate-Sized Operations
The loader-turned windrow approach i s
similar to the passive pile approach i n that
no additional equipment or investment i s
Chapter 10: Farm Composting Economics
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required. The key difference is that the
pilesareactively managed. Pilesareturned
with a tractor and bucket loader alone or
with a manure spreader and tractor-loader
combination. Volumes of material are likely
to range from a few hundred to several
thousand cubic yards per year.
Costs of composting by this approach are
minimized by using the loader for other
farm chores as well. The costs of turning
and pile management can he added to the
costs of initial pile formation and mixing
discussed for the passive pile approach.
Despite added costs, turning and mixing
the piles even a few times per year hastens
decomposition and improves the quality of
the final product. It can take several days to
turn moderately large piles of several thousand cubic yards. Turning piles three to
five times during the year seems typical for
yard-waste-based operations of this scale.

However, the frequency of turning may
need to he increased to control odors or
speed up the process.
The experiences of municipal leaf-compost operations suggest that it costs about
$5pertonofrawmaterial toturnpiles with
a front-end loader three to four times per
year. Costs include municipal equipment,
land, and labor. Costs directly associated
with pile turning and formation usually
account forat least SO%ofthispertoncost.
What does it cost to turn and mix piles
using standard farm equipment? The costs
depend strongly on the character and bulk
density of the materials being turned and
also on the turning technique and the skill
of the operator. The power and size of the
equipment used obviously make a difference, as does the decision to use a manure
spreader in addition to a farm loader.

Municipal front-end loaders take roughly a
minute to go through a simple cycle to
load, dump, and maneuver. Farm loaders
appear to be capable of similar performance. The amount of material loaders can
process per hour is proportional to the size
of their buckets. Thus, a farmer can increase the turning rate ninefold by using a
3-yard (cubic yard) loader in place of 113yard loader. However, the capital cost of a
3-yard municipal loader is roughly nine
times that of a skid loader or small tractor
with a 1/3-yard bucket loader. Buying used
equipment can reduce up-front capital outlays significantly.
The likely range of costs of turning and
mixing with a loader is indicated by the
data listed in table 10.1. The costs of turning windrows once are normally between
$ I and $4 per ton.

Table 10.1

Reported costs of turning windrows with bucket or front-end loaders
Capacity
(cubic yards

per hour)

Turning cost
per ton

Leaves

70

$1.50-2.00 a

100-horsepower tractor with 1-cubic-yardbucket loader
plus manure spreader and second 100-horsepowertractor

Leaves

70

$3.00-4.00

Front-end loader (22.5 cubic feet)
plus manure spreader and tractor

Poultry litter

42

$1.128

Front-end loader (22.5 cubic feet)
plus manure spreader and tractor

Poultry litter and leaves (1:l)

37

$1.25 a

Front-end loader (22.5 cubic feet)
plus manure spreader and tractor

Poultry litler and newspaper (1:4)

15

$3.75 a

40-horsepower tractor
with li3-cubic-yardbucket loader

Bull manure and sawdust bedding

20

Turning equipmenutechnique

Materials

100-horsepower tractor
with 1-cubic-yard bucket loadet

a

Sources: Dreyfus,Gresham el al, Richard.
a

Assumes equipment owning and operating costs of $30 per hour (1988)
Assumes equipment owning and operating costs of $15 per hour (1990)
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An important factor to keep in mind is that
the volume and weight of inost incoming
material decrease rapidly when composted,
particularly in the first months after initial
mixing. Eventual reductions in volume
depend on the materials involved, hut 5080% reductions are normal. This means
that secondandsubsequent turnings should
he substantially less expensive and time
consuming than the initial turning. One
farm composter estimated that the sum of
three subsequent passes (at three-month
intervals) through well bedded hull manureonlytook I 1/2timesasmanyhoursas
the first turning. Thiscorresponds toatotal
turning costs of about $6 per ton of incoming manure. While there may he good
reasons toturnapilefrequentlyafterinitial
formation, the coinposter can reduce costs
by waiting to turn piles that are shrinking
rapidly anyway.
Turning piles using a loader adds several
hundred dollars to the cost of a small
composting operation and several thousand dollars to larger farm operations
handling about 500 tons of material a year.
However, inostofthiscost will bepaidnot
in cash but i n hours the farmer is not
devoting to other tasks and in the accelerated depreciation o r repair of farm
equipment.

The Specialized-Equipment
Approach for Moderate to
Large Windrow Operations
As the volume of material increases,
coinpostingtends to becomeacentral rather
than an add-on farm activity. As the demand for land, labor, andequipment begins
to interfere with other farm activities, most
farmers purchase additional equipment
dedicated to the composting operation.
Additional Farm labor will also be needed.
Many farmers facing this choice invest ill
specialized windrow turners. Municipalities using windrow turners for large
volumes ofynrrl bvri.sfe.7have reported total
costs of producing compost (including full
equipment, land, and labor charges) in the
rangeof$15-30pertonofincomingmaterial. Calculations on the costs ofcoinposting
10,000tons of p o u l f r s litter and sawdust
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annually suggest that lower costs may be
achievable. These calculations estimate the
total costs ofcomposting to be about $5.50
per ton of incoming inaterial (assuming no
cost for raw materials) for both a system
usingaloaderandamoreintensivelyman-

aged system using a windrow turner.
Windrow turners can substantially reduce
the amount of time spent turning piles.
Nevertheless, a loader will still he required
for initial pileformation,pile maintenance,
and other tasks such as feeding a compost
screener or shredder. A small PTO-driven
windrow turner can process roughly 200
tonsofmaterial perhouratacapitalcostof
around $10,000. Larger windrow-turning
machines, including self-propelled models, can process over 2,000 tons per hour
and cost $75,000-200,000 (see table B. I ,
pages 115-1 19).
Table 10.2 compares the overall costs and
amount of time required to turn, based on
the volume of incoming material. These
hypothetical examples focus strictly on
turning windrows. Volumes of incoming
material range from a modest 1,000cubic
yards to a substantial 15,000 cubic yards
per year. In these examples, the time requiredtoturnthematerialfourtimesayear

ranges from fifteen hundred hours to less
than an hour, depending on thc amount of
material and on the capacity of the turning
equipment. All the windrow turners can
handle up to 15,000cubic yards of incoming material in about one hundred hours or
less. The largest one would scarcely need
to be warmed up to manage 15,000 cubic
yards. Incontrast, thesmallest loader would
need to work almost full time to manage
that volume of material. Even the large
front loader takes more than four weeks to
turn the 15,000 cubic yard windrow four
times. In reality, anyone who invested in a
windrow turner would turn the piles more
frequently than four times. Similarly, a
small tractor or skid loader operator would
not likely turn the 5,000 or 15,000 cubic
yards even four times.
Turning becomes lcss costly on a per-unitvolume basis as the volume of material
increases and equipment is used more efficiently. None of the specialized windrow

turners are competitive if very small volumes of material are to he turned. As the
amount ofmaterial turned increases (either
through more incoming material or because of more frequent turning), the
windrow turners become more competitive. At 15,000 cubic yards per year, the
PTO-driven turner is the least costly, and
the self-powered windrow turner is no
longer the most costly approach. Theeconomies of scale are not nearly as great for the
loaders. The skid loader and tractor loader
are the most cost effective turning approach at small volumes and remain
relatively inexpensive even as volumes
increase. This is because variable operating costs are low and the modest capital
costs continue to he spread over other farm
activities. The poor showing of the large
front-end loader results from the assumption that it has few other farm uses, which
may not he the case.

-

-

Farm Composting with Static
Pile or In-Vessel Systems
There is little experience using aerated
static piles with agriculturul wastes. Municipal experiences with aerated static pile
systems indicate costs in the range of$20SO per wet ton of incoming material. The
technology is commonly used for treatment of municipal seivuge sludges. The
capital costs of these systems range from
about a hundred thousand dollars for a
village of a few thousand people to millions of dollars for systems capable of
handling the waste from a large city.
Costs for municipal in-vessel systems are
typically $50-100 per ton, while some of
the more expensive systems report costs as
high as $150 per ton. Such high costs are
justified whereland is limited and/or maximum process control is needed.
Calculations based on a hypothetical p o u try litter composting operation suggest
lower costs may he achievable. The estimated total capital investment for a40.000
ton per year aerated pile system is $1.1
million, compared to $1.4 inillion for an
uyituted bed in-vessel system of the same
capacity. With annual variable costs of
$79,000 and $67,000, respectively, total
Chapter 10: Farm Composting Economics
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Table10.2
Time and costs of turning windrows four times annually

2

6

Incoming material

3

1,000 cubic yards

5

Total
cost

8

Small loader
(40 horsepower);
li3-yard bucket

15,000 cubic yards

Capital
costs

Hourly
operating
costs

Processing
capacity
(CYH)

Hours

Total
cost

Cost per
Hours cubic yard a

Total
cost

Hours

$1,423

100

$1.42

$6,398

500

$1.28

$17,276

1,500

$1.15

$15,000

$10

25

Tractor(85horsepower)and
$6,000 loader attachment;
1-yard bucket

$1,116

33

$1.12

$4,800

167

$0.96

$11,669

500

$0.78

$45,000

$13

75

Front loader
(135 horsepower);
3-yard bucket

$3,062

11

$3.06

$11,365

56

$2.27

$21,135

167

$1.41

$130,000

$22

225

Windrow turner
(small, PTO-driven) with
40-horsepower tractor

$2,326

6

$2.33

$2,885

31

$0.58

$4,205

94

$0.28

$28,000

$13

400

Windrow turner
(large, PTO-driven) with
100-horsepower tractor

$4,383

2

$4.38

$4,551

10

$0.91

$4,996

31

$0.33

$65,000

$19

1,200

Windrow turner
$17,360
(medium size, self-powered)
with 80-horsepower tractor tow

1

$17.36

$17,491

3

$3.50

$17,797

9

$1.19

$115,000

$32

4,000

Equipment used

Cost per
cubic yard a

Assumptions

Cost per
cubic yard a

3
P

rT

5,000 cubic yards

F

Note: Operatingandownership costs are included.Turningsareassumedto betimedsuchthat2.5timesthe incomingvolumesareturnedafter accountingforshrinkage. Total compost turning hoursarecalculated
by dividingthe totalvolume to be turned bytheassumedhourly processingcapacityofeach machine and, therefore, assume maximumefficiencywith no breaks.The proportionof total hoursoffarmuseattributable
to composting is calculated by dividing turning hours by the sum of turning hours and typical hours of farm equipment use reported for each type of equipment in New York farm survey data. Ownership costs
are annualized over ten years assuming 11.5% interest rates and 40% salvage values. Insuranceand storage are assumed to be 2% of the purchase price annually. Operating costs assume $6.50 per hour
labor for tractors. Other hourly operating costs are based on long-term rental rates or derived from O&M data provided by equipment manufacturers or New Yorkfarm survey data.
a

E

Multiply costs per cubic yard by 4 or 5 for per-ton costs for leaf composting; less for denser materials.
CYH stands for cubic yards per hour.

costs per ton of raw material are $7.64 for
the aerated pile and $8.40 for the agitated
bedsystems.Thesefigures include thecost
of land, structures, labor, and equipment
(composting, screening, and bagging).
They exclude the $4 10,000 estimated annual cost of raw materials.
Another project estimated ownership and
operating costs of $2,661 per year for a
small aerated static pile system, scaled to
manage 200 tons of fish waste plus sawdust and other ornenrlrnents. This cost
includesuseofainachineto mix materials,
a loader to form piles, an electric blower
(335 cubic feet per minute), and 4-inch
perforated pipes. It excludes costs of transportation, purchase o f h u l k i n ~ r r ~ r n tland,
,s.
and site preparation. The $2.66 I translates
into $13.31 per ton o f fish wastes
composted. Farmers might find a simple
system like this to be cost-effective.

Case Studies
The following case studies are based on
information provided by cooperating farm
composters. The specific information is
based partly on farm records and partly on
personal recollections of prices paid, hours
worked, and other variables. Some farmers
reported on the time and money it took to
perform specific tasks in a single compost
cycle. Others reported monthly average
uses of compost persmnel and equipment.
These kinds of information sources normally vary in completeness and precision
and are meant to be illustrative rather than
definitive.

Farm Composter #1
Farm Composter # I is a certified organic
vegetable producer that has composted a
variety of materials using the passive pile
method. Approximately halfofthe 6O-acre
farm isdevoted topastureorsmall fruitand
vegetable production. A wide variety of
crops is grown, though the farm specializes in asparagus, garlic, greens, and root
crops.
The compost operation occupies about a
one-acre site on a corner of the farm. The
nearest neighbors are thousands of feet
94

away. The site is very near a locally maintained paved road, but a short roadbed of
crushed limestone had to be built into the
site to allow delivery truck access. Approximately four hours of farm labor were
required to grade the access road. In ex^
change for coinposting certain county
wastes, free limestone was delivered hy
the county government. The site had an
estimated land valueof$500-600in 1991.
The farm as a whole is in a state agricultural district, and the site is part o f a small
parcel currently enrolled in a USDA conservation easement program. Hence, the
land is utilized at no cost attributable Lo
composting (an effective opportunity cost
of zero).
The prospect o f composting lake weed
from the county harvesting program was
the major stimulus to begin composting on
this farm. However, a variety of materials
generated on and offthe farm arecomposted
each year (see table 10.3for 19YO), reflecting the farmer’s interest to add both
nutrients and organic mutter to farm soils.
Lakc weed, which hasa90% watercontent
and low nutrient concentrations, in 1990
constituted the bulk of the material
composted, though its volume reducesdramatically andquickly. No tipping fees were
received for any of the materials brought
onto the farm. The farm paid $25 for delivery o f a single 30-ton load of nutrient-rich
liquid chicken munure and paid a nominal
3$ per bale for a neighbor’s spoiled hay.
The lake weed, like most of the other
composted materials, is delivered to the
site at no cost to the farm. Only a couple of
hours of farm labor were required during
the year to meet the delivery trucks. Other
collectionldelivery costs to the farm were
associated with sheep and horse manures
collectediromtwoneighbors. Abouteighteen hours of farm labor in 1990 were
required to collect and move 125 tons of
manure about 112 mile to the farm. While
the farm used its own manure spreader for
collectionof the horse manure, it borrowed
a spreader for delivery of the sheep manure. In addition, a couple of hours were
required to run the flail chopper and transport the green chop (timothy and alfalfa) a
short distance to the compost site.

The main compost task for passive pile
composting is formation of the compost
piles. On this farm, formation of a 90-foot
long pile required three or four half-day
sessions in the months ofJuly and September and amounted to about twenty-four
hours of labor. This includcd time to lay
down a length of perforated black pipe at
the base ofthe pile and cnvei the pipe with
wood chips. This modification is intended
to improve the natural circulation of air
through the pile without theexpenseofthe
blower and controls associated with an
aerated static pile. A tractor bucket loader
is used to fill the manure spreader, which
forms the piles. A couple of hours in total
were required to first grease and eventually
clean this machinery when used for
composting, plus about another hour or so
to install manure tines on the loader. After
forming the piles, an additional hour was
required to grade the site in order to remove the ruts caused by equipment
movement over the unsurfaced site.

-

Once formed, the piles were not disturbed.
Samples were taken for lab analysis. T e n peratures were monitored with a probe
daily the first week and then less often,
perhaps requiring an extra hour or two of
work during the year.
After letting each pile compost undisturbed
for a full year, all of the compost product
was used on the farm. Very small amounts
of compost were used to make a potting
soil acceptable under organic growing standards. This potting soil was used to start
plants and orchard trees, including fifteen
thousand broccoli, bok choy, and cauliflower plants, as well as lettuce, pepper,
eggplant, and tomato. The vast bulk of the
finished compost has been land applied at
a rate of 1.25-1 .S cubic yards per quarter
acre of cropland. For the sake of convenience, rock phosphate was applied with
the compost, and use of supplemental magnesium is planned for the future. Field
spreading of the annual production of
roughly 250 tons of finished compost required about three to four days of labor
with an old, slightly modified 100-bushel
manure spreader.
The composting activity, from materials
Chapter 10: Farm Composting Economics
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Table 10.3
Composting enterprise #1
Activities

Tasks

Farm
expenses

Site preparation
Land value
Planning, build access road, prepare site

$550
$0

Materials collection and purchase

Farm labor
time (hours)

Farm machine
time (hours)
Comments

-

-

8

5

Local land value estimated
Tracloriloader used

$34

20

6

Used farm manure spreader

Preprocessing of materials (green chop)

$0

2

2

Used tractor, chopper, wagon

Pile formation

$45

24

24

Used spreader, tractor, loader

Maintain, monitor (site repair, cover piles, and so on)

$0

8

1

Field spreading

$0

30

30

-

Area disced to smooth ruts
Used modified spreader

Materials

Compostable material

Estimated
quantity

On-farm
Green chop (timothy, alfalfa)

6 cubic yards

Off-farm
Wet hay
Wood chips
Chicken manure
Well-rotted horse manure
Race-track horse manures
Sheep manure, straw bedding
Lake weed
Waste vegetables (for example, squash)

9 tons (dry)
2 tons
30 tons
45 tons
10 tons
80 tons
720 tons
Less than 1 ton

Farm labor time for
delivery (hours)

Cash
cost

2

0

0
0
0
6
0
12
0
0

$9

$0
$25
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

Note: Total for 1990 materials was about 900 tons. However, an undetermined amount of some of these materials are in stockpiles not mixed into the windrow.
Table 10.3 continued on next page

collection to use of the final compost, required about two weeks of labor for the
year, not counting the initial site preparation time(tahle 10.3).Ofthis, lessthan four
days of time were devoted to the compost
production tasks themselves. The remainder was devoted to collection of materials
and final spreading of the compost. OutOn-Farm Composting Handbook

of-pocket costs were kept below $150, not
including several hundred dollars for lab
testing. No specialized equipment other
than a temperature prohe was involved in
the compost operation. The total capital
expenditure on farm equipment involved
in various parts of the composting cycle
was under $25,000. (Almost all of the

equipment was purchased as used equipment. Replacing this equipment with
comparable new equipment would cost
approximately $75,000.) The equipment
ownership and operating costs attributable
to the composting operation are under
$I,500. Assigning a reasonable wage rate
of $6.50 per hour, the rough estimates of
95
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Table 10.3
Composting enterprise #1 (continued)
Farm compost equipment
Equipment

Manure spreader
Manure spreader
Dump bed
Tractor
Loader
Tractor
Flail
Self-unloading forage wagon
Modified spreader
Disc
Temperature probe
a

e
f

Model and
features

cost

8-ton New Idea
516 New Holland 5-ton series
8-ton
Belarus, 60-horsepower
Allied
50-horsepower JD 2010
JD 520
PAPEC
John Deere #33 100-bushel
IO-foot lransport KEA-JD

Year
purchased

$75 a

1980s

$10b

-c

-

-

$3,000
$9,000
$3,100
$7,500
$7,500 e
$9,000 e
$100'
$7,000 e
$75 e

1991
1986
1989

$15
$25
$6
$25
$1 5
$12
$5
$1 5

1987

1982
1970

-

Plus trade and repairs.
Very rough hourly owning and operating cost estimates are based on cost and use data in Dhillon and Palladino and in Snyder. They include $6.50 per hour
operator labor cost.
Borrowed from sheep farm for delivery and spreading.
Including manure tines.
1991 replacement value. Actual purchase price unknown.
Current market value. Actual purchase price unknown.

making and applying the compost are less
than $5 per ton of incoming material. A l most two-thirds of that cost i s devoted IO
collection and field spreading. Other expcrimcntal studies of the economics o f
municipal or agricultural coinposting report similar or somewhat higher costs.

organic farms i s restricted by standards
which define organic practices. Nevertheless, because o f time and laborconstraints,
most farms w i l l continue to use raw manures instead o f compost.

Finally, the compost earned no off-farm
revenues. The economic value o f the coinpost i s primarily its role in increasing soil
productivity and fertility. This compost
was made almost entirely ofoff-farm materials that the farm acquired specifically
to be composted. Composting a variety o f
inaterials provided this farmer with an opportunity to pursue an interest i n recycling
and improve farm soils while limiting the
potential for pollutioii from improper manure application.

Farm #2 i s situated on more than 300 acres
o f hilly lerrain i n horse farm country (table
10.4). I t pursues two primary activities:
organic vegetable and compost production. A crew o f four full-time and three
part-time workers grow vegetables on 12
acres (as much as 40 acres i n previous
years) and i n a 2,700-squarc-foot greenhouse. About three-fourths ofthecompost
produced on the farm i s used on-farm for
vegetable production.

While cornposting requires more processing time than direct manure spreading, the
stahiliredcompost i s perceivedas abenefit
on this farm. The use o f raw manure on

96

Estimated
hourly cost

Farm Composter #2

lection o f manures. The principals on the
farm combine administrative and marketing responsibilities with site work. Total
payroll i s ahout $200,000.
The composting activity OCCUIB on six
graded acres of converted cropland that
include composting pnd, cun'ng area, runoff control areas, and structures (the greenhouse, a trailerhffice, and a large steel
storage building). Large areas at the margins of the main composting pad are occupied by slowly decomposing piles of
well-bedded manure. These passive compost piles require only minimal management such as grooming and monitoring.
Theactively managed windrows are turned
six to twelve times i n a three to five month
period, primarily with a large self-propelled windrow turner which straddles the
windrow.

The compost production activity occupies
a staff o f 6 tu 8 people. A t full staffing, I
position i s secretarial, 2 112 positions are Between 30,000 and 40,000 cubic yards o f
for site workerslequipment operators, and organic materials are accepted each year.
2 112 positions are devoted to off-site COILOf these, approximately 12.000-14,000

Chapter 10: Farm Composting Economics
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Table 10.4
Composting enterprise #2
Compost tasks and equipment usage for each task (1990)

Task

Farm labor
hours

Farm labor
costs

Equipment usage and comments

1.

Planning, permitting, administration

1,000

$16,286

Computer used

2.

Secretarial, bookkeeping, dispatching

2,340

$20,000

Computer used

3.

Off-site collectionhrucking of materials
100% of truck and container use

5,840

$58,400

Trucks and containers used

4.

Materials receiving on-site
12% of front loader use

948

$1 1,409

Unload containers, stack material,
maintain pile with front loader

5.

Day to day management

832

$14,086

No major equipment used

6.

Preprocessing of material
2% of front loader use

688

$6,409

7.

Pile formation and mixing materials
33% of front loader use
29% of bulldozer use
7% of skid loader use

1,292

$13,867

Front loader forms windrow, skid loader maintains
pile edges, bulldozer shapes and maintains
passive piles

8.

Pile turning
4% of front loader use
21% of skid loader use
100% of windrow turner use

1,552

$16,467

Piles turned and shaped with windrow turner,
secondarily with front loader and skid loader

9.

Site and machine maintenance
10% of front loader use
28% of bulldozer use (turning area)
43% of bulldozer use (other areas)
21% of skid loader use

1,850

$22,122

Bulldozer, skid and front loaders used to
maintain site surface. ditches

10

Shredding, screening of products
21% of skid loader use
100% of shredderiscreener use
100% of power screen use
100% of large loader use

1,002

$9,345

Shredder and screener used with loader

11

Market, blend, load, ship, bag product a
39% of front loader use
30% of skid loader use
100% of soil bagger use

850

$1 1,557

12

Miscellaneous

370

$5,643

18,564

$205,591

Sort for trash, preblend piles with front loader

Bagger, trucks, skid, and front loaders used

No equipment

-

~

Total annual hours and wages

Note: Total hours are likely to be more trustworthy than hours allocated lo each task.
a

Includes 120 hours for bagging labor at 51,200 labor cost.
Sum of on-site pile management tasks (4-9) was 7,162 hours at $84,360. Sum of market related tasks (10-1 1) was 1,852 hours at $20,902
Table 10.4 continued on next page
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Table 10.4
Composting enterprise #2 (continued)

Compost equipment costs and total use

Equipment
Traditional earth moving
Front-end loader (Michigan L90)
Larger front-end loader (Michigan L-120)
Bulldozer (John Deere 450)
Skid loader (Gehl 6625, 1 yard bucket)

Actual
cost

$120,000

Year
ourchased

1988

Vintaae

1987

Annual
hours

Approximate
cost Der hour

$50
$55
$35
$10
$45

-c

-

-

$45,000
$22,000

1987
1989

1987
1989

980
800
630
570

Specialized for composting process
Windrow turner, self-propelled (Scarab 14)

$50,000

1987

1976

425

Screening and bagging
Shredderiscreener(Royer 300)
Screener (PowerscreenMK II)
Soil bagger (Bouldin and Lawson)

$42,000
$50,000
$150,000

1988
1990
1988

1988
mid-1980s

270
650
60

Collection e
Collection truck 1
Collection truck 2
Collection truck 3
50 containers (30 cubic yard)

$90,000
$32,000
$25,000
$3,000'

1988
1987
1989

-

$14,000
$1OOQ

-

-

1988
1978

On-farm compost use
Tractor (Belarus 70-horsepower)
Spin spreader (Stoltzfus 5-1017)

e
f

9

1990

1990

-

Approximate owning and operating costs excluding labor charges (estimatedat $10 per hour).
Temporary rental.
Approximate.
Fleet mileage of about 3,900 miles per month.
Cost lor each container. Rental lee of $125 per month charged lo customer.
Rental cost per day.
Table 10.4 continued on next page

are windrowed. The remaining matcriiil i s
composted passively. Well over four-fifths
of the material i s horse manure with wood
chips and shavings. The other materials
include siiiall volumes of grass from the
farm, dairy inanurcs from other farms, and
municipal Icaves. A fleet of thrcc trucks
avcrages 3.900 mile\ per month collecting
inanure and delivering ii sinall ainount of
compost. Thc tnanureispickedupin thirtycubic-yai-d ciiiitainers rcntcd to customers
for a tee of%125 per month. A tipping fee
i s charged acccirding to distance and othelfactors and averages about $S pel- cubic
98

yard. The average collection round trip i s
approximately SO miles.
The compost operation uses a grcat deal of
equipincnt inaddition to the windrow turner
and collection trucks. The farm owns a
I %horsepower front-end loadcr uscd for
sorting and blending raw matei-ials and for
formingand shaping windrows. Sometimes
a windrow i s first turned with a loader
because thc initial pile size i s larger than
the windrow turner can handle. A smaller
skid loader i s used lo maintain the pile
edges and the sitc and to screen, mix, and

loadfinal products. A bulldozerhelps shape
and maintain the site surface, access road,
drainage ditches, and passive piles.

Other equipment is used to upgrade the
quality of the compost. I n 1990 an additional very large front-end loader was rented
foraltnost halfa yearfora nuinberof tasks,
especially to assist with compost screening. I n orderloproduceincreasedquantities
of high-grade compost product, the farm
alsorented a high-capacity screen for much
of 1990. The screen supplements a soil
shredder/screeneroflesser~apacityowned
Chapter 10: Farm Composting Economics
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Table 10.4
Composting enterprise #2 (continued)
Materials composted and revenues
Estimated quantity

Compostable materials
On-farm
Grass
Off-farm
Municipal leaves
Wood chipsishavings as horse farm bedding
Dairy cow manures

(cubic
yards)

(bags)

60

-

350
25,000
5,000

-

-

Revenue

-

~

Total (per year)

30,410

Products
Compost
Bagged compost
Potting soil
Bagged potting soil
Topsoil (25% compost)

5,880

-

120
240
60
1,000

3,600

Approximate total compost

6,500

-

3,000

-

$18
$72
$52
$103.50
$18

$2.40

-

$2.07

-

Revenues ,oer ,veal
30-yard container rentals: $5,000; Tipping fees and sales: $195,695
"Market value" of compost used on farm 1
Compost: $81,000; Potting soil: $1,560
Note: Assuming volume reduction of 50% on average, the roughly 6,000-7,000 yards of compost used would have been derived from 12,000-14,000 yards of
incoming material. Roughly 16,000-18.000 yards of the material that arrives on the farm is, therefore, not actively composted. Instead, it is piled in very large piles
for slow passive composting.

'
i

4,500 cubic yards used on farm
30 cubic yards used on farm.
Volume times sales price.

Other fixed costs of composting
Land value-part of farm land (heavy clay soils) purchased at approximately $8,000 per acre (6 acres for $48,000) for compost area
Initial site preparation-grading, surfacing, drainage, and gate installation with rented bulldozer, excavator, and loader required approximately 800
hours of machine work in 1988. Rental cost was roughly $40,000.

.

~~

-

Additional drainage work-new pond and ditches at $10,000 were cost-shared with ASCS.

.

Structures-trailer and large storage building. Cost not available
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by the farm. Finally, thecompostoperation
owns a soil bagger which bagged almost
seven thousand bags of compost and potting soil in 1990.
Well over $250,000 has been invested on
equipment primarily used for coinposting
itself(no1 including the rented machinery).
An additional $200,000 i s invested in
screening and bagging equipment. Almost
$300,000 has been invested in collection
trucks and containers. Much of this equipment was purchased second hand, so new
replacement values would be higher. Other
fixed costs include land value of roughly
$50,000; an investment of another $50,000
or more in initial site preparation, holding
ponds, and a runoff management system;
plus the value of the structures.
The compost-related revenues derived from
tipping fees and container rentals totalled
more than $130,000 in 1990. Additional
revenues of slightly under $70,000 were
earned from sales of hulk compost (at $ I8
per cuhic yard), bagged compost ($2.40
per 40-pound bag or $72 per cubic yard),
potting soil ($52 per cubic yard), bagged
potting soil ($2.07 per 22-quart bag or
$103.50 per cubic yard), and topsoil ($18
per cubic yard). Customers for the compost mainly included area landscapers,
nurseries, and residents. Other farmers and
local government parks departments purchased smaller amounts. The potting,soil
was purchased primarily by other farmers,
followed by the landscapers, nurseries,
parks departments, and local residents.
Sixty percent of the topsoil was purchased
by area landscapers, with the remainder
split evenly between residents and parks
departments.
Muchofthecollected manure andcompost
value i s "invested" in the farm and waits to
he fully realized. About 4,530 cubic yards
ofcompost and potting soil have been used
to improve farm fields or in the greenhouse. The compost was applied to fields
at a light rate of about 5-10 tons per acre
using a recently purchased tractor and
rented spin spreader. Again, as an organic
farm, the benefits ofadding compost to the
soil are of greatest concern. Finally, the
residual 15,000cubic yards of manures in
100

the passive piles are being transformed
into compost. While this slow and cheap
approach to compost production has yet to
prove itself, it will eventually add to the
compost inventory.

Farm Composter #3
The daily four- to five-hour chore of manure spreading, an inability to obtain cost
sharing for a manure storage system, and
the prospect of earning tipping fees from
local municipalities convinced the third
farm to consider composting (table 10.5).
After spending about six hundred fifty
hours in planning over an eight-month
period, the three-hundred-head dairy farm
begana pilot compostingoperation in September, 1990. Initially, dairy manures and
straw bedding were mixed for composting
with a fine sawdust residue from pressboard manufacturing. Within a year, the
farm had added four hundred pigs, cut the
dairy herd size by one hundred cows, and
added cardboard and shredded paper to the
bedding and compost mix. Recently the
farm applied for a permit to collect yard
wastes and offered to accept yard wastes
from municipalities for $25 per ton. After
several months, no municipalities bad yet
accepted this deal. Purchase ofa$150,000
tub grinder to process cardboard boxes,
woody materials, and leaves for bedding
was being considered. Planning was also
underway for a 200-ton-per-day in-vessel
composting system capable of handling
manures and bedding from thousands of
pigs and possibly sewage sludges or municipal solid wastes.
On-site preparations for the composting
project began during three weeks of fulltime work in August, 1990. A one acre site
($1,000-1,500 value) of underutilized land
adjacent to the dairy barn was graded and
surfaced with topsoil andgravel from small
rises at the edge ofthe site. The slope was
later regraded to improve drainage off the
site. The acre of land is sufficient to manage the estimated 500 tons of manure and
bedding per month generated by the six
hundred animals currently on the farm.
Wet manures and bedding are bulked with
additional cardboard, paper, and sawdust.
Paper and cardboard materials are deliv-

ered daily to the farm in county collection
trucks. Sawdust i s delivered every other
month by the pressboard manufacturer.
Each is charge.d a $30 per ton tipping fee.
As in the past, it takes about an hour of
labor each day to clean out the barns and
dump the manures in a pit with a S-cubicyard front-end loader. However, instead of
spending another four to five hours on six
or seven trips a day with a slurry spreader
to spread the manures on a field 1.5 miles
distant, an average of about three hours a
day are devoted to compost-related chores,
including chopping cardboard in a corn
chopper for bedding, blending the bedded
manures with additional amendments in
themixingpit with theloader, andforming
windrows of the mixed material with the
loader. Only mixing and windrow formation, which take about two hours of time
every threedays, are completely new tasks.
Prior to beginning the composting operation, the farm was already putting a couple
of tons of mulch hay per week through a
bedding chopper. Now, cardboard is being
chopped; but instead of paying $50 per ton
for mulch hay, the farm receives the tipping fee for cardboard and shredded paper.

-

-

Unfortunately, the chopper isnot well suited
for the cardboard. Down time, machine
wear, and labor time are costly. The farm is
exempt from solid waste regulations because the cardboard is used for bedding
purposes. Therefore, there is an incentive
to continue chopping the cardboard rather
than incorporating it into the windrow
unchopped. However, plans to increase
compost volumes in the future will help
justify a tub grinder, which is better suited
to the task of shredding cardboard.
Turning the piles with the windrow-turning machine adds four hours per week to
the overall operation. The $56,000 windrow turner is self-powered but requires
towing by a slow-moving tractor. In this
case a rented track bulldozer is used for
towing. The bulldozer costs $30 per hour
ofuse but is keptpermanentlyon the farm.
The purchase of a used loader and rental of
the bulldozer have reduced initial capital
outlays.Thecost to purchaseall newequip' ment (loader, bulldozer, and windrow
Chapter 10: Farm Composting Economics
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Table 10.5
Composting enterprise #3
Tasks

Task

Monthly farm
labor (hours)

Monthly farm
machine time (hours)

Comments

Initial site preparation (one-time expense) a

360

360

Dozer, loader, truck used

Manure removal from barns

30

30

Used 5-yard bucket loader

Pile lormation, chopping and mixing materials
Mixing and pile formation only
Cardboard chopping only

90
25
65

90
25
65

Used chopper and loader
Used loader
Used chopper

Pile turning

17

17

Used dozer and turner

Field spreading when not composting

150

150

Used slurry spreader

Field spreading of compost

2

2

Used loader, spread at 1 inch

a
b

-

Estimated local land value IS $1,500 per acre.
One-time exoense.

Materials
Compostable
materials
On-farm
Dairy manure
Pig manure
Off-farm
Cardboard
Shredded paper
Cellulose powder

Notes

Estimated quantity
(tons per month)

Special
handling

Farm labor involved
(hours per day)

No bedding, 200 cows
No bedding, 400 pigs

350
80

Manure removal
Manure removal

1

Used for bedding
Used for bedding
From pressboard

55
20
7

Chopping
Use as is
Use as is

2

Total

Revenue
per ton

1

$30
$30
$30

-

512

Note: Because of composting. mulch hay purchases of 6-10 tons per month at a cost of $50 per ton were avoided
Estimates based on data from the American Society of Agricultural Engineers.
Composffmanure-handling equipment
Equipment

Model and features

cost

Year purchased

Notes

Front-end loader
Front-end loader
Windrow turner, tractor tow model
Track dozer for turner tow
Slurry type spreader
Corn chopper with hay head
Tractor (85-horsepower)

Michigan 1758,5-yard bucket
International H-90, 5-yard bucket
Scat 482B
John Deere 450G
Gehl 740n capacity
Gehl860
Case International 5130

$15,000
$30,000
$56,000
$30
$14,000e
$16,000'
$48,000'

1975
1991
1990

Replaced by loader below

e
i

-

-

Vintage 1984
Vintage 1990

-

-

-

Per hour rental
Estimated 1991 new value for 2,400-galloncapacity. Actual costs not available
Estimated 1991 new value. Actual costs not available.
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turner) currently used for the compost operation would be approximately $250,000.
All of the finished compost is intended for
use in building farm soils. After composting
from fall to early spring, the first compost
was spread in 199I on several acres of corn
fields to a depth of one inch. The farmer
estimates that it took about two hours to
spread the compost derived from about 1.5
months' accumulation of manures and
added materials. lncomparing the monthly
hours devoted to slurry spreading (one
hundred twenty toone hundred fifty hours)
to the time for compost mixing, turning,
and spreading (forty to fifty hours, including only part of the cardboard chopping
time necessary to produce bedding), it appears that substantial labor time was saved.
Early plant growth in the field which received compost was visibly greater than in
nearby fields, with few weeds. The farm
hopes to eventually eliminate its herbicide
use byusingcompost($3,200wasspenton
herbicide for 115 acres of corn in 1990).
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Farm Composter #4
Farin#4isoneofthesmallerfarmsthathas
chosen to compost in an agitated bed system. Prior tocomposting, the farm's poultry
manures were sold seasonally as fertilizer.
During the winter, the manure was spread
three times per week, causing odor problems. Now, the manure from eighty
thousand birds is mixed year-round with
spent mushroom compost (red oak and
cotton seed) from an exotic mushroom
business. The mushroomcompost is available for the cost of hauling. (Of other
available inexpensive bulking materials,
only rice hulls and apple pulp have also
been found to have properties that complementthemanure). Approximately locubic
yards of manure are mixed with 10 cubic
yards of spent compost on a daily basis.
A tractor with a 1.5-cubic-yard bucket is
used for mixing. The tractor rolls the mixtureinto thebaysoftheagitated hedsystem.
This process takes ahout three hours per
week. The two bays are 210 feet long and

10 feet wide, and the material is piled to a
height of about 3 feet. Material stays in the
bays for a thirty-day cycle and reduces in
volume approximately 50%.

The compost structure is a greenhouse
with partially open sides and ends. It is
located in an area with neighbors who
would notice problems. A misting system
with a chemical odor-masking agent is
used. The 1.5-acre site is on a hillside and
required substantial grading work. Capital
cost ofthe basic system was approximately
$80,000. An additional $20,000 was required for the structurc, grading, and
landscaping.
The finished compost is marketed at a hulk
price of $15 per cubic yard or $25 per
pickup truck. Thiscontrasts with the $3.504.00 per cubic yard price that the farm has
received for fresh manure in the past. The
farmer plans to begin a bagging operation.
Other bagged poultry composts sell regionally in retail outlets for $1 S O for a
25-pound bag.
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Although the focus of this handbook is
farm-scale composting, it is important to
recognize that composting is just one of
several approaches that can turn both onfarm and off-farm waste materials into a
farm resource. Other alternative uses for
waste materials or composting techniques
not discussed in the previous chapters may
be more appropriate for a given farm or raw
material. Like composting, these options
offer a farm several potential benefits including improved handling of the farm’s
own waste materials, a source of nutrients
and organic matter for farm soils, and/or
possible revenue from handling off-farm
wastes.
This chapter briefly reviews several waste
management options so that you can better
evaluate whether composting is the best
approach for your farm or situation. Titles
of selected references about these options
are listed in the suggested readings section
on pages 178-179. Full reference listings
are included in the references section beginning on page I8 l .
On-Farm Composting Handbook

Other Options for
Waste Management
and Composting
Direct Land Application
and Other Land-Based
Methods
Direct land application is the traditional
method of recycling manures and other
farm-generated wastes. It has long been
used as a treatment method for off-farm
wastes as well. Like composting, it provides possible tipping fees and improved
soil quality; yet direct land application is
often less costly than composting because
it involves less materials handling.
Solid and slurry-like materials, such as
manures and sludges, are normally applied
to cropland by a manure spreader or tank
truck with and without soil incorporation.
Dilute liquids are irrigated onto the land or
applied through infiltration basins or allowed to flow over the land surface in a
controlled manner. Liquids arealso treated
in aquatic land-based treatment systems
such as lagoons and constructed wetlands
which could possibly be located on a farm.

-

A growing list of waste materials are being
considered for land application including
sewage sludge, food wastes, paper, and
yard wastes. For example, pretreated fishprocessing wastes are being applied as a
fertilizer to cranberry bogs via sprinkler
irrigation systems. A few farms are plowing leaves or grass clippings directly into
the soil without prior composting. Farmland often receives clean sewage sludge as
a fertilizer supplement and source of organic matter.
In applying waste materials to cropland,
consideration must be given to the timing
of the application, nutrient needs of the
crop, nutrient availability of the waste, the
waste’s C:N rntio, the need for storage,
weather, andpollution control. Depending
on the specific material, pollution control
can be a major concern. Special environmental protection practices and monitoring
systems may be required. For a few waste
materials, regulations restrict the crops
grown and future land use.
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Anaerobic Digestion1
Biogas Production
Anaerobicdigestion of manure is currently
practiced by several farms. Anaerobic digestion occurs in the absence of oxygen.
The microorganisms involved decompose
manure or other organic material, producing an effluent plus biogus-a mixture of
methane, carbon dioxide, and other gases.
The effluent has nearly the same consistency, weight, volume, and plant nutrient
content as the material entering the digester; hut it has alowerpotential for odor.
The production of biogas is a primary
incentive for adopting anaerobic digestion. The biogas is similar to natural gas. It
can be used as a fuel for heating or for
generating electricity. The need for heating is seasonal and does not match the
continual production ofmanureand biogas.
Therefore, biogas is more often used to
generate electricity. The electricity generated is used on farm, as needed, and the
surplus i s sold to the electrical utility.
Anaerobic digesters are enclosed vessels
constructed of concrete or corrosion-protected steel. Mixed digesters are usually
vertical cylindrical tanks (like a short silo)
containingmechanicalagitation. Plug-flow
digesters are long concrete vessels often
built in the ground with a flexible plastic
membrane as acover. Both types require a
means of heating to maintain favorable
temperatures inside the digester.
Unlike composting, anaerobic digestion
requires little deliberate manipulation of
the digested material before or during the
digestion process. Raw manures by themselves are good materials for anaerobic
digestion. The manure is pumped or flows
by gravity into and out of the digester. On
average, the manure remains in the digester for three to five weeks.
Anaerobic digestion requires less operational labor than composting. However,
the digester requires management of temperature, pH, and loading rate because the
process can he easily upset. Overall costs
include regular maintenance for the electrical generation equipment and thecapital
104

costs for thedigester, heating, and generating equipment. The economics depend on
cost of electricity being replaced on the
farm and price tbatthe farmreceivesforthe
surplus electricity.
Anaerobic digestion provides additional
value because of the manure’s reduced
odor. The effluent can be used or stored in
the same manner as raw manure with the
advantages of low odor and the potential to
reclaim bedding materials. Anaerobic digestion does little tosolve manure-handling
problems stemming from limited land for
land application. The digester effluent can
be composted if desired, though its carbon
content and energy value are reduced.

Vermicomposting
In vermicomposting, or vermiculture, earthworms digest organic materials and produce
castings. Worm castings are generally considered a good soil urnendmetit, providing
the same benefits as a high-quality compost. Worms are capable of breaking down
a variety of organic materials including
vegetated wastes, food processing wastes,
sewage sludges, and manures. In addition
to their value for waste management and
compost production, the worms themselves
have value as fish bait and potentially as a
source of protein for animal feed.

Vermicomposting starts by adding the desired species of worms to a bed or pile of
organic materials. The worms work their
way through the bed. No physical turning
of the bed is required. As the worms move
through the bed, new material is added
either totheendor in thinlayer on topofthe
bed. The worms progressively move
through the bed toward the new material,
leaving behind castings which form the
stable compost. As the worms vacate the
decomposed sections, the composted material can h e removed. Any worms
remaining in the harvested compost can he
screened-out and either returned to a
composting bed or marketed.
The worms need a relatively moist and
aerobic environment with low concentrations ofammonia. Moistnrecontents in the
range of 60-90% are required. The earth-

worms also require mild temperatures, in
the range of 60-85°F. To maintain aerobic
conditions and limit the temperature rise
(because of aerobic microbial decomposition), the bed or pile of material needs to be
less than 3 feet high. In the winter, the beds
must he contained in a building and perhaps heated to maintain favorable temperatures. Some degree ofporusity is also
required to allow air movement through
the bed. Some raw materials may require
amendments.

-

-

Farm-scale systems for vermicomposting
have been developed. They tend to he
simple systems usingcorlventional materials-handling equipment. Little manipulation of the process is required. The worms
do most of the processing work. However,
labor andlor equipment is required to add
material to the bed, remove composted
material, separate the compost from the
worms by screening, and process the compost and worms for their respective markets. Since this process occurs at low
temperatures, flies are apotential problem.
Pathogen destruction and drying are also
reduced. A drying or heating step may be
required to produce the desired compost.

Recycling Wastes as
Livestock Bedding
and Poultry Litter
Several materials which are normally considered solid waste can be used on farms as
livestock bedding or as litter for poultry
operations. Examples of materials that have
been used for this purpose include leaves,
newspaper, cardboard, waste-derived compost, mixed paper, and even telephone
hooks. When removed from the barn, the
manurebedding mixture can he applied to
cropland, sold, or composted. Using these
materials for beddingllitter replaces conventional materials that may be scarce or
expensive. In addition, the farm might collect fees for accepting certain materials.
Waste paper has generally been deemed to
he a safe bedding material, though several
researchers have stopped short of giving it
their whole-hearted endorsement. No seriously adverse effects have yet been found
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from animals lying on or ingesting paper
bedding,includingthose with printing inks.
Nevertheless, the quality of the material
and the presence of foreign materials should
be strongly considered.
In most cases, paper, cardboard, and other
waste bedding materials need to be shredded before use. Paper shredders, grinders,
and forage choppers have all been used
(see chapter 5). Possible problems to contend with include materials-handling,
storage, dust, and waste paper littering the
farmsteadand neighboring area. Additional
steps may be needed to sort and handle
foreign materials, such as staples from
cardboard boxes. If the manurehedding
mixture is to he directly land-applied, the
beddingllitter material must be suitable as
a soil amendment. The C:N ratio of the
manure/bedding mixture should also be
considered.

Home or Back Yard
Composting
H o m e o r hack yard composting is
composting on a small scale. Typically
composting occurs in small free-standing
piles or within small bins, although increasing varieties of commercial bins and
rotating drums are also available. Turning
is accomplished manually and, in many
cases, infrequently. A pitch fork is the
classic example of a turning device for
home compost piles.
Homecompostinginvolves nearly the same
processes and factors as those described in
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chapter 2. The primary exception is that
home composting normally takes place at
lower temperatures. In most cases, thermophilic temperatures are not sustained.
Although sections of home compost piles
may remain hot for long periods, much of
thedecomposition takes place atmesophilic
temperatures. As a result, insects, worms,
and other large organisms are more active
participants in the home composting pile
(compared to commercial or farm-scale
composting).
Home composting is not an important concern to farmers, unless it is used for garden
and residential wastes. However, forenvironmental officials and advocates, home
composting represents a means to promote
recycling at the source. It offers considerable potential to reduce the amount of
wastes entering the landfill. Perhaps more
importantly, homecomposting encourages
citizens to thinkabout recycling, gets them
to understand and support larger composting projects, and gives them an appreciation of what farms must do to manage
soils and wastes.

Leaf and Yard Waste
Composting
Leaves and other yard wastes are a special
class of composting materials, because of
their seasonal availability, their high C:N
ratio (except grass clippings), and the relatively few environmental risks they pose.
Many of the techniques and practices discussed in previous chapters of this
handbook are used for leaves and yard

wastes. However, composting methods for
these materials are unique in some ways
andalso tend to besimilarfromonefacility
to the next. In most cases, leaves and other
yard wastes are composted inpassive piles.
They receive infrequent turnings and little
management. Leaves may compost for nine
months to three years depending on the
level of management they receive.

A farm can he an ideal placeforcomposting
leaves and other yard wastes generated by
municipalities and landscapers (for example, grassclippings, hrush,and branches
from tree pruning). Farms provide not only
alergeandoften isolated landarea tolocate
compost piles but also an outlet for the
finished compost. Furthermore, the timing
is right. On many farms, land begins to
become available and chores begin to be
less demanding in late autumn, just when
the largest volume of leaves is collected.
Composting of leaves offers farms an opportunity for tipping fees and/or a good
source of organic matter for the farm’s
soils. It is not necessary for the farm to add
its manure to these wastes or even produce
manure. Leaves and yard waste materials
compost well alone.
Guidelines forcomposting leaves and yard
wastes are provided by several very good
references (listed in the suggested readings
section). Many of these are available from
state environmental or solid waste agencies. You should contact these agencies in
your particular state for both technical
guidelines and regulations pertaining to
leaf and yard waste composting.
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Characteristics of
Raw Materials

-

Table A.l
Typical characteristics of selected raw materials

Crop residues and fruiffvegetable-processingwastes
Apple filter cake

Typical

1.2

13

60

1,197

Apple pomace

Typical

1.1

48

88

1,559

Apple-processing sludge

Typical

2.8

7

59

1,411

Cocoa shells

Typical

2.3

22

8

798

Coffee grounds

Typical

-

20

-

-

Note: Data was compiled from many references listed in the suggested readings section of this handbook (pages 179-180). Where several values are available,
the range and average of the values found in the literature are listed. These should not be consideredas the true ranges or averages,just representative values.
a
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Estimatedfrom ash or volatile solids data.
Mostly organic nitrogen.
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Table A.l
Typical characteristics of selected raw materials (continued)

Crop residues and fruithegetable-processing wastes (continued)
-

Range
Average

0.4-0.8
0.6

56-1 23
98

9-1 8
15

-

Corn stalks

Typical

0.6-0.8

60-73 a

12

32

Cottonseed meal

Typical

7.7

7

-

-

Cranberry filter cake
(with rice hulls)

Typical
Typical

2,8
1.2

31
42

50
71

1,021
1,298

Cranberry plant (stems, leaves)

Typical

0.9

61

61

-

Cull potatoes

Typical

-

18

78

1,540

Fruit wastes

Range
Average

0.9-2.6
1.4

20-49
40

62-88

80

-

Olive husks

Typical

1.2-1.5

30-35

8-10

-

Potato-processing sludge

Typical

-

28

75

1,570

Potato tops

Typical

1.5

25

-

-

Rice hulls

Range
Average

0-0.4
0.3

113-1120
121

7-1 2
14

185-21 9
202

Soybean meal

Typical

7.2-7.6

4-6

-

-

Tomato-processing waste

Typical

4.5

11 a

62

-

Vegetable produce

Typical

2.7

19

87

1,585

Vegetable wastes

Typical

2.5-4

11-13

-

-

Corn cobs

557

Note: Data was compiled from many references listed in the suggested readings section of this handbook (pages 179-180). Where several values are available,
the range and average of the values found in the literature are listed. These should not be consideredas the true ranges or averages,lust representativevalues.
a

Estimated from ash or volatile solids data.
Mostly organic nitrogen.
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Table A.l
Typical characteristics of selected raw materials (continued)

Fish and meat processing
Blood wastes (slaughterhouse
waste and dried blood)

Typical

13-14

3-3.5

10-78

Crab and lobster wastes

Range
Average

4.6-8.2
6.1

4.0-5.4
4.9

35-61
47

Fish-breading crumbs

Typical

2.0

28

io

Fish-processing sludge

Typical

6.8

5.2

94

Fish wastes
(gurry, racks, and so on)

Range
Average

6.5-14.2
10.6

2.6-5.0
3.6

50-81
76

Mixed slaughterhouse waste

Typical

7-1 0

2-4

Mussel wastes

Typical

3.6

2,2

63

Poultry carcasses

Typical

2.4

5

65

-

Paunch manure

Typical

1.8

20-30

80-85

1.460

Shrimp wastes

Typical

9.5

3.4

78

240

~~~

~

Note: Data was compiled from many references listed in the suggested readings section of this handbook (pages 179-180). Where several values are available,
the range and average of the values found in the literature are listed. These should not be consideredas the true ranges or averages, just representative values.
a
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Estimatedfrom ash or volatile solids data.
Mostly organic nitrogen.
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Table A.l
Typical characteristics of selected raw materials (continued)
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Manures
~

Broiler littet

Range
Average

1.6-3.9
2.7

12-15
14a

Cattle

Range
Average
Typical
Typical

1.54.2
2.4
2.7
3.7

11-30
19
18
13

67-87
81
79
83

-

Horse-general

Range
Average

1.4-2.3
1.6

22-50
30

59-79
72

1,215-1,620
1,379

Horse-race track

Range
Average

0.8-1.7
1.2

29-56
41

52-67
63

Laying hens

Range
Average

4-1 0
8.0

3-10
6

62-75
69

Sheeo

Range
Average

1.3-3.9
2.7

13-20
16

60-75
69

Swine

Range
Average

1.9-4.3
3.1

9-1 9
14

65-91
80

Turkey litter

Average

2.6

16 a

26

Dairy tie stall
Dairy free stall

a

-

1,377-1,620
1,479

-

-

783

Note: Data was compiled from many references listed in the suggested readings section of this handbook (pages 179-180). Where several values are available,
the range and average 01 the values found in the literature are listed. These should not be consideredas the true ranges oraverages, just representative values.
a

Estimatedfrom ash or volatile solids data
Mostly organic nitrogen.
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Table A . l
Typical characteristics of selected raw materials (continued)

Municipal wastes
Garbage (Iood waste)

Typical

1.9-2.9

14-1 6

69

-

Night soil

Typical

5.5-6.5

6-1 0

-

-

Paper from domestic refuse

Typical

0.2-0.25

127-1 78

18-20

-

Pharmaceutical wastes

Typical

2.6

19

-

-

Refuse (mixed food, paper,
and so on)

Typical

0.6-1.3

34-80

-

-

Sewage sludge
Activated sludge
Digested sludge

Range
Typical
Typical

2-6.9
5.6
1.9

5-1 6
6
16

-

72-84

1,075-1,750

-

-

Note: Data was compiled from many references listed in the suggested readings section of this handbook (pages 179-180).Where several values are avaiiabie,
the range and average of the values found in the literature are listed. These should not be consideredas the true ranges or averages, just representative values.
a
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Estimatedfrom ash or voiatile solids data
Mostly organic nitrogen.
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Table A.l
Typical characteristics of selected raw materials (continued)

Straw, hay, silage
Corn silage

Typical

1.2-1.4

38-43 a

Hay-general

Range
Average

0.7-3.6
2.10

-

Hay-legume

Range
Average

1.8-3.6
2.5

15-19
16

Hay-non-legume

Range
Average

0.7-2.5
1.3

-

Straw-general

Range
Average

0.3-1.1
0.7

48-150
80

Straw-oat

Range
Average

0.6-1.1

0.9

48-98
60

Range
Average

0.3-0.5
0.4

100-150
127

Straw-wheat

15-32

65-68

8-1 0

-

32
4-27
12

58-378
227

Note: Data was compiled from many references listed in the suggested readings section of this handbook (pages 179-180). Where several values are available,
the range and average of the values found in the literature are listed. These shouldnot be consideredasthe true ranges oraverages, just representativevalues.
a

Estimated from ash or volatile solids data
Mostly organic nitrogen.
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Table A.l
Typical characteristics of selected raw materials (continued)
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.. . .,. . ..

Msllenal

I

......

.-

Type of
value

Yo N

' (dry

wrslgkt)
.... .-

"

C:N ralip

...,.,,.-

MWxt)'
content% .
(wet wbight)~-.
........__...._I_

'

(wight
lo weight)
__-.

'

..._..I

Bulk~Uwaity

(poundwpfv
. cbbicyanl)

Wood and paper
Bark-hardwoods

Range
Average

0.10-0.41
0.241

116-436
223

-

Bark-soltwoods

Range
Average

0.04-0.39
0.14

131-1,285
496

-

Corrugated cardboard

Typical

0.10

563

259

Lumbermill waste

Typical

0.13

170

-

Newsprint

Typical

0.06-0.1 4

398-852

195-242

Paper fiber sludge

Typical

-

250

1140

Paper mill sludge

Typical

0.56

54

-

Paper pulp

Typical

0.59

90

1403

Sawdust

Range
Average

0.06-0.8
0.24

200-750
442

350-450
410

Telephone books

Typical

0.7

772

250

Wood chips

Typical

-

-

445-620

Wood-hardwoods
(chips, shavings, and so on)

Range
Average

0.06-0.1 1
0.09

451-819
560

-

Wood-softwoods
(chips, shavings, and so on)

Range
Average

0.04-0.23
0.09

212-1,313
641

-

-

Note: Data was compiled from many references listed in the suggested readings section of this handbook (pages 179-180). Where several values are avaiiable,
the range and average of the values found in the literature are listed. These shouldnot be consideredas the true ranges oraverages, just representative values.
a
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Estimatedfrom ash or volatile solids data
Mostly organic nitrogen.
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Table A.l
Typical characteristics of selected raw materials (continued)
...

... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

_..
&N

Type of
..

Materlal
....

W.e

__

.., . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

...........

C:Nratlo

Bulkdensity
\pounds per

Moi$iure
contwt 90

weignt)

(weight
to WBight).

2.0-6.0
3.4

9-25
17

-

-

-

300-400
500-800

40-80
54

(dly

(wet w@)

.......... I
..

..

...

:wblc__I.__I
yard)

Yard wastes and other vegetation
Grass clippings
Loose
Compacted

Range
Average
Typical
Typical

0.5-1.3
0.9

Loose and dry
Compacted and moist

Range
Average
Typical
Typical

Seaweed

Leaves

-

-

-

-

-

-

100-300
400-500

Range
Average

1.2-3.0
1.9

5-27
17

-

Shrub trimmings

Typical

1.o

53

429

Tree trimmings

Typical

3.1

16

1,296

Water hyacinth-fresh

Typical

-

20-30

405

Note: Data was compiled from many references listed in the suggested readings section of this handbook (pages 179-180). Where several values are available,
the range and average 01 the values found in the literature are listed. These should not be consideredasthe true ranges or averages, just representative values.
a

Estimated from ash or volatile solids data.
Mostly organic nitrogen.
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Equipment
Tables
B. 1

Windrow-turning equipment ...................................

115-11 9

8.2

Grindinglshredding equipment ..............................

120-1 31

B.3

Commercial mixing equipment ..............................

132-1 34

8.4

Commercial screening equipment .........................

135-1 39

B.5

Commercial composting systems .........................

140-1 41

B.6

Equipment manufacturers and suppliers ...............142-1 45

8.7

Temperature probe distributors .....................................

146

The informationin this appendix was obtained from.the manufacturers.No attempt was made to verify manufacturers'claims.This list does
not include all equipment manufactured; only those manufacturersthat responded to a survey are included. Mention of company names
does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor is criticism implied of similar products which are not mentioned.

-

Costsarecurrent toSeptember,1991.Costsandcapacitiesvaryconsiderablywith materials, specificapplication,andoptional equipment.
Contact the manufacturerfor the most current information; addresses of manufacturers are listed in table 6.6,pages 142-145.
Current product information and updates to this appendix can be sent to NRAES, Cooperative Extension, 152 Riley-Robb Hall, Ithaca, NY
14853-5701. This information will be included in future reprints of the publication.
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Table B.l
Windrow-turning equipment

Brown Bear

-

200

Auger-style turner

10x3

0

1,000-,500

116

$118,000

300

Auger-style turner

12x3.5

0

1,200-1,700

177

$140,000

400

Auger-style turner

12x4

0

1,700-22,000

225

$180,600

500

Auger-style turner

14x5

0

2,5004,000

300

$228,400

Note: All models are self-propelled and self-powered.

Brown Bear attachments for other wheel loadersltool carriers

31 iosc

to 16,000 pounds

10x3

0

to 1,000

76

$58,000

3610SC

to 20,000 pounds

1ox3.5

0

to 1,400

116

$61,000

3912SC

to 25,000 pounds

12x4

0

to 2,000

152

$79,000

4812SC

to 35,000 pounds

12x5

0

to 3,000

177

$91,000

24SC

For skid steer loaders and
loaders under 8,000 pounds

6 x 2.5

0

io 300

25

$15,000

510F

Rotary drum turner

10x5

6-8

800t

90

$7,400

51oc

Rotary drum turner

11 x 6

6-8

950t

90

$10,600

1012F

Rotary drum turner

12x6

6-8

950+

120

$9,600

1012c

Rotary drum turner

12x6

6-8

1,200

120

$1 3,600

Centaur Walker

Note: " F models have plywood shielding. " C models have rubber shielding and a more open drum housing. All models are tractor-towed and PTO-poweredand
are single-pass turners which straddle the windrow. Aisle space required between every other windrow.

Note:The informationin this table was obtainedlromthe manufacturers.No attemptwasmadetoverifymanufacturers'claims.This list does not includeallequipment
manufactured;only those manufacturersthat respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
is criticism implied olsimilar productswhich are not mentioned. Costs are current to September, 1991. Costs and capacitiesvaryconsiderablywith materials,specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturerfor the most current information;addressesof manulacturersare listed in table 6.6, pages 142-145.
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Table 8.1
Windrow-turning equipment (continued)

-

Eagle Crusher Company, Inc.
Cobey Slraddle
Master 1400

Rotary drum turner

7x14

4

-

260

$130,000

Cobey Straddle
Master 1600

Rotary drum turner

7x16

4

-

335

$160,000

Cobey Straddle
Master 1800

Rotary drum turner

7x18

4

-

360

$170,000

Cobey Slraddle
Master 2000

Rotary drum turner

8 x 20

4

3,000-4,000

360

$180,000

Note: All models are reversible, self-propelled,self-powered,and fully hydrostatic; are operated by diesel engines; and are single-pass turners which straddle the
windrow.

Finn Corporation
Willibald
TBU3000

PTO-driven. Vertical auger
turns and shreds compost

10 (height)

-

-

PTO-driven

$68,000

9x7
(single pass)

-

-a

87

-

Olathe Manufacturing
868 CT

a

Elevating face turner
Tractor-towed, self-powered
Requires a 40-horsepower tractor

-

3,000 cubic yards per hour.

Note: The informationin thistablewasobtainedfrom themanufacturers.Noattemptwasmadetoverifymanufacturers'claims.This list does not includeallequipment
manufactured;only those manufacturersthat respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsementof the product, nor
iscriticism implied of similar productswhich arenot mentioned.Costsare current toSeptember, 1991. Costsand capacitiesvaryconsiderably with materials,specific
application,and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturerfor the most current information;addressesof manufacturersare listed in table 6.6,pages 142-145.
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Table B.1
Windrow-turning equipment (continued)

.

..

-

Resource Recovery Systems of Nebraska K-W
K-W 510

Rotary drum turner

10x5

4

1,200

212

$90,000

K-W 512

Rotary drum turner

12x5

4

1,500

235

$99,000

K-W 614

Rotary drum turner

14x6

4-5

2,000 b

300

$105,000

K-W 616

Rotary drum turner

16x6

4-6

2,500

400

$130,000

K-W 718

Rotary drum lurner

18x7

4-6

3,000

440

$175,000

Note: All models are self-propelled and self-poweredsingle-passturners which straddle the windrow.
5,000 cubic yards per hour.
6,000 cubic yards per hour.
7,500 cubic yards per hour.

Scarab Manufacturing

Scarab 10

Rotary drum turner

10x5

3-4

1,250

155-177

$89,000

Scarab 12

Rotary drum turner

12x5

3-4

1,500

177-234

$98,000-1 12,000

Scarab 14

Rotary drum turner

14x6

3-4

2,000

234

$109,000-1 35,000

Scarab 16

Rotary drum turner

16x6

3-4

2,500

335-360

$1 13,000-173,000

Scarab 18

Rotary drum turner

18x7

3-4

3,000

360

$179,000

Scarab 20

Rotary drum turner

20x7

3-4

3,500

360

$183,000

Note: Turners are self-propelled and self-poweredsinglepass turners which straddle the windrow.

-

Note: The informationin thistablewasobtainedirom themanufacturers.Noattempt was madetoverify manufacturers'claimsThislistdoesnot includeallequipment
manufactured;only those manufacturersthat responded to a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
iscriticism impliedof similar productswhichare not mentioned.CostsarecurrenttoSeptember, 1991. Costs andcapacitiesvaryconsiderably with materials,specific
application,and optional equipment.Contactthe manufacturerfor the most current information;addresses of manufacturersare listed in table 6.6, pages 142-145
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Table B.1
Windrow-turning equipment (continued)

Scat Engineering (also available from Waste Tech Equipment)
4828

2-pass elevating face turner
Tractor-towed, self-powered
Requires a 40-horsepower tractor

18x6

7-8

2,000 e

65

$60,000-65,000

4838

2-pass elevating face turner
20x9
Tractor-towed, self-powered
Requires a 80- to 100-horsepower tractor

7-8

3,000

85

$80,000-98,000

4831

2-pass elevating face turner
Self-propelled, self-powered

20 x 9

2-3

3,000'

107

$1 90,000-21 0,000

4833

2-pass elevating face turner
Self-propelled, self-powered
Narrow machine for indoor use
or tight conditions.

20x11

0

3,000

125

$250,000

3

1,500-2,000

177

$106,500

e
f

3,000 cubic yards per hour
4,000 cubic yards per hour

SimCorp, Inc. (also available from A I Environmental)
Sims 2000

Rotary drum turner
14x5
Self-propelled, self-powered
Single-pass turner straddles the windrow

N0te:Theinformationin thistablewasobtainedfrom the manufacturers.Noattempt wasmadetoverifymanufacturers'claims.This listdoes not includealiequipment
manufactured:only those manufacturers that respondedto a survey are inciuded. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
iscriticismimpliedof similar products which are not mentioned.CostsarecurrenttoSeptember, 1991. Costs andcapacitiesvaryconsiderably with materiais,specific
application,and optional equipment. Contactthe manufacturerforthe most current information: addresses of manufacturersare listed in tabie B.6, pages 142-145.
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Table 6.1
Windrowturning equipment (continued)

Valoraction, Inc.
510

Rotarydrum turner

10~4.2

10

800

65

$7,650

1012

Rotary drum turner

12 x 4.7

10

1,200

90

$9,400

MM12

Rotary drum turner

12 x 4.7

10

1,200

127

$24,700

Note: All models are single-pass turners. Models 510 and 1012 are tractor-towed and PTO-powered.Model MM12 is powered by a diesel engine.

Wildcat Manufacturing
FX700

Rotary drum turner
14x4
Tractor-towed, PTO-powered, requires
60- to 120-horsepower tractor with hydrostatic drive or creeper gear transmission

7.5

300

PTO

$13,900

CX700

Rotary drum turner
Tractor-towed, PTO-powered
Requires 90- to 140-horsepower tractor
with hydrostatic drive

14x4

7.5

400

PTO

$21,600

CX710
AMT-D

Rotary drum turner
Tractor-towed, self-powered
Requires a 70-horsepower tractor

17x5

7.5

1,000

103

$42,500-46,500

CX750 ME

Rotary drum turner
Self-powered. Mounts on a 3-cubicyard capacity front-end loader

17x5

7.5

1,100

177

$70,000

M700E
Special

Rotarydrum turner
Self-powered. Mounts on a 4-cubicyard capacity front-end loader

18x8

7.5

2,600

325

$100,000

~~

Note:The informationinthis table wasobtainedfromthe manufacturers.No attemptwas made toverify manufacturers'claims.This list does not includeallequipment
manufactured;only those manufacturersthat respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
iscriticismimpliedofsimilarproductswhich are not mentioned.Costsarecurrent toSeptember, 1991.Costsand capacitiesvaryconsiderablywith materials,specific
application,and optional equipment, Contact the manufacturerfor the most current information;addressesof manufacturersare listed in table 6.6.pages 142-145.
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Table 8.2
Grindinglshredding equipment

-

Allegheny
16-Series

Paper shredder

2-5

0.375-0.675 TPH $7,995-9,995

18-Series

Paper shredder

7.5-10

0.75-1.5 TPH

$19,995-21,995

20-Series

Paper shredder

15-20

1.5-3.5 TPH

$27,995-29,995

1000-Series

Paper shredder

30-100

3.5-1 5 TPH

$55,000-1 70,000

430 & 431

Hammer mill

150

60 CYH

$17,500

450

Hammer mill

350

100 CYH

$53,000

HWC-24

Hammer mill

60

20 CYH

$20,000

WS-40

Hammer mill

200

60 CYH

$32,500

WBH-42x60

Hammer mill

400

80 CYH

$42,000

TG-10

Tub grinder

400

80-100CYH

TRS 50x35

Rotary shear shredder

100-1 25

50-70 CYH

Amadas

American Pulverizer

a

$110,000-125,000
$85,000

Note: Capacities estimated for yard waste at a density of 250 pounds per cubic yard
a

180-240 pallets per hour.

Note: (1) TPH stands for tons per lour. CYH stands lor cubic yards per hour.
(2) The information in this table was obtained from the manufacturers.No attempt was made to verify manufacturers'claims. This list does not include all equipment
manufactured;only those manufacturersthat respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
iscriticism impliedofsimilarproductswhich are not mentioned.Costsare current toSeptember, 1991. Costsandcapacitiesvaryconsiderablywith materials,specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturerfor most current information; addresses of manufacturersare listed in tabie 6.6, pages 142-145.
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Table 6.2
Grindingishredding equipment (continued)

.

Bandit Chimers

..

_____

Mighty Bandit

Disc-type, hand-fed chipper

20-30

6 inches

$5,200-7,500

Mighty BDT II

Disc-type, hand-fed chipper

24-30

5 inches

$5,800-1 0,000

90

Disc-type, hand-fed chipper

37-45

9 inches

$7,000-1 2,000

150, 200, & 250

Disc-type, hand-fed chipper

65-120

12 inches

$9,000-1 9,000

1250

Disc-type, whole tree chopper;
towed or self-propelled

170-200

12 inches

$26,000-30,000

1400

Disc-type, whole tree chopper;
towed or self-propelled

200

12 inches

$45,000-90,000

1700

Disc-type, whole tree chopper;
towed or self-propelled

250

17 inches

$85,000-1 70,000

1900

Disc-type, whole tree chopper;
towed or self-propelled

400-500

19 inches

$145,000-235,000

Note: Capacities are given in maximum diameter of materials.
Size is for engine. Can also be PTO-driven.

DK Recvclina Svstems

Jenz AZ 30

Hammer mill

175

100-150 CYH

$145,800

Jenz AZ 50

Hammer mill

300

300-450 CYH

$274,200

Note: Models are mobiie yard waste shredders. Adjustable discharge chute can form windrows directly.

Note: (1) TPH stands for tons per hour. CYH stands for cubic yards per hour,
(2) The information in this table was obtained from the manufacturers.No attempt was made to verify manufacturers' claims. This list does not include all equipment

manufactured;only those manufacturersthat respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
iscriticismimpliedofsimiiarproductswhich arenot mentioned.Costs arecurrenttoSeptember,1991. Costsandcapacitiesvaryconsiderably with materials,specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturerfor most current information;addresses of manufacturers are listed in table 6.6,pages 142-145.
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Table 8.2
Grindinglshredding equipment (continued)

Eidal
52-32/40

Low speed, high torque
rotary shear shredder

75-200

5-10 TPH

$130,000

62-41

Low speed, high torque
rolary shear shredder

200-300

15-25 TPH

$195,000

72-58

Low speed, high torque
rolary shear shredder

300400

40-50 TPH

$265,000

96-58

Low speed, high torque
rotary shear shredder

300-400

50-70 TPH

$295,000

120-58

Low speed, high lorque
rotary shear shredder

300-400

70-100 TPH

$330,000

120-60

Low speed, high torque
rotary shear shredder

400-600

80-1 10 TPH

$360,000

100

Vertical grinder

100

4-6 TPH

$138,500

200

Vertical grinder

200

6-12 TPH

$169,500

400

Vertical grinder

400

12-25 TPH

$299,750

1000

Vertical grinder

1,000

50-1 00 TPH

$595,000

2000

Vertical grinder

2,000

150-225 TPH

$725,000

Note: (1) TPH stands for tons per hour. CYH stands for cubic yards per hour
(2) The information in this table was obtained from the manufacturers.No attempt was made to verify manufacturers'claims. This list does not include all equipment

manufactured;only those manufacturersthat respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
iscriticismimpliedof similar products which are not mentioned.Costs are current to September, 1991.Costs and capacities vary considerablywith materials,specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturer for most current information; addresses of manufacturers are listed in table 6.6,pages 142-145.
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Table 8.2
Grindinglshredding equipment (continued)

.

-

Farmhand
HG 3000

Tub grinder

80-1 50

15-30 TPH

$20,000

CG7000 PTO

Tub grinder

150-200 e

25-50 TPH

$35,000

CG7000 Engine

Tub grinder

210

25-50 TPH

$65,000

'

e

PTO-driven
50-80 cubic yards per hour
Size is for PTO-driven. Diesel size is 200 horsepower. Electric motor size is 100 or 125 horsepower.
100-150 cubic yards per hour

Finn Corporation
Willibald MZA 1500

Hammer mill

160

35 TPH

$1 40,000-1 50,000

Willibald MZA 2500

Hammer mill

245

50 TPH

$180,000-200,000

503

10-40 TPH 9

$95,000-125,000

Note: Models listed are mobile yard waste shredders with horizontal positive feed.

Fuel Harvesters EauiDment
Wood waste tub grinder
Q

Tub grinder

Capacity is for wood waste. 50-125 cubic yards per hour.

Note: (1) TPH stands for tons per hour. CYH stands for cubic yards per hour
(2)The informationin this table was obtained from the manufacturers.No attempt was made to verify manufacturers'claims.This list does not include ail equipment
manufactured;only those manufacturersthat respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
iscriticismimpliedofsimilarproductswhich are not mentioned.CostsarecurrenttoSeptember, 1991, Costsandcapacitiesvaryconsiderablywithmaterials,specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturerfor most current information; addresses of manufacturersare listed in table 6.6. pages 142-145.
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Table 6.2
Grindingishredding equipment (continued)

_. ...........

....

Company
and model

Eqqltipment

tYP@

.........................................

*

PQW
requkment

... _._-

Allpropmate

(harsQpowsr)

capacity

.....................

.....

..

Approgimato

cos1

.....

. . .

Haybuster
IG-8

Tub grinder

110

5-10 TPH

$28,600-34,000

IG-10

Tub grinder

260

10-15 TPH

556,000-72,000

IG-11

Tub grinder

300

10-15TPH

$28,000-64,800

IG-12

Tub grinder

503

25-35 TPH

$103,000-141,000

Note: Model IG-lZ tub lifts for hammer maintenance. Optional grapple loader is available.
Size of engine. Can be PTO-driven.

lggesund Recycling
Malin 250

Rotary auger with counterknife

22

1-5 TPH

$48,000

Malin 300

Rotary auger with counterknife

90

8-18 TPH

$95,000

Malin 400

Rotary auger with counterknife

211

25-40 TPH

$190,000

Malin 500

Rotary auger with counterknife

335

40-65 TPH

5357,000

Note: Capacities are estimated for wood and yard waste and are two to three times listed values for asphaltlconcrete

Note: (I) TPH stands for tons per hour. CYH stands for cubic yards per hour.
(2) The informationin this table was obtainedfrom the manufacturers.No attempt was made to verify manufacturers' claims. This list does not include all equipment

manufactured;only those manufacturers that respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
iscriticismimpliedof similar products which are not mentioned.CostsarecurrenttoSeptember,1991. Costsandcapacitiesvaryconsiderably with materiais,specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturerfor most current information;addresses of manufacturersare listed in table 6.6,pages 142-145.
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Table 8.2
Grindingishredding equipment (continued)
.........-

--.

CQmpan)
and model

....

.- ....... -.

Equiphept
type

.........

Power

reqiirement

............

'(horsepower)
.....

.

-

..

Approximate

cap@city

....

Approxlmare
CO6t

. -

.._.____I_

-

Industrial Paper Shredder Inc.
Model 16

Reel-type paper shreddei

3

to 1 TPH

$9,000

Model 166

Reel-type paper shredder

3

to 1 TPH

$9,500

Model 20

Reel-type paper shredder

10

314-1 TPH

$14,500

Model 208

Reel-type paper shredder

10

314-1 TPH

$14,900

177,234,300

-

$80,000-1 20,000

Note. B Models include rollers to flatten bulky materials

Innovator
Series 20000

Tub grinders

Note: Discharge screens are not used. All models are engine-, motor-, or ?TO-driven.

Jeffery Division - Dresser Industries
34WB-ss

Woodibark hog and
shredder (hammer mill)

100

4 TPH

$19,000

45WB-ss

Woodibark hog and
shredder (hammer mill)

200

8 TPH

$36,000

56WB-SS

Woodibark hog and
shredder (hammer mill)

300

12 TPH

$59,000

66WB

Woodibark hog and
shredder (hammer mill)

500

18TPH

$81,000

Note: (1) TPH stands for tons per hour. CYH stands for cubic yards per hour.
(2) The informationin this table was obtained from the manufacturers.No attempt was made lo verify manufacturers'claims. This iist does not includeall equipment
manufactured;only those manufacturersthat respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
iscriticismimpliedofsimilarproductswhichare not mentioned.CostsarecurrentloSeptember, 1991.Costsandcapacitiesvaryconsiderablywithmaterials,specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturer for most current information;addresses of manufacturersare listed In table 6.6, pages 142-145.
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Table B.2
Grindingishredding equipment (continued)

Jones
PTO Model

Tub grinder

to 200

10 TPH

$39,000

PU1 (Power Unit #1)

Tub grinder

360-425

30 TPH

$80,000

PU2 (Power Unit #2)

Tub grinder

425-503

40 TPH

$105,000

Hydrofork-SN

Tub grinder
(includes loader)

425-503

40 TPH

$150,000

Muffin monster 30,000

Low-speed, high-torque
rotary sheer shredder

3-5

-

-

Muffin monster 40,000

Low-speed, high-torque
rotary sheer shredder

5-10

Municipal

Tub grinder

300-525

-

$90,000-1 75,000

Industrial

Tub grinder

525

-

$185,000

JWC Environmental

Norcia

Note: Industrial model includes loader. Loader is optional for commercial model.

Note: (1) TPH stands for tons per hour. CYH stands for cubic yards per hour.
(2) The information in this table was oblained from the manufacturers, No attempt was made to verify manufacturers'claims. This list does not include all equipment
manufactured; only those manufacturers that respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsementof the product. nor
iscriticismimplied of similar productswhich are not menlioned.CostsarecurrenitoSeptember, 1991. Costsandcapacitiesvaryconsiderablywilh malerials. specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturerfor mosl current information;addresses of manufacturers are listed in table 0.6, pages 142-145.
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Table 8.2
Grindinglshredding equipment (continued)

Northeast Implement
Valby CH150 wood chipper

Cutting disc chipper

20 (minimum)

6 inches I

$4,390

Valby CH231 wood chipper

Culting disc chipper

40 (minimum)

9 inches

$6,345

Valby SH232 shredder

Cutting disc chipper

50 (minimum)

3-8 TPH

$7.160

-

-

-

-

Note: SH232 model can be driven by PTO, diesel engine, or electric motor. Others are PTO-driven,
PTO-driven.
Maximum diameter of materials.
Capacities are tor paper and wood

1

1

Olathe
864

Woodidebris chipper

177 (diesel)
125 (electric)

818TG

Tub grinder

120 (gas)

866TG

Tub grinder

300 (diesel)

-

-

30 (motor)
60 (PTO)

4 TPH

$1 1,000

'

_____

'

~

Optional 110 horsepower (gas)and 100 horsepower (diesel)
Optional 177,234, or 250 horsepower (diesel)

PCR Inc.
RotoChopper

Shredder with knives fixed
to a set of rotating disks

Note: (1) TPH stands for tons per hour. CYH stands for cubic yards per hour.
(2)The informationin this table was obtained from the manufacturers.No attempt was made to verify manulacturers'claims. This llst does not include all equipment
manufactured;only those manufacturers that respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
is criticism impliedof similarproductswhicharenot mentioned.Costsare currenttoSeptember, 1991.Costsandcapacitiesvaryconslderably with materials, specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturerfor most current information; addresses of manufacturers are listed in table 6.6, pages 142-145.
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Table 8.2
Grindingishredding equipment (continued)
.

i

..-~

.Power, .
raqulrwneot

,

'

Company
1.. ancl model

',

, .

Eqlrlpmem
type

..(horsepower)

'

Approximat@
capacity

Appro8,lmete

..

.

.,,

CQat

.......

...

Recycling Systems Inc.
~~

~~

Model 360 Mulch Maker

Hammer mill

250-300

to 40 TPH

$98,750-1 08,500

Model 480 Mulch Maker

Hammer mill

300-400

to 60 TPH

$1 16,000-123,000

Commercial

Tub grinder

250-325

to 40 TPH

$90,950

Industrial

Tub grinder

400 or 525

to 50 TPH

$191,400

Waste Recycler

Grinderichipper

650

-

$300,000

Note: Capacities are estimated for wood and yard waste. Tub grinders have optional loaders available. Tub IiHs for hammer maintenance. Waste Recycler grinds
by fixed knives on the face of rotating discs. Cab and loader included.

Royer
182

Belt-type shear shredder
and shredder-mixer unit

12-18

lo 25 CYH

Depends on customer
specifications

262

Belt-type shear shredder
and shredder-mixer unit

22-25

lo 45 CYH

Depends on customer
specifications

300

Belt-type shear shredder
and shredder-mixer unit

45-55

lo 75 CYH

Depends on customer
specifications

365

Belt-type shear shredder
and shredder-mixer unit

72-89

to 125 CYH

Depends on customer
specifications

401

Belt-type shear shredders
and shredder-mixer unit

90-1 10

to 250 CYH

Depends on customer
specifications

Note: Model 401 is programmablefor automatic operation. Models 300, 365, and 401 are also available from Waste Tech Equipment.

.

~~

-

Note: (1) TPH stands lor tons per hour. CYH stands for cubic yards per hour.
(2) The informationin this table wasobtained fromthe manufacturers.No attempt was made to verify manufacturers'claims.This list does not include all equipment

manufactured;only those manufacturers that respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsementof the product, nor
iscriticism impiiedofsimilarproducts which are not mentioned.CostsarecurrenttoSeptember. 1991. Costsandcapacitiesvaryconsiderably with materials,specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturerfor most current information;addresses of manufacturersare listed in table 6.6, pages 142-145.
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Table 6.2
Grindingishredding equipment (continued)

Shred Tech.
ST-10

Low-speed rotary shear shredder

7 1/2

.4 TPH

$13,700

ST-1OL

Low-speed rotary shear shredder

7 1/2

.5 TPH

$14,500

ST-20

Low-speed rotary shear shredder

15

1.5 TPH

$23,500

ST-20L

Low-speed rotary shear shredder

15

2 TPH

$28,000

ST-50s

Low-speed rotary shear shredder

40

3 TPH

$45,700

ST-50

Low-speed rotary shear shredder

40

3.5 TPH

$49,000

ST-SOL

Low-speed rotary shear shredder

50

4 TPH

$55,000

ST-100

Low-speed rotary shear shredder

100

8 TPH

$1 02,000

ST-200

Low-speed rotary shear shredder

300

20 TPH

$300,000

600-E

Low-speed high-torque
rotary shear shredder

25

1 TPH

$35,000

5000-H

Low-speed high-torque
rotary shear shredder

500

50 TPH

$340,000

SSI Shredding Systems

Note: Numerous models are available at sizes. costs. and capacities between those shown above and varying with specific materials and applications. Electric or
hydraulic drives are available.

Note: (1) TPH stands for tons per hour. CYH stands for cubic yards per hour.
(2) The information in this tabie was obtainedfrom the manufacturers.No attempt was made to verify manufacturers'claims. This list does not include all equipment

manufactured;only those manufacturersthat respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
is criticism implied of similar productswhich are not mentioned.Costs are current to September, 1991.Costs and capacities vary considerablywith materials,specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturerfor most current information:addresses of manufacturers are listed in table 6.6,
pages 142-145.
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Table 8.2
Grindingishredding equipment (continued)

Sundance

RAM Grindet

Reciprocating action hammer mill

360

75 TPH

$138,000

KID Grinderichipper

Push feed hammer mill

63

6-10 TPH

$24,000

KID Grinderichipper

Push feed hammer mill

-n

6-10 TPH

$14,000

Low-speed rotary
shear shredder

200,250 or 300
(hydraulic drive)

to 75 TPH

Price varies with
options application

4260 Shredder

Hammer mill

250

10-1 5 TPH

$125,000

6060 portable shredder

Hammer mill

750

to 70 TPH

$450,000

PTO, 50t horsepower tractor

TripleB Dynamics
Rotagator I1
Model 6576
Note: Capacity is for solid waste.

Universal Engineering

Note: Model 6060 is porlabie shredder including hoppers, conveyors, and truck frame. Designed for shredding large stumps, pallets, yard waste, ties, refuse,
demolition, and more.

Note: (1) TPH stands for tons per hour. CYH stands for cubic yards per hour.
(2) The information in this table was obtained from the manufacturers.No attempt was made to verify manufacturers'claims. This list does not include all equipment
manufactured; only those manufacturerslhal respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor

is criticism implied of similar productswhich are not mentioned.Costs are current to September, 1991. Costs and capacitiesvaryconsiderably with materials,specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturer for most current information;addresses of manufacturers are listed in table B.6, pages 142-145.
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Table 8.2
Grindingishredding equipment (continued)

Waste Tech
Norkol Maxigrind 9100
0

Drum grinder

330

75k TPH

$135,000

Rotatingdrumwith carbide-tippedcutting bitsandpositive horizontalfeed. Mobileunit. Designedto handle construction and demolitionwastes includingasphalt
and masonry.

West Salem Machinery
24128

Wood and bark hog (hammer mill)

30-50

-

Prices vary wilh options

32408

Wood and bark hog (hammer mill)

150-200

-

Prices vary wilh options

48648

Wood and bark hog (hammer mill)

600-900

-

Prices vary with options

2412H

Horizontal-feed wood and
bark hog (hammer mill)

25-75

-

Prices vary with options

4032H

Horizontal-feed wood and
bark hog (hammer mill)

150-300

-

Prices vary with options

4864H

Horizontal-feed wood and
bark hog (hammer mill)

600-900

-

Prices vary with options

Note: Numerous models are available at sizes betweenthose shown above. Capacities range from 1 to 150 TPH. Capacities and costs vary with specific materials
and applications.

Note: (1) TPH stands for tons per hour. CYH stands for cubic yards per hour.
(2)The informationin this table was obtained from the manulacturers. No attempt was made to verify manufacturers'claims. This list does not include all equipment
manufactured only those manufacturers that respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
iscriticismimpliedof similar productswhichare notmentioned.CostsarecurrenttoSeptember, 1991.Costsandcapacitiesvaryconsiderably with materials, specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturerfor most current information;addresses of manufacturersare listed in table 8.6,pages 142-145.
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Table B.3
Commercial mixing equipment

Davis Pugmill, Inc.
300 BiLS

Pug mill

-

24-150 TPH

$30,000

500 BiLS

Pug mill

-

35-300 TPH

$33,000

750 BiLS

Pug mill

-

50-400 TPH

$36,000

1000 BiLS

Pug mill

75-500 TPH

$41,000

1500 BiLS

Pug mill

-

200-800 TPH

$55,000

500 HW

Mixing system a

-

35-300 TPH

$1 00,000-500,000

1000 HW

Mixing system a

-

50-500 TPH

$100,000-500,000

Note: Pug mills have twin-shaft twin-drive continuous mixers. Stationary or pollabie units
a

Includes pug mill, conveyors, screw feeder, surge hopper, silo, control system.

Knight
2120

Reel-type batch mixer

10

4.0 CY

$12,000

2170

Reel-type batch mixer

15

5.4 CY

$13,000

2250

Reel-type batch mixer

20

8.0 CY

$14,000-$19,000

2300

Reel-type batch mixer

30

9.6 CY

$16,000-$21,000

2375

Reel-type batch mixer

40

12.0 CY

$22,000-$42,000

2450

Reel-type batch mixer

50

14.4 CY

$24,000-$44,000

2550

Reel-type batch mixer

-

18.0 CY

$26,000-$50,000

Note: Models are truck-mounted,trailer (tow) or stationary units and are PTO-,eiectric-motor-or engine-driven.Capacities iisted are struck capacities (volume held

by mixing wagon while mixing).

-

Note: (1) CY stands for cubic yards. CYH stands for cubic yards per hour. TPH stands for tons per hour.

-

(2) The information in this table was obtained from the manufacturers.No attempt was made to verify manufacturers'claims. This list does not include all equipment
manufactured;only those manufacturersthat respondedto a sunrey are inciuded. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
iscriticismimpliedofsimilarproducts which are not mentioned.CostsarecurrenttoSeptember, 1991. Costsandcapacitiesvaryconsiderably with materials,specific
appiication, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturer for most current information;addresses of manufacturers are listed in table 6.6. pages 142-145.
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Table 6.3
Commercial mixing equipment (continued)

Littleford Bros.

-

KMBOOD

Continuous compost mixer

-

6 TPH

-

KM-4200D

Continuous compost mixer

-

80 TPH

-

Note: Wide range of models,sizes, capacities, andcosts betweenthose listed above. Mixingelementson rotatingshaft mixand move materialsthrough acylindrical
vessel.

Mclanahan
Blendmaster
18-inch x 10-foot
24-inch x 12-foot
30-inch x 15-foot
36-inch x 18-foot
44-inch x 20-foot

Pug mill
Pug mill
Pug mill
Pug mill
Pug mill

10
20
30
40
50

36 TPH
80 TPH
150 TPH
230 TPH
305 TPH

Batch mixer

Paddle-type batch mixer

-b

405 cubic feet

-

Note: Pug miil sizes are based on two motors, each operating at the indicated horsepower.
PTO-, motor-,or engine-driven.

Processall
300HC

Continuous mix mill

-

1 TPH

-

8000HC

Continuous mix mill

-

148 TPH

-

Note: Wide range of modeis,sizes, capacities, andcosts betweenthose listed above. Mixing elementson rotatingshaftmixand move materialsthrough acylindrical
vessel. A general range of prices is $70,000-140,000.

Note: (1) CY stands for cubic yards. CYH stands for cubic yards per hour. TPH stands for tons per hour.
(2)The information in this table was obtainedfrom the manufacturers.No attempt was made to verify manufacturers'claims. This list does not include ail equipment
manufactured;only those manufacturers that respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsementof the product, nor
is criticism implied of similar productswhichare not mentioned.CostsarecurrenttoSeptember, 1991. Costsandcapacitiesvaryconsiderablywith materials, specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturer for most current information;addresses of manufacturers are listed in table B.6, pages 142-145.
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Table 8.3

Commercial mixing equipment (continued)

Rapin Machinery
Pug mills, other mixers and
materials-handling equipment

Sludge Systems Inc.
285

Auger-type batch mixer

75

10.5 CY and 38 CYH

$50,000-60,000

335

Auger-type batch mixer

75

12.4 CY and 46 CYH

$52,000-62,000

435

Auger-type batch mixer

75-1 65

16.0 CY and 60 CYH

$55,000-1 12,000

500

Auger-type batch mixer

-

18.5 CY and 70 CYH

$57,000-1 15,000

810

Auger-type batch mixer

75-165

30 CY and 100 CYH

$75,000-1 50,000
~~

Note: Capacities are in cubic yards struck and cubic yards per hour mixing, respectively. Mixing capacities are based on a sixteen-minute cycle time. Models are
truck-mounted, trailer (tow), or stationary units and are PTO-, electric-motor-or engine-driven.

J.C Steele & Sons
25A

Single-shaft pug mill

15-30

5-20 CYH

2OOE

Single-shaft pug mill

30-40

10-40 CY H

300F

Single-shaft pug mill

40-75

15-60 CY H

2030E

Double-shaft pug mill

50-60

12-50 CY H

5075F

Double-shaft pug mill

75-1 00

20-80 CYH

Note: A general range of prices is $20,000-80,000, depending on model and features

-

Note: (1) CY stands for cubic yards. CYH stands for cubic yards per hour. TPH stands for tons per hour.
(2) The informationin this table was obtainedfrom the manufacturers.Noattempt was made toverify manufacturers'claims. This list does not includealiequipment
manufactured;only those manufacturers that respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
iscrilicismimplied of similar productswhichare not mentioned. CostsarecurrenttoSeptember, 1991.Costs andcapacitiesvaryconsiderably with materials,specific

application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturer for most current information: addresses of manufacturersare listed in table 6.6,
pages 142-145.
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Table B.4
Commercial screening equipment

Amadas
T72X 16

Trammel

70t

$75,000

Magnum 72 x 20

Trommel

100

$135,000

Models 440 and 442

Disc

Varies with disc
spacing, material

$18,500

Farwick Super

Trommel

30-60

$74,450

Farwick Max

Trommel

70-1 20

$139,350

650

Trommel

10-40 tons per hour

$100,000-150,000

750

Disc

10-40 tons per hour

$95,000-125,000

DK Recycling

Fuel Harvesters

~

~~

Note Price depends on optional components such as bins, conveyors, and so on

Innovator
20400

Trommel

10 tons per hour

-

Capacity is for wood waste

N0te:Theinformation in thistable wasobtainedfrom the manufacturers.Noattempt wasmade toverifymanufacturers'claims.This list doesnot inciudeallequipment
manufactured;only those manufacturersthat respondedto a survey are inciuded. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
iscriticism impliedofsimilar productswhicharenot mentioned. Costs arecurrenttoSeptember,1991. Costsandcapacitiesvary considerablywithmaterials,specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturerfor most current information;addresses of manufacturersare listed in table 6.6,pages 142-145
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Table 8.4
Commercial screening equipment (continued)
,-.-"-.__I_-.

...
.

company

and model

'

Type 01
screen

.....................................

AppQxlmale capaclty

(cublo yards per hour,

except where noted)

-.

!

Aparoxlmete

cost

Comments

.-

..............................

. -

Powerscreen
Mark II Belt Feeder

Vibrating

50-70

$70,000-80,000

Screening systems include optional
hoppers, conveyors, and shredder

Mark 111 Shredder

Vibrating

120-1 50

$115,000-130,000

Screening systems include hoppers,
conveyors, and shredder

Mark II Powergrid

Vibrating

Unlimited

$85,000-1 00,000

Heavy-duty, direct-loading unit

Flexible belt

30-200

$20,000 (base price)

Wavelike flexing motion
Multiple sizes and models are available

30-70
80-100

$89,950 (base price)

Lower capacity range is estimated for
sticky materials; higher capacity range
is estimated for topsoil

Rader
Rader-Wave
Compost Screen

Recovery Systems Technology
T550-D

T rommeI

Note:Theinformationinthistablewasobtainedfromthemanufacturers. Noattemptwasmadetoverifymanufacturers'claims.Thislistdoesnotincludeallequipment

manufactured;only those manufacturersthat respondedto a suivey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
iscriticismimpliedofsimilarproductswhich are not mentioned.CostsarecurrenttoSeptember. 1991.Costsandcapacitiesvaryconsiderably with materials,specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturer for most current information;addresses of manufacturers are listed in table 8.6, pages 142-145.
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Table 8.4
Commercial screening equipment (continued)

Recycling Systems Inc.

Model 100

Trommel

-

$67,150

Model 200

Trammel

-

$98,500

Trommel

Variable

-

Royer
616 MP Mobile Unit

Price depends on customer specifications

Note: Custom-designedsystems using trommel-based scteens ate also available.

Triple6 Dynamics
Rotascreen

Trommel

Variable

-

Texas

Shaker

Variable

-

Overstrom

Vibrating

Variable

-

Note: Multiple models, sizes, and configurations of all thtee types of screens are available.

~___

~~~

~

~~

~_____

Note: The information in this table wasobtainedfrom the manufacturers.Noattemptwas madetoverify manufactuters'claims.This list does not includeall equipment
manufactured: only those manufacturers that respondedlo a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
is criticism implied of similar productswhich are not mentioned.Costs are current to September,1991. Costs and capacitiesvary considerablywith materials,specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturerfor most current information;addresses of manufacturersare listed in table 6.6,pages 142-145.
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Table 8.4
Commercial screening equipment (continued)

West Salem Machinery

24-9

Disc

Variable

-

48-12

Disc

Variable

-

72-12

Disc

Variable

-

25

Oscillating (shaker)

Variable

-

64

Oscillating (shaker)

Variable

-

140

Oscillating (shaker)

Variable

-

Note: Bothtypesofscreensareavailableinnumerousmodelsandsizesin between thoselisted. Ondiscscreenmodels, model numberindicatesscreenwidth-length
in inches and feet, respectively. On oscillating (shaker) screens, model number indicates screen area in square feet

Wildcat
6-160

Trommel

30-150

$65,000

Various options available

6-160-RHC

Trommel

30-150

$165,000

Fully automatic

Note: The information inthis table wasobtainedfromthe manufacturers.No attemptwas made toverify manufacturers'claims. This list does not includeall equipment
manufactured; only those manufacturersthat respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor
iscriticismimpliedofsimilarproductswhich are not mentioned.CostsarecurrenttoSeptember, 1991. Costsandcapacitiesvatyconsiderablywith materials,specific
application, and optional equipment. Contact the manufacturerfor most current information;addresses of manufacturers are listed in tabie 6.6,pages 142-145.
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Table B.5
Commercial composting systems

-

Rectangular Agitated Bed Systems

Other Agitated Systems

Compost-A-Matic System
Farmer Automatic

Buhler-Wendelin System
Buhler, Inc.

Compost agitated and moved forward by paddle-type agitator. Bed is 3
feet deep with 6- to 20-foot widths. Does not include a forced aeration
system, Normally enclosed in simplegreenhouse. Designed primarily for
farm use.

Automated in-vessel composting system with paddle wheel turner and
conveyors to build, turn, and rebuild adjacent windrowsorfeed loadout.
Aeration and moisture controls, Enclosed facilities. Bay widths up to 115
feetandanylength. Designedforuptoseventydaysofactivecomposting.

IPS Composting System
International Process Systems

Dynatherm System
Compost Systems Company

Automated agitator mixesand moves the compost daily. Multiple bays of
6-to7-foot widths with6-footdepth. Builtasenclosedsystem withcontrol
of aeration, moisture, andodors. designed fortwenty-one-day composting
time. Initially used for commercial composting of hen manure.

Modular composting reactors fabricated from steel (44 feet long, 11 feet
wide, and 9 feet high) for small applications or from concrete (120 feet
long, 18 feet wide, and 10 feet high) for larger systems. Utilizes moving
floorto transfer materials from feed to discharge end of reactor. Intermediate mixing provided during fourteen- to twenty-one-day composting
cycle.

Paygro System
Compost Systems Company
Large-scale aerated and agitated system. Bays may be 20 feet wide, 10
feet deep, and any length. Automated, enclosed in buildings. Originally
designed to compost manure from a cattle feedlot facility.

POS Composter
LH Resource Management
Flail-type agitator mixes and moves compost either manually or automatically. Agitatortravels inconcrete-cast channels in bed walls. Multiple
beds are aerated and normally 4 feet deep and 15 feet wide. May be
enclosed. Generally designed for composting time of ten days or more.
Originally designed for farm use.
Royer Enclosed Dynamic Composting System
Royer Industries
Agitator mixes and movescompostdaily. Multiple bays are about 9.5 feet
wide and 6 feet deep. Enclosed system with automated controls for
aeration, temperature, and turning. Typically designed for fifteen- to
twenty-one-day composting time.

Fairfield Digestor
Compost Systems Company
Circular reactor with multiple vertical augers to agitate and move compost. Reactors can be 20-120 feet in diameter and 6-10 feet in depth.
Normal composting time is fourteen days.
The PiersonlNaturizer Technology
Naturizer International
Horizontal digestion chambers designed to handle single day's charge of
incoming material. Conveyors move materials through successive
composting chambers in six days. Totally enclosed facilities. Includes
controls for aeration, temperature, moisture, and odor controls.
SILODA Composting Process
OTVD Inc.
Paddle wheel turner mixes compost and screw-type conveyor transfers
it into successive, adjacent bins, or beds. Enclosed facility. Normal
composting time is twenty-eight days.

Note:The information in this table was obtainedfrom the manufacturers.No attempt was made to verify manufacturers'claims. This list does not include all systems
suppliers; only those suppliers that respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor is criticism
implied of similar products which are not mentioned. Capacities vary considerably with materials, specific application, and optional equipment. Contact the
manufacturerfor the most current information; addresses of manufacturers are listed in table 8.6,
pages 142-145.
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Table 6.5
Commercial composting systems (continued)

Rotating Drum Composting Systems

Silo Reactor Systems

Bedminster System
Bedminster Bioconversion

Air Lance'rMSystem
American BioTech

Unscreened raw materials are mixed and composted for three days in
Eweson rotatingdrum digester. Followed by screening and secondstage
of composting in windrows, static piles, or agitated beds. Drum is 12feet
in diameter and 180 feet long.

Squarereactors (26feet long, 26feet high, and26feetdeep) with amatrix
of vertical aeration pipes-"air lances"-which extend from the top to the
bottom of the reactor. Air flows crosswise between adjacent air lances.
Mixed materials loaded at the top of the reactor. Compost removedat the
base by an auger. Second reactor used for curing.

DanolReidel System
Resource Systems Corporation
Enclosed, slowly rotating drum mixes and breaks-up presorted raw
materials and initiates composting. Materials move through drum in four
to six hours followed by screening and second stage of composting in
windrows or aerated piles. Drum is 12 feet in diameter and 80 feet long.
Voest Alpine (SGP-VA) Composting System
Chambers Development Company
Paddlewheel turner mixes and moves compost through the system.
Initial mixing and composting occurs in rotating drum for about eight
hours. Normal overall composting time is twenty-one days.

Taulman Composting System
The Taulman Company
Circular silo reactors. Mixed materials are loaded at top. Compost is
unloaded at bottom by auger. Air flows from the reactor base to top,
counter to the material movement. Two reactors are used in sequencea primary "bioreactor" followed by a curing reactor. Total in-vessel
composting time ranges from twenty-one to thirtyfive days.
Commercial Systems Using Windrows and Aerated Piles
A number of commercial systems are available which rely on windrows
or aerated piles alongwith various combinationsof secondaryequipment
and structures. Several companies offering such systems or related
services include Amerecycle, Daneco, Environmental Recovery Systems, Resource Conservation Services, and WPF Corporation.

Note: The informationin this table was obtained from the manufacturers.No anempt was made to verify manufacturers'claims.This list does not include all systems
suppliers; only those suppliers that respondedto a survey are included. Mention of company names does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor is criticism
implied of simiiar products which are not mentioned. Capacities vary considerably with materials, specific application, and optional equipment. Contact the
manufacturerfor the most current information; addresses of manufacturersare listed in table B.6, pages 142-145.
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Table B.6
Equipment manufacturers and suppliers

A-1 Environmental
16350 Weld County Road 76
Ealon, CO 80615

Bedminster Bioconversion Corporation
52 Haddonfield-Berlin Road
Suite 4000
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034

Davis Pugmill, Inc.
Box 60
Columbia, TN 38402-0060

Allegheny Paper Shredders Corporation
Old William Penn Highway East
Delmont, PA 15626-0080

Brown Bear Corporalion
Bluegrass Industrial Park
Box 29
Corning, IA 50841

DK Recycling Systems, Inc.
11 North Skokie Highway
Suite 303
Lake Bluff, IL 60044

Amadas lnduslries
1100 Holland Road
Suffolk, VA 23434

Buhler, Inc.
Box 9497
Minneapolis, MN 55440

Eagle Crusher Company, Inc
4250 State Route 309
Galion. OH 44833

Amerecycle
County Road 529
Box 338
Sumterville, FL 33585

The Centaur Walker Company
5022 Chrisliansen.
Lansing, MI 48910

Eidal International, Inc.
Box 529
19960 Bluegrass Circle
West Linn. OR 97068

American BioTech, Inc.
2100 Corporate Square Blvd
Box 19769
Jacksonville, FL 32245

Cnambers Deve opmeni Company
10700 Frannaown Roao
PWx.rgn. PA 15235

Environmental Recovery Systems, Inc.
1625 Broadway #2600
Denver, CO 80202

American Pulverizer Company
5540 West Park Avenue
SI. Louis, MO 63110

Compost Systems Company
9403 Kenwood Road
Cincinnati, OH 45242

Farmer Automatic of America
Box 39
Register, GA 30452

Bandit Industries, Inc
6750 Millbrook Road
Remus, MI 49340

Daneco, Inc.
450 Park Avenue
Suite 2104
New York, NY 10022

Farmhand, Inc.
Shorewood Village Center
Box 1500
Excelsior, MN 55331

Note: The informationabove is provided as a sewice to readers and was obtained from the manufacturers.See the equipment tables (pages 115-141) for complete
product information.No endorsementof these companies is intended, nor is criticism implied of similar companieswhich are not mentioned. Information is current
to September, 1991. Contact the companies for current information on pricing and availability of products
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Table 6.6
Equipment manufacturers and suppliers (continued)

Finn Corporation
9281 LeSaint Drive
Fairfield. OH 45014

Jeffery Division
Dresser Industries
Box 387
Woodruff. SC 29388

Multitek, Inc.
Box 170
Prentice. WI 54556

Fuel Harvesters Equipment
2501 Commerce Drive
Midland. Texas 79703

Jones Manufacturing Company
Route 1, Box 80
Eeemer. NE 68716

Naturizer International, Inc.
Box 755
Norman, OK 73070-0755

Haybuster Manufacturing, Inc
Box 1940
Jamestown, ND 58402-1940

JWC Environmental
16802 Aston Street
Suite 200
Irvine, CA 92714

Norcia
RD#4, Box 451
Black Horse Lane
North Brunswick. NJ 08902

lggesund Recycling
Box 380
Nisswa. MN 56468

Knight Industrial Division
1501 West 7th Avenue
Brodhead. WI 53520

Northeast Implement
Box 402
Spencer, NY 14883

Industrial Paper Shredders, Inc
Box 180
707 South Ellsworth Avenue
Salem, OH 44460

LH Resource Management, Inc
Walton, Ontario NOK 120
Canada

Ohio Central Steel Company
7001 Americana Parkway
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068

Innovator Manufacturing, Inc
120 Weston Street
London, Ontario N6C 1 R4
Canada

Littleford Brothers, Inc.
7451 Empire Drive
Florence, KY 41042-2985

Olathe Manufacturing, Inc.
201 Leawood Drive
Box 4
Industrial Airport, KS 66031

International Process Systems, Inc.
c/o Wheelabrator Technologies, Inc.
Liberty Lane
Hampton, NH 03842

McLanahan Corporation
200 Wall Street
Box 229
Hollidaysburg, PA 16648

OTVD
135 East 57th Street
23rd Floor
New York, NY 10022

Note:The informationabove is provided as a service to readers and wasobtained from the manufacturers.See the equipment tables (pages llC141) for Complete
oroduct information. No endorsementof these comoanies is intended. nor is criticism imDlied of similar comoanies which are not mentioned. Information IS current
io September, 1991. Contact the companies for current information on pricing and avaiiability of products.
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Table B.6
Equipment manufacturers and suppliers (continued)

Coon Valley, WI 54623

Resource Conservation Services
42 Main Street
Yarmouth, ME 04096

Simcorp, Inc.
Route 1, Box 202
Canyon, TX 79016

Powerscreen of America
11001 Electron Drive
Louisville. KY 40299

Resource Recovery Systems of Nebraska KW
Route 4,511 Pawnee Drive
Sterling, CO 80751

Sludge Systems, Inc.
Box 265
1125 Starr Avenue
Eau Claire, WI 54702-0265

Processall
10596 Springfield Pike
Cincinnati, OH 45215

Resource Systems Corporation
1312 East Burnside
Portland OR 97214

SSI Shredding Systems

Rader Companies, Inc.
Box 20128
Portland, OR 97220

Royer Industries
Box 1232
158 Pringle Street
Kingston, PA 18704-0232

J.C. Steele and Sons, Inc.
Box 951
Statesville, NC 28677

Rapin Machinery, Inc
200 Rapin Place
Buffalo. NY 14211

Scarab Manufacturing and Leasing
HCR 1, Box 205
Box 1047
White Deer, TX 79097

Sundance
Box 2437
Greeley, CO 80632

Recovery Systems Technology
18012 Bothell Everett Highway
Bothell, WA 98012

Scat Engineering
Box 265
Delhi, IA 52223

Taulman, Inc.
41 5 East Paces Ferry Road NE
Atlanta, GA 30305

Recycling Systems, Inc.
Box 364
8507 South Winn Road
Winn, MI 48896

Shred-Tech Limited
Box 1508
201 Beverly Street
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 7G8
Canada

Tripleis Dynamics, Inc.
1031 South Haskell Avenue
Dallas, TX 75223

PCR, Inc.

RR 1, Box 392

9760 SW Freeman Drive
Wilsonville. OR 97070-9286

Note: The information above is provided as a service to readers and was obtainedfrom the manufacturers.See the equipment tables (pages 115-1 41) for complete
product information. No endorsementof these companies is intended, nor is criticism implied of smilar companieswhich are not mentioned. Information is current
10 September. 1991. Contact the companies for current informationon pricing and availability of products.
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Table 6.6
Equipment manulacturers and suppliers (continued)

Universal Engineering
Division of Pettibone Corporation
800 First Avenue NW
Cedar Rapids, IA 52405-3999

Waste-Tech Equipment
892-898 Troy-Schenectady Road
Latham, NY 12110

Wildcat Manufacturing Company
Box 523, Highway 81
Freeman, SD 57029

Valoraction, Inc.
C.P. 892
Sherbrooke, PO Ji H 5L1
Quebec, Canada

West Salem Machinery Company
665 Murlark Avenue, NW
Box 5288
Salem, OR 97302

WPF Corporation
Box 381
Bellevue OH 4481 i

Note: The information above is provided as a selvice to readers and was obtainedfrom the manufacturers.See the equipment tables (pages 115-1 41) for complete
oroduct
information. No endorsement of these comanies is intended. nor is critlcism implied of similar companies which are not mentioned. Informationis current
,~
to September. 1991. Contact the companies for cukrent information on pricing and availability of products.
~~~~~
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Table 6.7
Temperature probe distributors
Arthur Technology
Tech-Line Instrument
574 Prairie Road
Box 1233
Fond du Lac, WI 54936-1236
(414) 922-6970
1-800-328-7518
FAX (414)922-1085

Omega Engineering, Inc.
One Omega Drive
Box 4047
Stamford, CT 06907-W47
(203)359-1660
1-800-826-6342
FAX (203) 359-7807

Atkins
3401 Southwest Fortiers Drive
Gainesville, FL 32608
(904) 378-5555

Reotemp Instrument Corporation
11568 Sorrento Valley Road #10
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 481-7737
1-800-648-7737
FAX (619) 481-7150

Camx Scientific
Box 747
Rochester, NY 14603-0747
(716) 482-1300

Walden Instrument Supply Company
910 Main Street
Wakefield, MA 01880
(617) 245-2944

Meriden Cooper Corporation
112 Golden Street Park
Box 692
Meriden, CT 06450-0692
(203) 237-8448
1-800-466-8448
FAX(203) 238-1314

Note: The information above is provided as a sewice to readers and was obtained from the manufacturers. No endorsement of these companies or products is
intended, nor is criticism implied of similar companiesor productswhich are not mentioned. Information is current to April, 1992. Contact the companies for current
information on pricing and availability of products.
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Troubleshooting &
Management Guide

__

Table C.l
Troubleshooting and management guide

Pile fails to heat

Materials too dry

Cannot squeeze water from
material

Add water or wet ingredients

Materials too wet

Materials look or feel soggy; pile
slumps; moisture content
greater than 60%

Add dry amendments and remix

Not enough nitrogen, or slowly
degrading or stable materials

C:N ratio greater than 50:i;
large amount of woody
materials

Add high-nitrogen ingredients;
change composting recipe

Poor structure

Pile settles quickly; few large
particles; not excessively wet

Add bulking agent

Cold weather and
small pile size

Pile height less than 3.5 feet

Enlarge or combine piles; add
highly degradable ingredients

pH excessively low

pH measures less than 5.5;
garbagelike odor

Add lime or wood ash and remix
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Table C.1
Troubleshooting and management guide (continued)

Temperatures falls
consistently over
several days

Uneven temperatures
or varying odors in pile

Gradually falling
temperatures; pile does
not reheat after turning
or aeration

Pile overheating
(temperature greater
than 1 5 O O F )

Extremely high
temperatures (greater
than 170°F) in pile:
composting or curing/
storage

148

Low oxygen; need
for aeration

Temperature declines
gradually rather than sharply

Turn or aerate pile

Low moisture

Cannot squeeze water from
material

Add watei

Poorly mixed materials

Visible differences in the pile
moisture and materials

Turn or remix pile

Uneven airflow or air
short circuiting

Visible differences in the pile
moisture and materials

Shorten aeration pipe;
remix pile

Materials at different
stages of maturity

Temperature varies along
the pile length

None required

Composting nearing
completion

Approaching expected
composting time period;
adequate moisture available;
C:N ratio less than 2O:l

None required

Low moisture

Cannot squeeze water
from materials

Add water and remix

Insufficient aeration
for heat removal

Pile is moist

Turn pile or increase
the airflow rate

Moderate to low moisture;
limited evaporative cooling

Pile feels damp but not
excessively wet or dry

Add water; continue
turning and aeration to
control temperature

Pile is too large

Height greater than 8 feet

Decrease the pile size

Pyrolysis or spontaneous
combustion

Low moisture content; pile
interior looks or smells charred

Decrease pile size; maintain proper
moisture content; add water to
charred or smoldering sections;
break down pile, combine with
other piles
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Table C.1
Troubleshooting and management guide (continued)

High temperatures or
odors in curing or
storage pile

Ammonia odor coming
from composting piles

Sholt active composting
period; temperature and odor
change after mixing

Manage pile for temperature
and odor control, turn piles as
necessary; limit pile size

Piles are too large

Height greater than 8 feet;
width greater than 20 feet

Decrease pile size

High nitrogen level

C:N ratio less than 2O:l

Add high-carbon amendments

High pH

pH greater than 8.0

Lower pH with acidic ingredients
and/or avoid alkaline ingredients

Large woody particles;

Use another carbon amendment
or increase the carbon propoltion

Slowly available carbon source

C:N ratio less than 30:i

Rotten-egg or putrid odors
coming from composting
piles continually

Anaerobic conditions

Low temperatures

Materials too wet

Add dry amendment

Poor structure

Add bulking agent

Pile compacted

Remix pile and add bulking
agent if necessary

Insufficient aeration

Turn pile or increase
the airflow rate

Anaerobic conditions

Odors generated
only after turning

-

Compost is not stable

High temperatures

Pile too large

Decrease the pile size

Airflow uneven or short circuiting

Remix pile; change recipe

Odorous raw materials

High temperatures

Frequent turnings; increase
porosity; add odor-absorbing
amendment

lnsulficient aeration;
anaerobic interior

Falling temperatures

Shorten time interval between
turnings; increase porosity
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Table C.l
Troubleshooting and management guide (continued)

Site-relatedodors
(piles not odorous)

Fly or mosquito problems

Compost contains clumps
of materials and large
particles; texture is not
uniform

150

Raw materials

Odor is characteristic
of the raw material

Handle raw materials promptly
with minimal storage

Nutrient-rich puddles
because of poor drainage

Standing puddles of
water; ruts in pad

Divert runoff away; maintain
pad surface

Holding pond or lagoon
overloaded with
nutrients or sediment

Heavy algae and weed
growth; gas bubbles on
pond sulface

Install sediment trap; enlarge
pond surface area; use runoff
and pond water on cropland

Flies breeding in
compost piles

Fresh manure or food
material at pile surface;
flies hover around piles

Turn piles every four to seven
days; cover static piles with
a 6-inch layer of compost

Flies breeding in raw
materials

Wet raw materials stored
on site more than four days

Handle raw materials promptly

Mosquitoes breeding in
stagnant water

Standing puddles of water;
nutrient-richpond or lagoon

Grade site properly; maintain
pad surface; maintain holding
pond or lagoon in aerobic
condition

Poor mixing of materials
or insufficient turning

Original raw materials
discernible in compost

Screen compost; improve
initial mixing

Airflow uneven or shortcircuiting

Wet clumps of compost

Screen or shred compost; improve
air distribution

Raw materials contain large
parlicles and nowdegradable
or slowly degradable materials

Large, olten woody,
particles in compost

Screen compost; grind
and/or sort raw materials

Active composting
not complete

Curing piles heat
or develop odors

Lengthen composting time or
improve composting conditions
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Work Sheets
andForms

Sample temperature monitoring forms
Site temperature monitoring record ...................................

152

Windrow/pile temperature monitoring record .....................

153

Compost pad area calculation
Blank work sheet ........................................................

154-156

Completed example ...................................................

157-1 59
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Site temperature monitoring record
Time of day

Date
Data collected by
Weather (sunny, raining, and so on)
Ambient (air) temperature

"F

Wind direction

General site observations and comments

Recorded by date
152
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Windrowlpile temperature monitoring record
Windrow, pile, or cell number
Date constructed
Ingredients and comments

Recorded by windrow, pile, or cell
On-Farm Composting Handbook
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Compost pad area calculation

1.

Raw materials and daily volumes
Daily volume

Material

cubic feet per day
cubic feet per day
cubic feet per day
cubic feet per day
cubic feet per day
Total daily volume
1A.

Adjust for volume reduction because of combining raw materials (optional)
Reduced volume

2.

cubic feet per day

=

= daily volume (from step 1) x 0.80

-

cubic feet per day x 0.80

-

cubic feet per day

Calculate pad volume. Pad volume is the total volume of material on the pad at one time.
Pad volume

=

composting period x daily volume (from step 1 or 1A)

-

days x

--

cubic feet

cubic feet per day

2A. Adjust volume for shrinkage (optional)
Adjusted volume

154

= shrinkage factor x volume

-

X

-

cubic feet

cubic feet
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3.

4.

Windrowlpile dimensions
Length

-

Height

-

Width

feet

(determined by site limitations)

-

feet
feet

(determined by equipment available
for forming and turning windrows)

-

(formula from table 7.2, page 70)

Windrow/pile volume
A

-

or A
Volume

5.

6.

-

square feet

-

square feet (from table 7.3, page i

= A x length

-

square feet x

-

cubic feet

feet

Number of windrows/piles = pad volume (step 2 or 2A) + windrowlpile volume (step 4)

-

cubic feet +

-

or

cubic feet
windrows/piles

Windrows/piles layout and spacing (required space between windrows is estimated in
figure 7.9, page 71). Sketch below.
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7.

Pad width, length, and area
Width of windrows/piles

Aisle space

Perimeter space

Total pad width

Pad length

Pad area

= number of windrowslpiles x width of each

-

X

-

feet

=

feet t

--

feet

=

feet t

-

feet

=

feet

feet

(see figure 7.9, page 71)

feet

width of windrows/piles t aisle space t perimeter space

-

feet t

-

feet

feet t

feet

= windrowlpile length t perimeter space

-

feet t

-

feet

=

pad.width x length

-

feet x

-

square feet

feet

feet

Check to see if the pad dimensions are consistent with required setbacks.
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Compost pad area calculation
(example completed with data from chapter 7)

1.

Raw materials and daily volumes
Material

Daily volume

Hen manure
Sawdust

2 10
b30

cubic feet per day
cubic feet per day
cubic feet per day
cubic feet per day
cubic feet per day

Total daily volume
1A.

8YO

cubic feet per day

Adjust for volume reduction because of combining raw materials (optional)
Reduced volume

2.

=

= daily volume (from step 1) x 0.80

-

8'to

cubic feet per day x 0.80

--

6?2

cubic feet per day

or appmimately 300

Calculate pad volume. Pad volume is the total volume of material on the pad at one time.
Pad volume

=
-

-

composting period x daily volume (from step 1 or 1A)

60
% 000

days x

700

cubic feet per day

cubic feet

2A. Adjust volume for shrinkage (optional)
Adjusted volume
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shrinkage factor x volume
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3.

4.

Windrowlpile dimensions
feet

(determined by site limitations)

=

Iy

feet
feet

(determined by equipment available
for forming and turning windrows)

=

-'bx

=

Height

=

Width
Windrowlpile volume
A

kwa

orA

=

75

Volume

=

-

(formula from table 7.2, page 70)

square feet (from table 7.3, page 72)

A x length

35
jk250

square feet x

150

feet

cubic feet

Number of windrowslpiles = pad volume (step 2 or 2A) + windrow/pile volume (step 4)

-

6.

2
3

--

-

5.

'

150

Length

31,500 cubic feet
2.9 or 3

i

250

cubic feet

windrowslpiles

Windrowslpiles layout and spacing (required space between windrows is estimated in
figure 7.9, page 71). Sketch below.
A I

1

Windrod

1Y'wide x 150' lbng

Pad
width

'space around
perimeter

.
58

pad length

/
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I

7.

Pad width, length, and area
Width of windrowslpiles

= number of windrowslpiles x width of each

-

3 x 19
42 feet

-

20

feet t

-

‘to

feet

- .
-

10

feet t

-

20

feet

-

Aisle space

Perimeter space

Total pad width

Pad length

Pad area

=

20

feet

10

feet

(see figure 7.9, page 71)

width of windrowslpiles t aisle space t perimeter space

-

q2

feett

--

IO2

feet

=

feet

feet t

20

feet

windrowlpile length t perimeter space

= pad width x length

--

102 feetx 170
17,3Y 0 square feet

feet

Check to see if the pad dimensions are consistent with required setbacks.
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Environmental

State environmental agencies

Alabama

Arizona

Department of Environmental Management
Solid Waste Division
1751 Congressman William Dickinson Drive
Montgomery, AL 36109
(205) 271-7726

Energy Office
3800 North Central #1200
Phoenix, AZ 85012
(602) 280-1402

Department of Conservation
Division of Recycling
801 " K Street
Sacramento, CA 95814-3500
(800) 642-5669

Alaska

Arkansas

Colorado

Department of Environmental Conservation
Division of Environmental Quality
Solid Waste Program
410 Willoughby Avenue, Suite 105
Juneau, AK 99801-1795
(907) 465-5150

Department of Pollution Control and Ecology
Solid Waste Division
8001 National Drive
Box 8913
Little Rock, AR 72219-8913
(501) 562-6533

Department of Health
4210 East 11th Avenue
Denver, CO 80220-3783
(303) 320-8333

____

California

Note: Every attempt was made to verify the addresses of these state environmental agencies; however, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Information is
current to Aoril. 1992. Readers should contact the soecific offices listed above Onlv if thev have cluestions about state comoostina
and related matters.
,
" auideiines
"
Other questions may have to be directed to differeni state offices
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-

State environmental agencies (continued)

-

Connecticut

Georgia

Indiana

Recycling Program
Department of Environmental Protection
165 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, CT 06106
(203) 566-5847

Department of Natural Resources
205 Butler Street, SE
1170 East Tower
Atlanta, GA 30334
(404) 656-2833

Indiana Department of Environmental
Management
105 South Meridian Street
Indianapolis, IN 46225
(317) 232-3210

Delaware

Hawaii

Iowa

Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Control
89 Kings Highway
Box 1401
Dover, DE 19901
(302) 739-3820

Office of Solid Waste
Department of Health
Box 3378
Honolulu, HI 96801
(808) 586-4227

Iowa Department of Natural Resources
Waste Management Division
900 East Grand Avenue
Des Moines, IA 50319
(515) 281-8941
FAX (515) 281-8895

District of Columbia

Idaho

Kansas

Department of Public Works
Water and Sewer Utility Administration
5000 Overlook Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20032
(202) 767-7651

Division of Environmental Quality
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare
1410 North Hilton Street
Boise, ID 83720-9000
(208) 334-0502

Solid Waste Section
Department of Health and Environment
Forbes Field
Topeka, KS 66620
(913) 296-1590

Florida

Illinois

Kentucky

Library
Department of Environmental Regulation
2600 Blair Stone Road, Room 441
Tallahassee, FL 32301
(904) 488-0890

Department of Energy and Natural Resources
325 West Adams Street, Room 300
Springfield, IL 62704-1892
(217) 524-5454

Department for Environmental Protection
Divisions of Waste, Water, and Air Quality
14 Reilly Road
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502) 564-2150

-

Note: Every attempt was made to verify the addresses of these state environmental agencies; however, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Inlormation is
current to April, 1992. Readers should contact the specilic oflices listed above only if they havequestions about state compostingguidelines and related matters.
Other questions may have to be directed to different state oflices.
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-

State environmental agencies (continued)

Louisiana

Michigan

Montana

Solid Waste Division
Department of Environmental Quality
Box 82178
Baton Rouge, LA 70884
(504) 765-0249

Resource Recovery Section
Department of Natural Resources
Box 30241
Lansing, MI 48909
(517) 373-4741

Solid and Hazardous Waste Bureau
Department of Health and Environmental
Sciences
836 Front Street
Helena, MT 59620
(406) 444-1430

Maine

Minnesota

Nebraska

Department of Environmental Protection
Station #17
Augusta, ME 04333
(207) 582-8740

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
520 Lafayette Road
SI. Paul, MN 55155
(612) 296-6300

Department of Environmental Control
Box 98922
Lincoln, NE 6850943922
(402) 471-2186

MaryIand

Mississippi

Nevada

Department of the Environment
201 West Preston Street
Room 212
Baltimore, MD 21201
(301) 225-5647

Department of Environmental Quality
Box 20305
Jackson, MS 39289-1305
(601) 961-5000

Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources
123 West Nye Lane
Room 214
Carson City, NV 89710
(702) 885-4360

Massachusetts

Missouri

New Hampshire

Recycling Program Coordinator
Department of Environmental Protection
Division of Solid Waste Management
1 Winter Street, 4th Floor
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 292-5589

Department of Natural Resources
Solid Waste Management Program
Box 176
Jefferson City, MO 65102
(314) 751-3176

Department of Environmental Services
6 H a m Drive
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 271-3503

-

Note: Every attempt was made to verity the addresses of these state environmental agencies; however, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Information is
current to April, 1992. Readers should contact the specific officeslisted above only if they have questions about state composting guidelines and related matters.
Other questions may have to be directed to different state offices.
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State environmental agencies (continued)

-

New Jersey

North Dakota

Pennsylvania

Department of Environmental Protection and
Energy
Division of Solid Waste Management
Bureau of Resource Recovery
CN 414
Trenton, NJ 08625-0414
(609) 530-8885

Division of Waste Management
Solid Waste Program
North Dakota Department of Health
1200 Missouri Avenue, Room 302
Box 5520
Bismarck, ND 58502-5520
(701) 221-5166

Bureau of Waste Management
200 Norlh 3rd Street
Box 2063
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2065
(717) 787-9870

New Mexico

Ohio

Rhode Island

New Mexico Environment Department
Box 26110
Santa Fe, NM 87502-6110
(505) 827-2850

Division of Solid and InfectiousWaste
Management
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency
1800 Watermark Drive
Columbus, OH 43266-0149
(614) 644-2917

Deparlment of Environmental Management
Office of Environmental Coordination
83 Park Street
Providence, RI 02908
(401) 277-3434

New York

Oklahoma

South Carolina

Bureau of Waste Reduction and Recycling
Department of Environmental Conservation
50 Wolf Road, Room 200
Albany, NY 12233-4015
(518) 457-7337

Oklahoma State Department of Health
Solid Waste Management 0206
1000 NE 10th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 731 17-1299
(405) 271-7159

Bureau of Solid and Hazardous Waste
Management
Department of Health and Environmental
Control
2600 Bull Street
Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 734-5200

North Carolina

Oregon

South Dakota

North Carolina Department of Environment,
Health, and Natural Resources
Division of Solid Waste Management
Solid Waste Section
Box 27687
Raleigh, NC 2761 1-7687
(919) 733-0692

Department of Environmental Quality
81 1 SW 6th Avenue
Portland, OR 97204-1319
(503) 229-5913
FAX (503) 229-6124
TDD (503) 229-6993

Department of Environment and Natural
Resources
Foss Building, Room 416
Pierre, SD 57501
(605) 773-3153

Note: Every attempt was made to verify the addresses of these stale environmental agencies: however, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Information is
current to April, 1992. Readers should contact the specific oftices listed above only if they have questions about state composting guidelines and related matters.
Other questions may have to be directed to different state offices.
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State environmental agencies (continued)

Tennessee

Vermont

Department of Environment and
Conservation
Division of Solid Waste Management
Customs House, 4th Floor
701 Broadway
Nashville, TN 37243-1535
(615) 327-3540

Solid Waste Management Division
Department of Environmental Conservation
103 South Main Streel
Waterbury, VT 05671-0407
(802) 244-7831

Division of Natural Resources
Waste Management Section
1356 Hansford Street
Charleston, WV 25301
(304) 348-5929
FAX (304) 348-0256

Texas

Virginia

Wisconsin

Municipal Solid Waste Division
Texas Water Commission
Box 13087, Capitol Station
Auslin, TX 78711
(512) 834-6625

Department of Waste Management
Monroe Building, 1i t h Floor
101 North 14th Street
Richmond, VA 23219
(804) 225-2667

Bureau of Solid Waste Management
Department of Natural Resources
101 South Webster Street
Madison, WI 53707
(608) 266-1327

Utah

Washington

Wyoming

Division of Solid and Hazardous Waste
Department of Environmental Quality
288 North 1460 West Street
Box 144880
Salt Lake Cily. UT 841 14.4880
(801) 538-6170

Department of Ecology
Wasle Reduction, Recycling, and Litter
Conlrol Program
Box 47600, Mail Stop 7600
Olympia, WA 98504-7600
(206) 438-7482
FAX (206) 438-7789

Solid Waste Management Program
Department of Environmental Quality
Herschler Building
122 West 25th Street
Cheyenne, WY 82002
(307) 777-7752

__

West Virginia

Note: Every attempt was made to verify the addresses of these state environmental agencies; however, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Information is
current to April, 1992. Readers should contact the specific oftices listed above only if they have questions about state composting guidelines and related matters.
Other questions may have io be directed to different state offices.
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Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regional offices

Region 1

U S EPA Region 1
JFK Federal Building
Boston, MA 02203
(617) 565-3420
Region 2 a

U.S. EPA Region 2
26 Federal Plaza
Room 906
New York, NY 10278
(212) 264-2525
Region 3

U S EPA Region 3
841 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107-4431
(215) 597-9800
Region 4

Region 7

Region 10

U.S. EPA Region 4
345 Courtland Street, NE
Atlanta, GA 30365
(404) 347-4727

U.S. EPA Region 7
726 Minnesota Avenue
Kansas City, KS 66101

U S EPA Region 10

Region 5

Region 0

US. EPA Region 5

U S EPA Region 8

77 West Jackson Blvd
12th Floor
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 353-2000

999 18th Street
Suite 500
Denver, CO 80202-2405
(303) 293-1603

Region 6

Region 9

US. EPA Region 6

U S EPA Region 9
75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 744-1510

1445 Ross Avenue
Suite 1200
Dallas, TX 75270
(214) 655-6444
On-Farm Composting Handbook

(913) 551-7000

1200 Sixth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 553-4973 or
1-800-424-4EPA

a

Region 2 includes Puelto Rico.
Region 9 includes Hawaii.
Region 10 includes Alaska.

Note: Every attempt was made to verify the addresses of these regional EPA offices; however,
absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Inlormalion iscurrent to April, 1992. Readers should contact
the specific offices listed above only if they have
questions about composting guidelines and related
matters. Other questions may have to be directed to
diflerent offices.
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Metric
Conversions
Table F.l
Metric conversions

Area
acre
square fool
square inch
square mile

acre
112
in2
mile2

hectare
square meter
square centimeter
square kilometer

ha
m2
cm2
km2

0.4047
0,0929
6.4516
2.5900

mho

siemens

S

1

Conductance, electric
mho

__
Density (mass)
pounds per cubic foot
pounds per cubic inch
pounds per cubic yard
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lb/fI3
Ibh3
lb/yd3

kilograms per cubic meter
kilograms per cubic meter
kilograms per cubic meter

kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3

16.0185
27,679.90
0.5933

Appendix F Metric Conversions

Table F.l
Metric conversions (continued)

Energy
British thermal unit
foot-pound
kilocalorie

Btu
It-lbf
kcal

kilojoule
joule
kilojoule

kJ
J
kJ

1.0551
1.3558
4.1868

m3imin

1.6990
0.0283
3.7854
3.7854
0.0037854
3.7854

Flow volume
cubic feet per second
cubic leet per second
gallons per hour
gallons per minute
gallons per second
gallons per second

ft%
galih or gph
galimin or gpm
galis or gps
galis or gps

cubic meters per minute
cubic meters per second
liters per hour
liters per minute
cubic meters per second
liters per second

It
in
micron
mile
Yd

meter
centimeter
micrometer
kilometer
meter

cm
CLm
km

0.7

gram
kilogram
ton, Megagram
ton, Megagram

9
kg
I,MQ
1, Mg

n31s

m3is
Uh
Umin

m3is

us

Length

foot
inch
micron
mile
yard

m

m

0.3048
2.54
1
1.6093
0.9144

Mass
ounce
pound
ton (long)
ton (short)

Ib
ton
ton

28.3495
0.4536
1.016
0.9072

Note: The symbol t is used to designate metric ton. The unit metric ton (exactly 1 Mg, or 1 milliongrams) is in wide use, but its applications are limited.

-

Mass per time
ton (short) per hour

tanlh
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t o r Megagram per hour

ffh, Mglh

0.9072
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Table F.l
Metric conversions (continued)

horsepower

hp

kilowatt

kW

0.7457

in H,O

kilopascals

kPa

0.2488

OF

degrees Celsius (Centigrade)

"C

meters per minute
meters per second
millimeters per second
kilometers per hour

mlmin

Pressure
inches of water

Temperature
degrees Fahrenheit

toC= (toF- 32) + 1.8

Velocity
feet per minute
feet per second
inches per second
miles per hour

ftimin or fpm
nis
inls
milelhour

mls
mmis
kmlh

0.3048
0.3048
25.4
1.6093

Volume
bushel
cubic foot
cubic yard
gallon
ounce
pint
quart

bushel
113

Yd3
gal

oz

liter
cubic meter
cubic meter
liter
milliliter
liter
liter

L
m3

m3
L
mL
L
L

35.2391
0.0283
0.7646
3.7854
29.5735
0.4732
0.9464

Conversionfactors reprintedwith permissionfrom the American Society of Agricultural Engineers. Source: ASAE EngineeringPractice EP285.7, Useof SI (Metric)
Units, revised editorially and reconfirmed December, 1990. Published in ASAE Standards, OAmerican Society of Agricultural Engineers.
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Glossary

agitated hy a turning machine or by augers.
Usually some means or forced aeration is
also provided.

Actinomycete. A group of microorganisms, intermediate between bacteria and
true fungi, that usually produce a characteristic branched mycelium. These organisms are responsible for the earthy smell of
compost.
Aerated static pile. Forced aeration
method of composting in which a freestanding composting pilc is aerated by a
blower moving air through perforated pipes
located beneath the pile.
Aeration. The process by which the oxygen-deficient air in compost is replaced by
air from the atmosphere. Aeration can be
enhanced by turning.
Aerobic. An adjective describing an organism or process that requires oxygen
(for example, an aerobic organism).
Agitated-bed. An in-vessel composting
method in which the materials are contained in a bin orreactor and are periodically
On-Farm Composting Handbook

Agricultural wastes. Wastes normally
associated with the production and processing of food and fiber on farms, feedlots,
ranches, ranges, and forests. May include
animal manure, crop residues, and dead
animals. Also agricultural chemicals, fertilizers, and pesticides that may find their
way into surface and subsurface water.

ment and soil amendment.
Ammonia (NH,). A gaseous compound
comprised of nitrogen and hydrogen. Ammonia, which has a pungent odor, is
commonly formed from organic nitrogen
compounds during composting.
Ammonium (NH,+). An ion comprised of
nitrogen and hydrogen. Ammonium is
readily converted to and from ammonia
depending on conditions in the compost
pile.

Air pressure loss (also called static pressure or resistance). The pressure or energy Anaerobic. An adjective describing an
lost as air moves through a system such as organism or process that does not require
the compost pile, pipe, blower, and filter air or free oxygen.
pile of an aerated static pile. The air pressure loss indicates the amount of energy Anion. An atom or molecule with a nega
required to move air through the system at tive charge (for example, nitrate, NO,-).
the desired flow rate. The pressure loss
Species of fungus
must he estimated in order to select an Aspergi[[~~sfumigutus.
with spores that cause allergic reactions in
appropriate fan or blower.
some individuals. It can also causecompliAmbient air temperature. The tempera- cations for people with certain existing
ture of the air in the vicinity of thecompost health problems.
pile.
Availability,nutrient. See nutrientavailAmendment. See composting amend- ability.
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See also chemical oxygen demand.

Bacteria. A group of microorganisms having single-celled or noncellular bodies.
Bacteria usually appear as spheroid, rodlike, or curved entities but occasionally
appear as sheets, chains, or branched filaments.

Biogas. A mixture of gases, including
methane and carbon dioxide, which is generated by the anaerobic biological
decomposition of organic materials (for
example, manure). Biogas can be burned
as a fuel.
BOD. See biochemical oxygen demand.

Batchmixer. A typeofmixer which blends
materials together in distinct loads or
batches. The materials are loaded, mixed,
and then unloaded in sequence rather than
moved through inacontinuous flow. Batch
mixers for composting are often modified
livestock feed mixers using paddles or
augers as the mixing mechanisms.
Bedded manure pack. A mixture of hedding and manurethat accumulate overtime
in a livestock barn. A bedded pack forms
when bedding materials are regularlyadded
to the manure that is deposited by livestock
in the barn. The manure-bedding mixture
is not frequently removed but gradually
buildsupandhecomes the surfaceon which
the livestock stand and lie. To provide a
firm surface, a large amount of bedding is
required. Therefore, bedded pack manure
usually is dry.
Bedding. Dry absorbent materials used to
provide a dry lying surface for livestock.
Bedding materials such as sawdust and
straw absorb moisture from livestock
wastes, the soil, and the environment.
Bin composting.A cnmposting technique
in which mixtures of materials are
compostedin simple structures (bins) rather
than freestanding piles. Bins are considered a form of in-vessel composting, but
they are usually not totally enclosed. Many
composting bins include a means of forced
aeration.

Buck wall. A relatively short strong wall,
often made of concrete or treated wood. It
is used primarily as a support to push
against when scooping and lifting loose or
flowing materials (for example, manure).
Bucket loader. A vehicle which employs
a hydraulically operated hthcket to lift materials. Includes farm tractors with bucket
attachments, skid loaders, and large frontend loaders.

The ratio of the weight of organic carbon
(C) to that of total nitrogen (N) in an
organic material.

Cation. A atom or molecule which has a
positive charge (for example, ammonium,
NH,+).

-

Cellulose. A long chain of tightly bound
sugar molecules that constitutes the chief
part of the cell walls of plants.

-

Chemical oxygen demand (COD). A
measure of the oxygen-consuming capacity of inorganic and organic matter present
in water or wastewater. It is expressed as
the amount of oxygen consumed from a
chemical oxidant in a specified test. It does
not differentiate between stable and unstable organic matter and thus does not
necessarily correlate with biochemical
oxygen demand. See also biochemical
oxygen demand.

Bulk density. Weight or mass per unit of
volume of a material comprised of many
individual particles. For example, the
weight of a pile of wood chips divided by
the volume of the pile is the hulk density.
This is different from the particle density
(which, in this case, equals the weight of a
single wood chip divided by its volume).
See also density.
Bulkingagent. An ingredient in a mixture
of composting raw materials included to
improve the structure and porosity of the
mix. Bulking agents are usually rigid and
dry and often have large particles (for
example, straw). Theterms “bulking agent”
and “amendment” are commonly uaed interchangeably. See also composting
amendment.

C

CO,. Chemical symbol for carbondioxide
COD. See chemical oxygen demand.
Compost. A group of organic residues or a
mixture of organic residues and soil that
have been piled, moistened, and allowed to
undergoaerobic biological decomposition.
Composting. Biological degradation of
organic matter under aerobic conditions to
a relatively stable humus-like material
called compost.
Composting amendment. An ingredient
in a mixture of composting raw materials
included to improve the overall characteristics of the mix. Amendments often add
carbon, dryness, or porosity to the mix.
Compost stability. See stability, of compost.

C. Chemical symbol for carbon.
Biochemicaloxygendemand (BOD). The
quantity of oxygen used in the biochemical
oxidation of organic matter in a specified
time, at a specified temperature, and under
specifiedconditions. Normally fivedays at
20°C unless otherwise stated. A standard
test used in assessing the biodegradable
organic matter in municipal wastewater.
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Carbon dioxide (CO& An inorganic gaseoos compound comprised of carbon and
oxygen. Carbon dioxideis produced by the
oxidation of organic carbon compounds
during composting.
Carbon-to-nitrogen ratio (C:N ratio).

Contamination.Any introduction into the
environment (water, air, or soil) of microorganisms, chemicals, wastes, or wastewater in a concentration that makes the
environment unfit for its intended use.
Cubic yard. A unit of measure equivalent
to 27 cubic feet or 22 bushels. A box that is
Glossary

-

-

I yard wide, 1 yard long, and 1 yard high
has a volume of 1 cubic yard. A cubic yard
is often loosely referred to as a “ y a r d (for
example, a one-yard bucket).

Curing.Final stageofcomposting in which
stabilization of the compost continues but
the rate of decomposition has slowed to a
point where turning or forcedaerationis no
longer necessary. Curing generally occurs
at lower, mesophilic temperatures.

D
Damping off disease. The wilting and
early death of young seedlings caused by a
variety of pathogens.
Decomposers. The microorganisms and
invertebrates that cause the normal degradation of natural organic materials.
Degradability. Term describing the ease
and extent that a substance is decomposed
by the compostingprocess. Materials which
break down quickly andlor completely
during the time frame of composting are
highly degradable. Materials which resist
biological decomposition are poorly oreven
non-degradable.
Denitrification. An anaerobic biological
process which converts nitrogen compounds to nitrogen gas or nitrous oxide.
Density. The weight or mass of a substance per unit of volume. See also bulk
density

.

Detention basin. See holding pond.
Dry matter. The portion of a substance
that is nof comprised of water. The dry
mattercontent (%) isequal to 1007Ominus
the moisture content (70).

E
Electrical conductivity. A measure of a
solution’s ability to carry an electrical current; varies both with the number and type
of ions contained in the solution.
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Enzymes. Any of numerous complex proteins produced by living cells to catalyze
specific biochemical reactions.
Ericaceous. Belonging to the plant family
Ericaceae, the heath family ofplants.Characterizedby evergreen or deciduous shrubs,
trees, and woody plants growing in acid
soil and having simple leaves, often showy
flowers either solitary or in clusters, and
fruit in the form of a berry or capsule.

Evaporative cooling. The cooling that
occurs when heat from the air or compost
pile material is used to evaporate water.
Exchange capacity. A measure of the nutrient holding powerof asoilor soilamendment, such as compost. Indicates a soil’s
ability to attract and retain plant nutrients
which exist as charged molecules or ions.
Cation exchange capacity concerns positively charged ions. Anion exchange capacity refers to negatively charged ions.
Cation exchange is usually stressed because most soils have a negative charge
and, therefore, attract the positively charged
cations typically supplied by fertilizers.
Extended pile. A pile form used in the
aerated static pile composting technique in
which a large pile is constructed of individual cells, each with an aeration system.
Cells are added daily and stacked against
the previous cell, giving the overall pile a
nearly rectangular cross section.

F
Fertilizer value. An estimate of the value
of commercial fertilizer elements (N, P, K)
that can he replaced by manure or organic
waste material. Usually expressed as dollars per ton of manure or quantity of
nutrients per ton of manure.
Filter press cakes. Residues from filter
press operations after filter presses remove
liquids.
Forced aeration. Means of supplying air
to a composting pile or vessel which relies
on blowers to move air through the
composting materials.

Fungus. Plural fungi. A group of simple
plants that lack a photosynthetic pigment.
The individual cells have a nucleus surrounded by a membrane, and they may be
linked together in long filaments called
hyphae. The individual hyphae can grow
together to form a visible body.

G

-

-

Green manure. Plant material incorporated into the soil, while green, to improve
the soil.
Grinding. Operation which reduces the
particle sireof materials. Grinding implies
that particles are broken apart largely by
smashing and crushing rather than tearing
or slicing. See also shredding.

H
Heavy metals. A group of metallic elements that include lead, cadmium, zinc,
copper, mercury, and nickel. Can be found
in considerable concentrations in sewage
sludgc and acvcrd other waste materials.
High concentrations in the soil can lead to
toxic effects in plants and animals ingesting the plants and soil particles. Federal
and many state regulations restrict the land
application ofmaterials which contain high
concentrations of heavy metals.
Herbicides. Agents used to inhibit plant
growth or kill specific plant types,
Holding pond (also called retention basin
or detention basin). An earthen basin to
temporarily store precipitation runoff and
other water for later use or disposal. Holding ponds can be excavated or formed
above grade by constructing earthen embankments.
Humic acids. The chemical or biological
compoundscomposedof dark organic substances that are precipitated upon acidification of a basic extract from soil.
Humus. The dark or black carbon-rich
relatively stable residue resulting from the
decomposition of organic matter.
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Hydrogen sulfide (H,S). A gas with the
characteristic odor ofrotten eggs, produced
by anaerobic decomposition.

industrial wastes to land either for ultimate
disposal or for reuse of the nutrients and
organic matter for their fertilizer value.

Hyphae. See fungus.

Leachate. The liquid that results when
water comes in contact with a solid and
extracts material, either dissolved or suspended, from the solid.

bacteria, generally accepted as between 50
and 105'F (IO and 40OC).
mho. See mmho.

I
Immobilization, nitrogen. Conversion of
nutrient compounds from an inorganic
form, available to plants, into the organic
tissue of microorganisms (orotherplants).
The nutrients are unavailable until the microorganisms die and the microbial tissues
containing the nutrients decompose. Nitrogen immobilization occurs when
materials with a high C.N ratio are land
applied. The microorganisms that use the
carbon also assimilate the available nitrogen, rendering it unavailable to plants.
Infiltration area. An area or strip of land
that is vegetated (usually withgrass) where
water enters the soil in a controlled manner. Infiltration areas can be relatively flat
to gently sloping parcels of land or long,
narrow, low-sloping channels. Pasture or
hay crop land can serve as an infiltration
area. Infiltration areas can he used to treat
dilute waste water and nutrient-laden runoff.
Inoculum. Plural inocula. Living organisms o r material containing living
organisms (suchas bacteriaorothermicroorganisms) which are added to initiate or
accelerate a biological process (for example, biological seeding).
In-vessel composting. A diverse group of
composting methods in which composting
materials arecontainedin abuilding, reactor, or vessel.

K. Chemical symbol for potassium

L
L a n d application. Application of manure,
sewage sludge, municipal wastewater, and
172

Lignin. A substance that, together with
cellulose, forms the woody cell walls of
plants and the cementing material between
them. Lignin is resistant to decomposition.
Liquid m a n u r e (thin slurry). Manure
which has had sufficient water added so
that it can be pumped easily. Normally
fibrous material such as chopped straw or
waste hay is not present. See also manure.
Litter, poultry. Dry absorbent bedding
material such as straw, sawdust, and wood
shavings that is spread on the floor of
poultry barns to absorb and condition manure. Sometimes the manure-litter combination from the barn is also referred to as
litter.

Manure. The fecal and urinary excretion
of livestock and poultry. Sometimes referred to as livestock waste. This material
may also contain bedding, spilled feed,
water or soil.It may also include wastes not
associated with livestock excreta, such as
milking center wastewater, contaminated
milk, hair, feathers, or other debris. See
also liquid manure, semi-solid manure,
slurry manure, and solid manure.
M a n u r e storage. A storage unit to keep
manure contained for some period of time
prior to its ultimate utilization or disposal.
Manure storages are usually classified by
type and form of manure stored andlor
construction of the storage; for example,
above- orbelow-groundliquidmanure tank,
earthen storage basin, solid manure storage. See also manure.
Mesophilic. Operationally, the temperature range most conducive to the maintenance of optimum digestion by mesophilic

Microbe. See microorganism.

-

Microfauna. Populations of microscopic
animals including protozoa and nematodes.
Microflora. Populations of microscopic
plants including bacteria, actinomycetes,
fungi, and algae.

-

Microorganism. An organism requiring
magnification for observation.
mmho. Plural mmhos. A millimbo. Onethousandth of a mho (pronounced mo with
a long 0).A mho is a unit of measurement
for electrical conductivity which is the
basis for measuring soluble salt concentration. (mhois thebackward spelling ofobm,
the unit of measurement for electrical resistance.)
Moisture content. The fraction or percentage of a substance comprised of water.
Moisture content equals the weight of the
water portion divided by the total weight
(water plus dry matter portion). Moisture
content is sometimes reported on a dry
basis. Dry-hasis moisture content equals
the weight of the water divided by the
weight of the dry matter.
Mulch. A material spread over the soil
surface to conserve moisture and porosity
in the soil underneath and to suppress weed
growth. Grass clippings, compost, wood
chips, barks, sawdust, and straw are common mulch materials.
Mycelium. The collective term for fungus
filaments or hyphae.

N. Chemical symbol for nitrogen
Nitrate-nitrogen. A negatively charged
ion comprised of nitrogen and oxygen
(NO;). Nitrate is a water soluble and mobile form of nitrogen. Because of its
Glossary

-

negative charge, it is not strongly held by
soil particles (also negative) and can be
leached away.

Nitrification. The biochemical oxidation
of ammonia nitrogen to nitrate.
Nutrient availability. The relative proportion o f a nutrient in the soil that can he
absorbed and assimilated by growing
plants.
Nutrient-holdingcapacity. The ability to
absorb and retain nutrients so they will he
available to the roots of plants. See also
exchange capacity.

0
Organic matter. Chemical substances of
animal or vegetable origin, consisting of
hydrocarbons and their derivatives.

P
P. Chemical symbol for phosphorus.
Pad, composting. The surface or area occupied by actively composting windrows
and piles.
Passive aeration. Air movement through
composting windrows and piles which occurs by natural forces including convection,
diffusion, wind, and the tendency of warm
air to rise (thermal buoyancy).
Passive composting. Method of compostingin whichthereislittlemanagement
and manipulation of the materials after
they are mixed and piled. Turning occurs
infrequently (for example, monthly).
Forced aeration is not provided.
Passively aerated windrow composting.
A composting method in which windrows
are constructed over a series of perforated
plastic pipes, which serve as air ducts for
passiveaeration. Windrows are not turned.
Pathogen. Any organism capable of producing disease or infection. Often found in
waste material, most patbogens are killed
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by the high temperatures of the composting process.

PCBs. Polychlorinated biphenyls. Persistent, immobile contaminants found in
industrial waste and sewage sludge. Federal and many state regulations restrict the
land application of materials which contain high concentrations of PCBs.
Peat. Unconsolidated soil material consisting largely of organic matter accumulated under conditions of excessive
moisture. The organic matter is not decomposed or is only slightly decomposed.
Perlite. Volcanic mineral usedasan amendment in pottiug soil.
pH. A measure of the concentration of
hydrogen ions in a solution. pH is expressed as a negative exponent. Thus,
something that has a pH of 8 has ten times
fewer hydrogen ions than something with
a pH of 7. The lower the pH, the more
hydrogen ions present, and the more acidic
the material is. The higher the pH, the
fewer hydrogen ions present, and the more
basic it is. A pH of 7 is considered neutral.
Phytophthora. A group of fungal plant
pathogens which cause a serious root,
crown, and sometimes foliar (leaf) disease
on a large number of plants. These fungi
are most active under conditions of high
soil moisture.
Phytophthoraroot rot. See phytophthora
and root rot.
Phytotoxic.An adjectivedescribing a substance that has a toxic effect on plants.
Immature or anaerobic compost may contain acids or alcohols that can harm
seedlings or sensitive plants.
Pollution.The presence in a body of water
(or soil or air) of a substance (pollutant) in
such quantities that it impairs the body’s
usefulness or renders it offensive to the
senses of sight, taste, or smell. In general,
a public-health hazard may be created, but
in some instances only economic or aesthetics is involved, as when foul odors
pollute the air.

Polychlorinated biphenyls. See PCBs.
Porosity. A measure of the pore space of a
material or pile of materials. Porosity is
equal to the volume of the pores divided by
the total volume. In composting, the term
porosity is sometimes used loosely, referringtothevolumeoftheporesoccupiedby
air only (without including the pore space
occupied by water).

-

-

Poultry litter. See litter, poultry.
PTO. Power take off. Drive shaft and
coupling onatractorwhich transmits power
from the tractor engine to implements and
secondary equipment (for example,pumps,
grinders, and windrow turners).
Pullet.Ayounghen,lessthanoneyearold.
Pythium. A fungal plant pathogen which
causes seed, seedling, and root rots on a
large number of plants. These fungi are
most active under conditions of highmoisture.
Pythium root rot. See pythium and root
rot.

R
Recipe. The ingredients and proportions
used in blending together several raw materials for composting.
Retention basin. See holding pond.
Root rot. A diseaseof plants characterized
by discoloration and decay of the roots.

S
Saturated Paste. A laboratory technique
in which solid particles are rendered into a
paste in order to measure characteristics
such as pH and soluble salt concentration.
Semi-solid manure. Manure which has
had some bedding added or has received
sufficient air drying to raise the solids
content such that it will stack but has a
lower profile than solid manure and seep173
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age may collect around the outside. It may
be pumped with positive displacement
jumps or handled with a front-end loader.
See also manure.

Septage.Waste pumped from septic tanks.
Contains human wastes.
Setback. A prescribed distance separating
theareaofaparticularactivity and aneighboring boundary (for example, the distance.
between the composting pad and the property line).
Sewage sludge. Solid portion of waste
from sewage treatment plants. Contains
human wastes.

sand, silt, and clay in a particular soil

Solid manure. Manure which has had sufficient bedding or soil addedor has received
sufficient air drying to raise the solids
content to where it will stack with little or
no seepage. It is best handled with a frontend loader. See also manure.
Sour compost. Compost which has been
produced or stored under anaerobic conditions. It is generallyacidicandmay contain
phytotoxic compounds.
Specificconductance.See electricalconductivity.

Spontaneous combustion. Sell heating
Shredding. An operation which reduces and ignition of a combustible substance
the particle size of materials. Shredding because of chemical reactions that occur
implies that the particles are broken apart within the substance. Can occur at moisby tearing and slicing. See also grinding. ture contents between 25 and 45%.
Slurry manure. Slurry manure has a near
liquid consistency. It can be handled with
conventional, centrifugal manure pumps
and equipment, but the solids content may
be too high for irrigation equipment. See
also manure.

Stability, of compost. The rate of change
or decomposition of compost. Usually stability refers to the lack of change or
resistance to change. A stable compost
continues to decompose at a very slow rate
and has a low oxygen demand.

Soil amendment. Any substance (such as
lime, sulfur, gypsum, or sawdust) used to
alter the properties of a soil (generally, to
make it more productive). Fertilizers are
one type of soil amendment. However,
many soil amendments (such as soil conditioners) do not have significant fertilizer
value. See also soil conditioner.

Structure, of composting mix or raw
material. The ability to resist settling and
compaction. Structureis improved by large
rigid particles.

Soil conditioner. A soil additive that stabilizes the soil, improves its resistance to
erosion, increases its permeability to air
and water, improves its texture and the
resistance of its surface to crusting, makes
it easier tocultivate,orotherwiseimproves
its quality.
Soil structure. The combination or arrangement of primary soil particles into
secondary particles, units, or peds. Compost helps bind primary soil particles to
improve the structure of soil.
Soil texture. A characterization of soil
type, based on the relative proportions of
174

T
Texture, of composting mix or raw material. Characteristic which describes the
available surface area of particles. A fine
textureimplies many small particles witha
large combined surface area. A course textureimplieslargeparticles withlessoverall
surface area.
Thermophilic. Heat-loving microorganisms that thrive in and generate temperatures above IOYF (40OC).
Thin slurry. See liquid manure.
Tipping fees. Fees charged for treating,
handling, a n d o r disposing of waste materials.

Top-dressing. Applying a layer of compost, or other material, to the surface of
soil.
Turning. A composting operation which
mixes and agitates material in a windrow
pile or vessel. Its main aeration effect is to
increase the porosity of the windrow to
enhance passive aeration. It can be accomplished with bucket loaders or specially
designed turning machines.

-

v
Vermicomposting. The process by which
worms convert organic waste into worm
castings-the dark, fertile, granular excrement of a worm. Castings are rich in plant
nutrients.
Vermiculite. A natural mineral used as an
amendment in potting soil.
Vermin. Noxious or objectionable animals, insects, or other pests, especially
those of a small size. For example, rats,
mice, and flies.
Volatile compound. A compound or substance which vaporizes (“evaporates”) at
relatively low temperatures or is readily
converted into a gaseous by-product. Examples include alcohols and ammonia.
Volatile compounds are easily lost from
the environment of a composting pile.

W
Windrow. A long, relatively narrow, and
low pile. Windrows have a large exposed
surface areawhichencouragespassiveaeration and drying.

Y

-

Yard. See cubic yard.
Yard waste. Leaves, grass clippings, yard
trimmings, and other organic garden debris.
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-
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obtained from the manufacturers; no attempt was made to verify the manufacturers’ claims. These lists do not include all
equipment manufactured; only those manufacturers that responded to a survey are included. Mention of company names
does not imply an endorsement of the product, nor is criticism implied of similar products which are not mentioned.
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Protection Agency (EPA). Every attempt was made to verify the addresses of these agencies; however, absolute accuracy
cannot be guaranteed. In addition, no guarantee is made that these agencies will be able to provide answers to specific
questions that readers may have.
Address lists are provided in appendix B for temperature probe distributors and equipment manufacturers. This
information is provided as a service to readers and was obtained from the manufacturers. No endorsement of these
companies or theirproducts is intended, noris criticism implied of similarcompanies or products which are not mentioned.
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